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MILITAR2 CURRICULM MEERIALS

, The military-developed curricuZum materials in this course

package were selected by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr

inarion to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials

developed by the military more accessible to vocational

educators in the civilian settirig.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in thepeld, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials whicn were specific to the nilitary

were deleted,.ccpyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-

val for their, usG was obtained. These course packages contain

curriculan resource materials which can oe adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum dev4opment:
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Course Description

This course is designed to provide theory information to students concerning basic photography and sornA of the procedures of investigative photography.
The course'consim of nine lessons, Lesson 7 was deleted because it deals with specific military equipment.

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Lesson 8

Lesson 9

Light gives an introduction to light as the basis of photography, defines the terms used about light, and discusses the behavior
of iight, the composition of white light, light transmission, reflection and absorption, illumination, and pinholes and light

Camera Lenses-Optics gives an introduction to leeses, defirlis the terms used about lenses, and discusses types of single lenses,
aberrations and other defects of lenses, lens focal length and focal plane, aperture setting and light control, lens angles, image
size, the circle of confusion, and lens focusing characteristics.

Cameras gives an introduction to cameras, defines the terms used about cameras, and discusses a variety of cameras and

focusing mechanisms.

Firms gives an introduction to films, defines the terms used in films, and discusses black and white film characteristics, color
film, diffusion transfer reversal system materials, and selection of film.

Principles of Exposure gives an introduction to exposure, defines the terms used about exposure, and discusses basic outdoor
exposure, interchanging the stop and-the shutter speed, light meters, exposure with artificial light, filter effects, filter types,
and film factors.

Photographic Chemistry and Processing introduces development and discusses negative developing solutions, the effects of de
veloper and negative density, developer life, processing the negative, negative processing problems, printing paper and printing,
and processing the print.

Copy and Small Object Photography discusses copying, small object photography, and photographing fingerprints.

Crime Scene Photography gives hints on how to photograph specific crime scenes and articles tevidence.

Each iesson has an objective, suggestions for study, a reading assignment, review exercises and answers to the exercises. The course was designed for stu-

dent self-study and evaivation in a laboratory or on-the-job learning situation. A course exam is included but no answers areavailable The first five
lessons can be used in any basic photography course. The last two lessons can be used in career units on photography.
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L

1, . -
PhotograPilkis a field:of,ictryytY with"a variet, ofonemlings to diffefent people.

To sqme it is a ,te.ehnical sgienc.elealing,wlth.cheMiste, and the physics of light'.
and optics. ,,Gth.Ors thinX of its a grOhic expressional art subject to changes in
texture, ,Inoods.Of lighting,. akd changing WO Of krays or variable colO:rs.. To.,-
most:itifs the .tincfa y. sriapshol,of the wife and.children. To the criminal irwestl-

gator,photpgi-aphy' Is dn extenSiod of his investigatOe techniqUe; an aid in selAting
'and 6stall1ishing the factsin a caAe? 'arid a tool used to cornthunicate recorded,
-infor.Mation to others.. 4

TiGT:itE ':110 TOGICA'1,?i:60's
.

e
In order for the investigator tokmastef the Used tilis valuable tc.iOlGand; use it..,

properly, Ifie,mu.st become laminar with some of the peculiarities of photography.
An understanding of phdtb chemistry, light, and optics mtisfbe developed by.the
investigator. He must, learnito capture the facts as they, actually exist, avoiding
an iiivolvement in creating "ayt" which could distorr the tfue facts. This under-
standLg is 4eeded becfttiSp tlie,picttre takep. must be' ol a quality and type.which,
can be used in-an investigative report and,presented in court. 'It is an objettiNie
graphic' Method of comMunieation which illustrates to others what .the,investigator
discovered during his' imiestigation.

,

.., ' Tlae'objective,of this subcourse is to convey to "the student.the_information.
whfch will enable .him to.make`fuse of photography' a.'an investigative tool': It ,is

not intended to make.an,investigator a'photogr'aphe,r, but it ig intended to give
him enough,information to.produce pliotograPhic results, Ouch are,ac-ceptable to
guppieme* fhe investiga.tive repOrt and to be entered intO court proceedings as

._

evidenc*,e:
" .

^ ,

This subcoiirse,cOnsists of nine (9)1essons and an examinationf,as follmVs:

Ug
\

L-es419n-'..tir

bthson

..:Lesson 3.
.

Lessorp'4.

-.Cainera LensesZopt,.
CameraS.

4-1 2 I; i:
SHOL,LD, B.E.comPLETED AND

-4113,EINED'FOR aRADING WITHIN SIX MONTHS:.

,
March 1975 Fieprj.i.it

;
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Lesson S. Principles of Exposure

Lesson 6. Photograoroc Chemistry and Processing -6

Leson 1'4o Army .2ameras

Lesson B. Copy and Small Cbje:: ?hotoc:r:tpny

Le6son 9. Crime Scene Pho,togra::::

Examination

Twenty-five credit hours are fpr :-e successful comol,!-Aon

of this subcourse.

-

You will grade your G..4-1: lessons using the'lesson solutions inclosed

in your subcourse packet. Follow,these simple A, 3, C's in studying all
lessons for this subcourse.

A. Sft4y the "Text ASeignment" for the lesson.

B. After thoroug'n study, complete cacn of the "Requirements," circling,
or marking your answers in th., exercise oalet itself. .):ou nay either

complete all requirerents before ;racIng or grade :.44o-.n requirements
one at a time, whichever you choose li you grade youi`-requirements one -

at a time, be sure that you do not onec t. the next exercise solution before
completion of the exercise. If you do, you will deny yourself the opportu-
nity to develop your own solution to the exercise since you wiT1 at-ready
know the answer. How can you tell how well you are learning the material
if you\look at the 3-;swers in idvanc:'

A

C. If you incorrectly _ar-;wer an exercise, look up the text reference
listed on the solution.sheet. Study this re;:ezence and compare itIC all
the postible exercise -;olutions. Be sure that you understand why the
school's solution is beit. If you cannot understand this, you may write
us for further asslstance. This e,111 correct erroneous thinking on your
part and reinforce the leatiiire proce<s. By following this.orocedure;
you will be in the best position to uccessful: complete thili7S examination.

Remember, the more you study and the more you understand the exetA4,us.
the better will bo yoi.r examination grade.

When you have cnrb:etei ,less'7ns L .our c.atisfaction/ you may
commence york on your (xamipotion hi . s been forwarded t6-you along
with ybur subcourso book13;.

Text Furnished. AttACI't Pemoranza.

3-12 I:



LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

SUBCOURSE NO. 4-12 Investigative Photography.

LESSON 1

CREDIT HOURS 1.

TEXT ASSIGNMENT Attached Memorandum.

MATERIALS REQUIRED None.

LESSON OBJECTIVE To provide,vou with a knowledge of
light as it applies to photography.

SUGGESTIONS None.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

This attached me.orandum includes information extracted from resident in-
stnictional material of the United States Army Military Police School, and TM'
11-401-1. In case of conflict between the attached memorandum and other publi-
cations, the material contained in the attached memorandum will apply to this
lesson assignment.

1. INTAODUCTION. Light is'the basis of photography, therefore it is fitting
that we begin '.1t0astud of light. It is important to understand some properties of
light, for a picture is not a chrept duplication of the subject, but of the light which is
reflected from it. With a basic understanding of light's behavior, the photographer
able to utilize different light sources, photographic lenses, and.light sensitive films.
The photographer must learn to think in terms of light. Without the correct amount
of light, there will be no image or the image will be an unacceptable one. The in-
vestigative photographer must be aware that simply by carying the light source,
the entire composition and mood of the photograph can be changed. Again, the in-
estigatic e photographer must produce a photograph which is objective, reporting

facts with the picture, without distortion of truth.

2. TERMS. The definitions giVen in this paragraph are not neeessarih the
most important term:. in the lesson. Additional Ierms and definitions will be found
throughout the lesson and those given below may, be listed onlv in the interest of
clarification.

,4-12 I ; 1-1
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J. MILLIAIICRON or MI' - unit "*.ngth r :.':( -ill of a
millimeter.

b. FREQUENCY The number of rt ,r pe-iodic process in a
unit of time.

c. OPAQUE - Not tcansp:..rent (Jr translucent.

d. TRANSLUCENT - Admitting and diffusing resx.ting in that or,=,:'
beycnd cannot be clearly distinguished.

e. PERPENDICULA2 - A line 'it ry..:ht arftst ne .)f another line
or surface; exactly vertical -or upri4nt.

- f. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE Angle at which light arrives at a surface
(Figure 8).

g. ANGLE OF REFRACTION The de!lection from a'straight 7ath
light ray in passing obliquely from one mediui: tc inothgr I riZUre

h. ANGLE OF DEVIATION Differerv_e between angie of incic:ence ra;
and the path of the refrased ray (Figure -).

i. EMERGENT RAY The path oi light rav after lc:iving one med.r.-r
and entering another, i.e. , from glass to air .Figure

j. CANDLE POWER A standard for measuring the brilliance of
illumination. The higher the candle power, thi brighter the il:Lnlination.

k. EMULSION A tight sensitive I. ,t ..r.,ted in
gelatin, spread over Npermanent suPport such as 41ass, or rer.

I. MONOCHROMATIC - A single color. ,

3. BEHAVIOR OF LIGHT. Early in the t.w(ntieth centun tne scientist
Max Planck.developed a theory that any radiating oody :nrgv in small
particles, t\hich he called quanta. Einstein dem-mstrated, .%ith rn-the.rrqic..s. that
quanta (also calle Pb.)tonsi have a frequency (see 3a(21) and can he measured.
knowledge )f th prcpertics -)f.light aids th.: phyt-ygruph-r in li:lereni was under
various conditio

1

4-12 I; 1-2



a. Classifi ation of Light. Light, as a form of radiant energy, is
classified according to wave length and frequency.

(1) A wave length is the measuremdrit of light'from crest to crest
(Figure I. It was discovered that wave lengths are different for each color and
that their wave lengths are very small. For example, 'the wave length of yellow
light is about a forty thousandth of 'an inch (0..00006 cm).

(2) The frequency of tight is the counting of these small wave lengths
as they pass a specific point in one second. The light which is visible to the human
eve has a wave length from 400 to 700 mkimicrons.

L*-- ONE \NAVE LENGTH --o-g

Fig 1. Light Wave Length

h. Light Rays and Waves. Light is described as having a wave motion
character and a ray character (see Figure 2). Both of these actions occur
simultaneousl) and thes are actually just different ways of looking at the same light
oehavior. However, these two views of light aid in the discussion of how light will

affect an object. For most practical purposes in photography, light rays are said
to travel in a strauRlit line. When an object blocks some of the light ras, a liadow

is cast and this shadow i I I give the object shape. Shadows are important in that
they give a picture depth and mood.

4-12 J; 1-3
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C. The Visible Spectrum (Figure 3). The electromagnetic spectrum
includes the entire range of wavelengths and frequencies of electrolnagnetic
radiation. It ex`ends from gamma rays to the longest radio waves and includes
what the human eye sees as isible light. The visible spectrum is a very small
part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Each of the varying wavelengths of visible
light has its own typical Polor. Visible light wavelengths are from 400 millirnicrons

4to 700 millimicrons.

*AvE P M.. MIC.RONS

/02 C.'s\ 04 3,)8

5A V YA 7QAY
RATS

LAL-RA
vic,E"

RAYS

4FRA-
REO
RATS /

400mu -0Chw

-,B.E SRJH

. ,2'- tO 4 10'6
I I

4ER-ZIAN RACIO LONG
wAvES , WAVES ELECTRICAL

OSCILLATIONS

tol2 10

/LT R A INFRA
OL ET RED
AY S t RAYS

Fig 3. The Fleetroniagnetie Spectrum
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4. COMPOSITION OF WHITE LIGHT.c White light is composed oi all yis:bit:
light wavelengths in the visible spectrum. Sunlight is white light and is ah ideal
or equal blending of all the wavelengths of the-visible spectrum. lf any of these
wavelengths are missing, even in part, we have another color instead of white

a. Dispersion of light is the process of passing white light through a
qirism or material with similar prc,perties, separating the light into its coior
components. The light that emerges will be split into a ornd of coloreil light
(see Figures 3 and 4). The amount of dispersion will ,.ary in acccrd.ince with
type of glass used. For example, a prism of dense glass \kill disperse light rays
to a greater degree than a prism of less density.

b. Color Wavelength. Eac.h color of the spectrum represents lih.. more-
mefita41ifferent frequencies or wavelength (violet at;400 millimicrons and red at
700 millimicrons). The shorter the colors wavelength the mpre it will be bent as
it passes through a transparent substance. This behaVior of light is called refraction
(paragraph 6). Therefore, red light waveis, being The longest, will be bent the least.
The action of refraction helps to explain disperslon of white light. As light enters
t.he prism the frequencies are bent independently .into its color pa.r,t.

RED 700MU
ORANGE

YELLOW 600MU 1

GREEN VISIBLE
' SPECTRUM

INDIGO
BLUE 500MU \

VIOLET 400MU

Fig 4. Dispersh-n c)f Light by a Prism

4-12 I; 1-6,
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. 1/
c. Sir Isaac Newton's experimerits with prisms showed that ordinary

white light, when passed through a prism, contained all visible colors. He
proved this point when he passed a band of colors produced by one prism through
a second prism, with a lens in between (Figure 5). The lens and prisms were
spaced so that the second prism brgught the separated colors together again to
form white light.

a

r
'0

a'

Fig 5. Newton's'Experiment Showing
Composition of White Light

-

4-12 I; 1-7
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5. LIGHT TIIANS:.iiSSION, RrEFLEOTION t:'D ABSORPTI3,q., Light
rays tra7eling in a straight line will be trans:r.itt:a :hrough, relled, or
absorbed, or a combination pf these actions will occur, when they encounter
any substance. The t3,pe of action which willtake place will depend on whether
the'substance, or medium, is transparent, translucent, or opaque (Figure

'ITIMAL LIGHT PAIS

/N. 7 7 7

NORMAL LIGHT RAYS

NORMAL LIGHT RAYS

af/\I
CLEAR GLA53

TRANSLUCENT thECIUM

FROSTED GLASS

WO OD aLoci(

Figure'rb L1ght Transmission, Reflection,, and Absorption.

4-12 I; 1-Sk
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a. Transmission. Transmission of light is said to occur when light
passes through a medium (I. e. , glass, a transparent medium, or frosted glass,
a translucent medium).

b. Relection. Light rays that are not transmitted through or absorbed
by an object are said to be reflected. Light rays striking the-surface of a medium
are called incident rays. The point where the light rays and object come, in contact
is termed the point of incidence. Light reflected from an object falls into two groups -
specular and diffused.

(1) Specular Light. Specular light travels in one direction. The
incident light ray striking a perfectly smooth surface will rebound at exactly the
same angle at which it strikes the object. (See Figure 7.)

(2) Diffused Light. Diffused light is light that is scattered in several
directions when its rays hit an uneven surface. The incident ray will be reflected
off the surface at various angles (Figure 7). Most objects that are photographed
will reflect both specular and diffused light.

SMOOTH SURFACE

ROUGH SURFACE

clspecular

Qdiffused

Fig 7. Reflected Light

44712 I; 1L9
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c. Absorption. Light will normally be absorbed to some degree no
matter what type of surface is encountered. The color of an object is largely a
matter of absorption and reflection. When white light falls on an object that
absorbs some of the wave lengths and reflects or transmits others, the object
appears to have color. The wave length that is reflected or transmitted determines
the color cf the object. For example, a red object appcarz red because it reflects
or traumit3 only the red wave lengths. The other wave lengths, which produce
green and blue, are absorbed by thc: cbject. 0

6. REFRACTION. Refraction is the bending, oi: deflection, 3f iight ray:,
when they pass at an angle from one trtnsparent medium to a second transparent
medium of a different density 1. e. , air fo glass, or air to water, etc.).

a. Law of Refraction. If a light ray falls perpendicular, or normally, upon
a surface between two mediums of different density, the ray is not bent. If the light
strikes ale surface at an angle, the light raY will be bent. The direction in which the-
light is bent is dependent upon the density of each medium the light is traveling through.
For discussion purposes, the mediums which light will be traveling through are ai'r
and glass,although the law of refraction applies as well to other mediums. A light
ray, in passing from a medium of lesser density (air) to one of greater density (glass).
is, bent toward the normal or perpendicular. In passing from a medium of greater
densip to one,of lesser density, the ray will be bent away from the normal. (See
Figure8.)

b. The greater the angle of incidence and the greater the difference34in
densities of two mediums, the greater will be the angle of refractiOn.

4/ c. Ikdex of Refraction. Light travels through substances of different
densities at varying speeds. For example, the speed of light traveling in glass is
approximately 120,000 miles per second, whereas light traveling through air is
approximately 186,000 miles per second. The ratio between the speed of light in

..., one medium to its speed in another medium is known as the index of refraction. A

practical use of this knowledge is in the determination of the angle of refraction of
lenses made of various types of glass and used for varying purposes.

7. ILLUMINATION. The intensity of illumination on an object will depend
upon the strength of the light source and the distance from the source to the object.

0 ....
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a. Inverse Square Law of Light. Light intensity diminishes inversely
with the square of the distance from the light source to an object. Light from a
point source (i.e., light bulb) will,spread out in a room both horizontalty and
vertically. When the distance from the source is doubled, the area over which it
must spread is increased four tis. In Figure 9, a card is placed 1 foot. 2 feet,

.s.nd 4 feet from a light sow-ca. When the card is placed 1 foot from the
light source, the intensicy of illwnination is equal to the candlepower of the 1.47;41
source; %%hen the card is moved te a point 2 feet from !-ht. light source, the Oter

ne fourth as bright; when the card is movcd to a pcin.:. 3 f,=2(.4 frc:r the.1.1i0r.
.-curce, :he intensity is on,s-ninth L.S bright; and .vhen the card .s moved to a pro:
-I feet frem the light source, the intensi": is onersixteenth as bricrht. As the obje(rz
is move(' -los'er to the light sourc,: proce-,s reverces and the object al.: -)ea:3
brighter (see Figure 9).

A t..* FT

LIGHT COvERS
I ISO FT

9 2 FT
y SAME AMOUNT OF LIGHT COVERS 4 I

! Go FT DOTTED SOJaRE RECE.vES 1/4
, aS MuCH LIGHT AS IT DID AT a

C. 3 FT
SANE AMOUNT OF LIGHT COVERS 9 SO F T DOTTED SQUARE
RECEIVES 1/9 AS MUCH LIGHT As IT DID AT A

..,'

iD I.
..

4 cT
CI.1

I
.i SaME AMOuNT OF LIGHT COVERS lb SC F 7 COT TED iQUAPF PECE,iES 1/16 AS MUCH '..GH T fI As ,T DID AT a

,
Fig 9. In-.'erse Square Law
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b. Brightness represents the quantity of light 1-eflected from a sunfaCe

that has been* illuminated. The amoun't of light reflected depends on the nature cif

the surface. The glossier the surface, -the more ipecular thp, reflection.; te 'more .

matte (dull) the surface, the more diffuse the reflecticin: T6as,ftoni, White to

black, also play_a part in the degree of reflectivity of the -surfaCa: Therefore,.i

er:y glossy white surface will 'appipximate the, effect of a miii-or; a diffuse wHite:

surface, like a blotter, is not subject to speCular.red'ection-andgives a s6ttered " 4

light. Normally, surfaces are a compromise betkeen the two ekeemts; 4;1*
distance from a camera to the subject has no effect on brightnes i. citylprd.'

were moved away from a surface to be photographed, subject brfghtmess ,

, ,

c. The relationshin of brightness extremes land the relationsilip pf

brightness areas to shadow areas are factors that must be considered,' tigislatea,
into values, and reproduced in a corresponding scale of shades on a light sensitlie

emulsion. Because photographic emulsions lack the extreme sensitivity of.the

aboiehe same. ' -s"-

human eye and the ability to be selective, the photographer must control the:ratiaf
of brightness extremes of a subject. He achieves this through judicious- Use df-

subject seledion, control of light intensity, control of light direction, control 'of
8

the direction of shadows, and control of the amount of reflected light. The pllotographer

must aim for reduced brightness extremes, so that the light-sensitive emulsion can ''
effectively reproduce conditions without sacrificing subject detail or reducing the

range of shading of the subject as it appears in the finished photograPhic print..

8. A PINHOLE AND LIGHT.

a. The behavior of light through a pinhole has long been known. In earlier
times it was called a "camera obscura." The caniera obscura was a light-tight
inclosure with a small hole in one side. The light rays entered the inclosure through

this small hole and'produced a picture, on the wall opposite the hole, of the-object -
outside.

b. As light travels through space,, it will travel in a straight line. Because

of this fact the passage of light reflected from and through a pinhole will cause the

reflected light to form an inverted image (Figure 10).

c. A drawback on using this type of apparatus for practical photography
is that the image formed is not a bright one. The pinhole must be small in order to
get a relatively sharp image. . For this reason, long exposures are necessary to
produce an acceptable image. However, if several, separate images (Figure 10)
could be placed upon each other the image would reqUire less exposure time.
Figure 10 illustrates how this could be accomplished through the use df prisms, which
introduces the employment of optics in photography.

4-12 I; 1-13



Images produced by large and small pinholez....

Separate Image of the same ()blect.

InSe ate images made to coincide.

Fig 10.
0-4
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EXERCISES

REQUIREMENT. The following exercises are multiple choice. There are four
alternatives to each exercise. You are to select the one alternative that is correct
-and indicate your choice by circling the correct response directly on the
exercise booklet.

1. Light is class(i.fied according to

a. color and speed.P"

b. frequency and color.

c. wave length ancl frequency.

d. speed and,relativity. >.

Visible light wave lengths are from

a. 100 to 400 millimicrons.

b. 400 to 700 millirnicronst

c. 700 to 1000 millimicrons.

d. 1000 to 1300 rnillimicrons.
4

,..; ' f

/
,

3. The process by which white light passing through a prism is separated
into its color components is called

a. dispersion.

b. refraction.
,

c. tlisintegration,

d. separation.

- 4-12 1: 1-15
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4. The -111,-ter 1 'Jlors wave length, tilt. T"ore it %ill be

a. bent Allen passing through a transparent substance.
..

b. scatterei in an infinite number cf rtireed,ons.

conoz-ntr.::.--,1 upon a 6ingle spot or Ln a single ral..

d. separate,.! :Lt.) 1.,-; i i 1.11,Lr) raid s.,..corda* color.

5. The light rays striking the surf3ce of a medium are called

a. X rays.

b. transparent rl., 5.

c. visible rays.

d. incident rays.

6. The direction ir.'whicl' 4-ht is hk!nt, A hen passing thr . .lifferen:
mediums, is dependent u.,y)n th

-7---7b
I

a. speed of light.

b. density of the mertum. ,

c. v,ave length of th ri^t...,.11.e

1.. d. frequenc% of the lignt.

ea

(
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7. The ratio between the speed of light in one medium to its speed in
another medium is known as the

a. Inverc-e Square Law.

b. Theory of Relativity.

c. Planck's Theorem.

d. Index of Refraction.

8. According to the Inverse Square Law of light, when the distance from
the light source is doubled, the area over which it must spread is increased

a. two times.

b. four times.

C. one time.

d. eight times.

9. A matte, or dull, surface reflection kould be said to be

a. diffuse.

b. specular.

C. refractel

d. dense.

4-12 I; 1-17
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10. The light from a nho1e will form

a. a halo effect.

b. a photographic emulsion.

c. an inverted image.

d. an emergent ray.

4-12 I;



LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

SUBCOURtiE NO. 4-12 I Investigative Photography.

LESSON 2 Camera Lenses - Optics.

CREDIT HOURS 9

TEXT ASSIGNMENT Attached MemorLidum.

MATERIALS REQUIRED None.
..

LESSON OBJECTIVE To provide you with the general
and specific information to enable

, you to understand and use camera
optics.

SUGGESTIONS None.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

This attached memorandum includes information extracted from resident
instructional material of the United States Army Military Police School and

TM I1-401-1. En case of conflict between the attached memorandum and other
publications, the material coniained in the attached memorandum will apply to

this lesson assignment.

1. INTRODUCTION. A camera optic, of- lens, is a spherical and
symmetrical piece of polished glass that refracts light ra% s so that a clear, sharp
image is projected on.the Tear wall of a camera.

a. The purpose of the camera lens is to-gather light, by refracting
the light rays, to produce an image which is sharp, clear and without distortion.

b... In Lesson I it was shown that a simple pinhole will produce an

image on the opposite wall of a light tight box. Also, it one were to plac-e prisms
at various locations, a brighter image would result b imposing one image over
the other. The photographic optic is, in fact, prisms placed in different arrange-
ments to bend the light and produce the sharp, clear, undistorted image which will
be acceptable as a photograph.

,

,
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a. TERMS. The definitions gtven in this section are not necessarily
the =St important terms in the lesson. Additional terms and definitions
will be found throughout the lesson, and those given below may be listed only
in the interest of clarification.

.a. Refraction - Th:': deflection from a straight path of a light ray
in pzIssing obaquely from one mettium to anotner (para 1).

b. Concave - Hol;owed or rcun.::ed inwarc (oars 3).

c. Convex - Curved or roundea like the exterior of a circ:e (para :"..

d. ')Converge - To come together and unite in a common focus.
.,

e. Astigmatism - The inabijity of a lens to focus both horizontal
and vertical lines sharply at the same time (para 4).

f. Coma - A spherical aberration in which the image of a point_
source is a comet-shaped blur.

g. Aberration - An optical defect which causes imperfect images
(para 4).

, h. Curvature of Field - il'istortion caused by the curvature of a
concave lens (para 4).

i. Newto (i*gs -' Irregular :ight and dark bands which appear
1

between the surfaces of positive and negative lenses when they are pressed
together (para 4).

l
(para 4).

--eiv
Flare Stray light which causes bright spots on exposed film

k. Aoerture The lens opening that regulates the amount of light
gentering the lens (para 6).

.
,I. 12i_afir - An adjustable aperture which controls the amount

of light passing through a lens (para 6).

ra. lnimitv - A distance setting on a camera focusing scale,
beyond which all objects are in focus.

-

. 33
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n. Exposure - The time that a given amount of light requires to
create an irnag& on sensitized Material.

IN4
3. TYPES OF SINGLE LENSES. Single lenses are divided into two

groups; positive and negative. 't

a. Positive,lenses are basically two'prisms placed base to base
(Figure 1). These lenses form a distinguishable image, because they refract
the light rays so that they converge after passing through the lens. "Positive
lenses form real images because light ras passing through such lens converge.
Lenses in this class are also termed convex, convergent, or collective. The
most common positive lens is the double-convex which will cause light rays,
from either side of the lens surface, to converge (Figure 2). Two other positive
lens types are the plano-convex and the convexo-concave (Figure 2). The
plano-com ex has one curved surface and one flat surface while the convexo-
concave has two curved surfaces, one convex and the other concave.

Rays bent by a double prism.

Figure 1.

Double-Convex
,

Paths of light rays through a
convergent lens.

Plano-Convex Convexo-Concave

Figure 2., Types of Simple Lenses.

4-19 I; 9-3
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b. A simple tegative lens is two prisms placed apex to apex
(Figtire 3). The negative lens forms only near images (vertical images),
because, as the light rays pass through them, they are spread. These
lenses are called concave, divergent, or dispersive. Negative lenses are
usually not used alone but they form a part of a co-mpound lens to correct
for errors or distortion La a cllmpound lens. These lenses are thinner in
the center than at the edses and take three forms (Figure 4); the double-
concave, plano-concave and concave-convex.

Deviation of rays by two prisms,
apex to apex.

111-CONCAvE
1DOLIBLE -CONCAVE)

CROSS SEC T ;ON
Oc NS

Deviation of rays by a divergent lens.

Figure 3.

Pt.ANO-CNCAVE

Types of Single Lenses.,

Figure 4.
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4. AllnlIATIoNS AND OTHEII DEFECTS OF LENSES.

:i. The early lensed cameras, and some present day inexpensive
cameras, _have difficulty producing an image free of all defects. The cameras
used in investigative photographs' must be of high quality and free of these
defects. The camera lenses used by the Army are usually correctrY1 lenses.
However, a brief discussion of uncorrected lenses will provide some insight
into the fact that these defects in optics do affect image-object relationships.

b. The perfect lens is one that will project an object in exact
detail to form the photographic image. The simple lens cannot perform this
task, because there are usually uncorrected defects in the optic. These
optical defects are called lens aberrations.

c. An aberfaTtsii is an optical imperfection responsible for image
distortion. It can be avoided by combining several lenses and by eliminating
marginaL rays refracted through the outer edges of the leris. There are six
general types of aberrations: spherical aberrations, chromatic aberrations,
astigmatism, coma, curvature of field and distortion. ,The camera lens will
normally be designed to compensate for these defects, IDWever, the photographer
must select with care the lens .,or camera he will use to insure it is a corrected
lens or the camera is eciiitpped with a corrected lens.

d. Other optical defects affecting a lens, which are usually corrected
when the lens is designed, are Newton's rings, light loss, and flare. Although

light loss and flare are usually corrected during manufacture, they can occur
if the lens is misused.

, (1) Lens Coatings. Most corrected lenses will be coated with a
substance which will reduce one type of flare (optical flare) and which will also
increase the optic's %ability to transmit light, thus reducing' light loss. However,

this coating can be damaged. Damage to the lens coating can result from improper
cleaning, excessive cleaning, and improper storage. The camera lens should be
stored in a dry, moderate temperature and kept out of direct sunlight. Proper
storage will help to reduce the amount of lens cleaning required. A good rule to
follow is to clean the lens as little as possible.

(2) Another lens problem which can be detected and reduced is

mechanical flare. Mechanical flare is caused by stray light reflections creating
bright spots on the film. These spots are usually caused by shiny surfaces on the
lens shade or lens mount, and can be detected by careful inspection. They occur
through normal wear on the camera finish causing the shiny metal surface to be
exposed. The surface can be easily repaired by a.eamera repairman. Do not
attempt to repair it yourself.

4-12 1: 2-5



(3) Lens Shades. Lens shades are rectangular, cylindrical-
or cone -shaped,devices placed on the front of the lens to shield it from stray
light. The length of a lens shade is based directly on the angle of v:ew of the
lens (See Figure 5). By using the proper lens shade, optical flare can be
reduced, and other stray light eliminated.

Wide Angle Lens Shade. Normal Lens-Shade.

Figure 5.

Telephoto Lens Shade.

5. THE LENS FOCAL LENGTH AND THE FOCAL PLANE. The
focal length of the lens controls the image brightness, speed of the 14ns, and
the image size at the focal plane.

a. The focal plane of a lens is the point, and plane, where the
lens' projected image is clear and sharp. (See Figure 6.) This plane is some-
times called the film plane, as ihe film is located at this point to capture the
image.

Axis of Lens

Lens

Parallel Light Rays
From Infinite Distance

Focal
Length

Focal
Plane

.1/4

Focal length and Focal plane.

Figure 6.

'i 4
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b. The focal length (Figure 6) is the distance from the optical

center of the lens to its focal plane, when the lens is fo'cused at infinity.
The focal length is a fixed value of the lens,and.it cannot be varied by the
photographer.

c. The focal length determines the size of the image at the focal
plane. The longer the focal length, the larger the image. A short focal length
produces a smaller image with a greater depth of field (Figure 7). As the
picture area is affected by these lens characteristics, the scene's pers-pective is
also influenced. This, then, may affect the true representation of the actual
subject or scene.

d. Speed of the Lens. .Lens speed is the maximum amount of
light that the lens will transmit to its focal plane. The amount of light reaching
the focal plane is affected by the diameter of the lens, the number of optical i-

t,*elements in the lens, the number of reflecting surfaces, and the focal length
of the lens.

(1) The speed of the lens is determined by the largest lens
diameter (called the maximum effective aperture) and the focal length of the
lens. It is based on the incerse square law (see\para 7, Sec a, Lesson 1), and
it is the ratio of the diameter of the lens to its focal length (Figure 8). To find
the speed of the lens, divide the diameter of the lens into the focal length. In
figure 7 the lens diameter is two inches and the focal length is eight inches
which when divided is four. The lens speed is then said to be four and written
f/4. The same would be true of a four inch focal length with a one inch lens
diameter.

)b
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P C .7 A P.14 i -

Figure 7.

P".)C4. ENC-4

Relationship.of focal length and light source.

Relationship ot Focal length, light brightness
and image size. This figure shows that,
moving the focal length back from the same
dia eter lenls, the light is less bright, but
that he ima.%e -ize is increased.

8 INCH
FOCAL LENGTH

LENS-4

DIAMETER

FOCAL
PLANE

FOCAL LENGTH
F/ NUMBER t 4 OR F/

LENS DIAMETER 2

Figure 8. Lens Speed.
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(2) When one is dealing with lens speed it must be realized
that the smaller the f/number, or the more equal the relationship of the focal
length e lens diameter is, the brighter.the image will be at the focal plane.
Therefo e, a f/1 lens speed is brighter than a 1/4. In photo terrae the f/1 lens
is faster.

(3) A practical application of the use of a fast lens is when
the light level of a scene is low and only av4ai1ab1e light can be used, i. e. ,
a night club scene. The lens speed, along with other light controls, helps.to
regulate our use of light in 'photography; In short, the faster the lens, the
lesser the amount of light needed to reproduce an image.

6. APERTURE SETTING - A LIGHT CONTROL. The aperture is
another one o( the contrOl devices used to regulate the amount of light
reaching the focal plane.

a. The varying'of the aperture setting is simply a Matter.of stopping,
or allowing various amounts of light to reach the focal plane without a change in
the focal length. This is done by using as much of the lens sUrface as possible,
or using very-little of the lens surface, to transmit light.

b. The mechanism used to regulate how much of the lenS surface is
used is called diaphragm. Be use this diaphragm works underthe same prin-
ciple as the iris of the human ey t h s been further termed in Iris diaphragm
(Figure_9).

c. To standardize homuch light will reach the focal plane at the
N:arious diaphragm openings the ffV-alue system was developed so that a common
marking would produce the same photographic 12esult in a wide variety of cameras
(Figure 10). The standard full stop f/value system is shown iri Figure 11. Lenses
manufactured in the United States are calibrated in the Universal F/stop scale.
Not all of the stops in,the entire scale are found on any one lens; however, the
ratio of light reaching the focal plane by each smaller f/stop is the same. Con-
sider the amount of light transmitted by the largest stop (stop 1) as one unit.
,The next smaller stop will transmit one half that an unt of light (of stop 1),
The next smaller stop (stop 3) will tranamit one-half of thrrrnt of light as
stop 2, or one quarter the amount of light as stop 1.

1 - 12 f ; 2:9
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IRIS
"'UPHAM

Lens aperture at 1/4

Figure 9.

Lens aperture ai

Diaphragm or electric surface. Figure illustras two
different lens settings f 4 d f '16 of the same size lens.

. f/stop scale on a barrel
mounted lens

f/st.op scale on a
shutter housing.

Figure 10. 1:\ample.of two different lenses both....:howing an

A
I u p scale.
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I

init .f lesht
I.. -It.. len. an yawn

f tit.
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1 4 1 2048
2 1/2 1024
2.8 1'4 512
4 1,8 256
5.6 1 16 128

8 1 32 64

11 ) 1,64 32) I 128 16

1 256 8
32 I 512 4

45 1/1024 2
41

64 1 2048

Figure 11. Standard*Full f/stop Scale.

7. LENS ANGLES.

a. Angle of field is the largest angle at wliich light entering a lens
will produce, at its focal plane, an acceptable image.

(1) A normal or standard lens has approximately the same angle
of field as the human eye; a wide-angle lens nas a wider angle of field and the
long focal length and telephoto lenses have a much narrower angle of field
(Figure 12).

(2) Tht-angle of field has a definite effect on the siie of the itéga:-
tive that can be used with a particular lens, since the film may be larger than
the area of light the lens will tranSmit.

b. Angle of View. 'The angle of view of a photographic lens deter-.
mines actual coverage when used with a camera of a certain film size. The,
angle of view can be changed by varying the focal length of the lens, film size,
and the subject distance.

(1) With a normal lens, the focal length is equal to the.diagonal
of the negative size used. When a normai\ fecal length lens is used with a negative
having a shorteragonal than the focal length of the lens, the result is a narrow
angle of view. If t)e same lens is used with a larger, negative, the angle of view
is greater. The larger the negative to be covered by a lens of a given focal
-length, the greater the angle Of view.

(2) If the focal length is equal to the diagonal of the negative,
the angle of view decreases as the subject distance, is shortened.

It

4
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Fitm WIDE ANGLE
LENS

FILM

NORMAL LENS

FILM

r

AS TO SS

LONG FOCAL
LENGTH LENS

LISS THAN AS

Figure 12. Angle a iiew for Various focal length lenses.

.3(/

(3i Since the manufacturer:- usuall produce lenses for
specific negative sizes, they also prepare tables giving angles of view of com-
monly used lenses. Some manufacturers also list angle of view for vertical
and horizontal measurements of film. For.example. one.might reads for a
five-inch focal length lens; diagonal sixt3 -five degree:-, horizontal fift -thre(
degrees, and Vertical forty-four degrees.

IMAGE SIZE.

a. \If the subject distance refnains constant, the focal -length of a
lens controls the size of an image on the-film. A short focal length len:- has a
wide angle of view and produces, Nxithout changing the negative size, a smaller
image than a long focal-length lens. 'Chen Iwo lensvy. of diffei:ent focal lengths
are used with the samelilm size, the lens with the longer focal length include.-
less of the subject area. However, qm subiect detail in that area appears larger
than it would if photographed with a ctiorter focal length lens..

. 1-12 1; 2-42
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Size of image in relation to focal leugth.

Figure 13. Lens to subject distance is the same, only the foCal
length of the lens is different, thus affecting image
size.

b. The focal length of the lens mcst frequently used with a
particular camera should be approximately the same length as the diagonal
measurement of the negative size. Use of the coirect lens causes the pro:-
portions of objects to be Tecorded as normal. Figure 13 indicates the
diagonal measurement of the more common negative sizes:

........ _._ '
Millimeter, . inch', Milhmeters Inches

24x36 1x1..: J 43 1.8
60x60 214x2L4 85 3.4
60x90 2'4 x3' 108 4.3

. 100\125 4 \I 160
130x180 ::A7 220 8.7
2U0N2.7.0 8\10 288 12.8
264x::36 11x14 426 17.75

Fig re 14. Diagonals of Common Negative Sizes.
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9. CIRCLE OF CONFUSION. The photograph is an accumulation of
many individual points that are the reflections of points.originating from the
subject.

a. Light rays produce a "cone" of 11gh. The too or apex of this
cone originates at a point on the subject with the base of the cone at the lens.
Once through the lens the cone is reversed and wit's; the base still at the lens
the cone point is reproduceu at the focai plane which represents the subject.
An infinite number of these cones combine to prcduz=3 the photographic imai:z.

b. These cones do not form perfect points, but na-e actually mirute
circles of light and they are termed circles of confusion. Th-? of
confusion of a photograph is the diameter of the point farmed by a particular
lens.

c. When the circles 'of confusion are small enough* they are con-
sidered acceptable and are said to be in focus, and inversely, when they are
too large then the subject is out of focus.

d. Several factors aid in controlling circles of confusion such as
lens focus, aperture and the printing of the negative.

(1) Focus is the point where light rays converge to form an
image. By the movement of the lens, the image is brought into focus. When
the lens is not adjusted correctly so that the focal plane'_is at the point of cone
convergence, the image will be blurred. This blur is,caused by the overlapping
of enlarged circles of confusion. This can be overcome by moving the distance
between the lens" and the focal plane to form the smallest possible circles-a_
confusion-.

(2) The aperture setting on the camera lens will-affect the size
of the circles of confusion. A small apeFture opening reduces the amount of
light reaching the film and that too narrows the Iignt rays passing through the
lens. The narrow rays create smaller circles of confusion.

(3) The type of finished print desired should be considered when
dealing 1%ith circles of confusion. If _the negativd is_to he contact printed, small
circles of confusion are not as important as when the negative is to be used to
make enlarged prints isee Lesson 6, Processing). When making an enlargement
the circles of confusion in the negative are projected onto the print. They are
therefore magnified. The larger the print required, the more magnification the
circles of confusion receive. If a small circle of confusion is not obtained in the
negative, this enlargement will blur the finished pri.-it.c

4
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e. A standard size of circles of confusion has been establis as
1 1000 of the focal I ngth of the len's for larger cameras (4 x 5 negative size)
and 1/2000 of the f cal length of the lens for miniature cameras (35mm negative
siz

Figure 15. Image points nearer to and farther from focal point.

10. LENS FOCUSING CHARACTERISTICS. In order to obtain an
acceptable finished product in a photograph, the image must be distinct. In
discussing the 'circle of confusion, a standard was set for the size of object
point reproduction at the focal plane. To reach this standard, lens traits of
the lens should be considered which will obtain a distinct image.

a. Most general use cameras will have the lens and focal plane in
a fixed position, except for a movemenCforward or rearward of the lens.
The ability of the lens to critically focus on several objects is Somewhat
limited in this instance. When the lens is focused on a distant object it will
form a sharp image relatively close to the lens; whereas, when this same lens
is focused on a near object the lens will form a sharp image farther back from
the lens. Therefore, the lens will not have both the near and far objects in
sharp focus at the same plane. The lens must be moved farther away froni the
focal plane if the near object is to be in sharp focus, and closer to the focal
plane to place the distant'object in sharp focus.

(1) Figure 16 illustrates as a sharp image at points A, B, and
C. Point B is at the film plane and therefore in sharp focus.

(2) This limitation in the lens may not be critical when other
factors concerning the objective of the photograph are considered i.e., object
distance, lighting, object depth, etc.

4-12 1; 2-_15
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b. The lens does have the ability to focus on several ob!erts at
the same,time, however this may be accomplished by a degree of h,As of othes
desirable picture qualities e.g., image size, critical sharpness, etc. To
obtain acceptable focus of...several subieets, application of lens depth of held
and hyperfocal distance must be accomplished.

A

............

3,

C

t .

.......... ..............

Figure 16. Focusing for one object.

(1) Depth of field is ;he distance between the nearest point of
acceptable sharp focus and the farthest point of aceeptable sharp focus Figur-
17). Because Most subjects have depth to them it isImPortantlo have arem-
acceptable focus rather than a single vertical plane in sharp focus. The anii
of distances involved in depth of field depends on the focal length of the kns,
lens aperture setting and the distance the subject is from the lens.

(a) The depth of field will be increased as the focal length
of the lens becomes shorter. Therefore, if there were no other controls for,l,
depth of field than focal length, one could obtain a greater depth of field with a
shorter focal length lens.

(b) Depth of field also increases as the lens aperture is <!e A
down to a smaller aperture opening. In paragraph 9 d (2), it was discussed th.a
the circle of confusion becomes smaller as the aperture is closed do Zi. 1( ' d
to this fact is the increase in depth of field. Ain time a photographer desires to
have several objects in focus at various sub wet planes, the tenter of lens should
be used. This is because lesser refraction will be heeded. However, when :1,-.
is done, remember, less light reaches the film and therefore a compensatioq
need to he made by adding more light to the subject or focal plane in Order to gei
a correct exposure.
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Figure 17. Depth of Field.
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(c) In photograpning an object which is near the lens,
the depth of field is shortened. In reverse, as the distance between the
object and lens is increased, so too is the depth of field increased. And,
once again this may v,ell be at the,expense of other photographic qualities.
Figure 18 demonstrates thus process of object-lens distance.

FOCUSING ON
DISTANT OBJECT

NO-T WITHN
:EFTH OF ciELD

FOCUSING ON A CLOSE
OBJECT

Figure 1.8. Effect of Subject Distance on Depth of Field.

(d) From the discussion concerning depth of field it should be
appare hat Whenev r the photographer is using his le*at a large aperture
opening an 1or the c ser his subject is to the lens, the more critical becomes
the problem o acceptable focus. Accurate lens focus is essential when a sharp
image is required in these two situations and it becomes even more important
when the negative is to be enlarged and/or when.the negative size is small.

4-12 I; 2-18
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(e) Generally, when photographing a subject ..vnich requires
a maximum depth of field, it is best to focus on a point one-third uf the distance
into the depth of field, in other words one-third the distance betw et.» Lin: nearest
point wanted in sharp focus and the farthest point wanted in shaip locus. Figure
19 illustrates how the circles of confusion are affected when foew-ed .it one-third
the distance into the depth of field range. The "Best" line is the plane on which
the circle of confusion is minimized for each of the three subieets A, B, and C.

(2) Hyperfocal distance is the nearest point in usahle focus, when
a lens is focused on an object at infinity.

(a) When a lens is focused at its hyperfocal point, the depth
of field extends from one-half of the lens hyperfocal distance to infinitA . This
setting provides niaximum depth of field for any f/number of that km,.

(b) The hyperfocal distance is dependent upon local length
of the lens, the lens stop, and the allowable circle of confusion. Thi.5 dependence
is similar to that of depth of field only reversed. For example, the longer focal
length the greater the hyperfocal distance, the smaller the lens aperture, the
shorter the hyperfocal distance, etc. Figure 20 is an example (If the relationshij
between hyperfocal distance and depth of field.

4

HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE INFINITY

NEAREST POINT -IN FOCUS LENS FOCUSFD

HERE

4- THIS AREA IS OCUS

HYPERFOCAL DISTM4CE

4, INFINITY

FOCUS HERE

DEPTH OF FIELD --
NEAPE:IT POINT
HCit ;n FOCUt

Figure 20. Byperfocai Distance.
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(a) Some cameras have depth of tield indicators (scale) which
show the approximate depth of field at various distances when using different lens
f/stops. A depth of field scale is therefore estiedially useful when the range of
acceptable sharpness needs to be known. Figure 22 illustrates such a scale.

ti ft.

lt41

25 ft.

50 is
25

//

Figure 22. A type of depth of field indiCator.

Using this scale focused at six feet with an aperture of f /4.5, The depth of field
would be five and three'quarters feet to six and one quarter feet. -If it Were
required to have everything from five feet to ten feet in focus at the six foot
setting, the aperture would be set at f/22. As the subject of focus is moved away
from the lens to twenty-five feet, the depth of field at f/22 has increased and
includes subjects from twelve feet to infinity.. To find the hyperfocal distance
for this lens using the same scale, one would,adjust the focusing mechanism so
that the aperture intended for use would be opposite the scale's infinity mark

w and the lenswould then be focused at its .hyperfocal distance.

(b) The depth of field indication is the most commonly used
method of determining depth of field and hyperfocal distance. However, in rare
situations there may be a need to calculate both the depth of field and-hyperfocal
distance. The following formulas would then be used:

14-12 t; 2-22
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p.

Hyperfocal Distance =
fC

Where the hyperfocal distance is in inches

F2

F =

C =

f =

focal length of lens in inches
circle of confusion in fraction of an inch
lens aperture setting

Depth of Field

near point

hyperfocal distance x distance focused on . HD
hyperfocal distance + distance focused on H+D

far point

hyperfocal distance x distance focused on = HD
hyperfocal distance - distance focused on H-D

depth of field = far point - near point

4-12 I; 2-23
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EXERCISES

REQUIREMENT. The following exercises are multiple choice. There are
tour alternatives to each exercise. You are to select the one alternative tli4r-
is correct and indicate your choice by c cling the correct response
directly on the exercise booklet.

I. Positive lenses form distinguishable images by refracting light rays
so that they

a. divide.

b. spread.

c. crest.

d. converge.
.

2. Errors or distortion in a compound lens are called

4a. scratches.

b. 'aberrations.'

c. fogging, ,

d. bands.

r"

3. Which of the following is NQT a general type of lens aberration?

a. Coma.

b. urvature of field.

c. Astigmatism.

d. Conical aberration.

4712' I; 2-24
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4. Lens coatings

a. reduce light loss.

b. .increase flare.

c. keep out moisture.

d. increase reflection.
-V

5. The focal length of the lens will NOT control which one of the following:

4
a. Image brightness.

b. 'Image focus.

c. Speed of the lens.

d. Image size.

6. The spot at which a lens projected image is clear and sharp is called the

a. fcCei center.

b. focal axis.
_

c. focal point.

d. focal length.

.#

/
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The longer a lens' fpcal`length is, the

a. clearer the image.

b. larger the image.

c. smaller the image.

d. dimmer the image.

8. The speed of a lens is the.ratio of the diametof the lens to its

a. focal length.

b. focal plane.

c. aperture.

d. image size.

9. Each lens has a known "lens speed" which refers to

a. maximum aperture of the lens.

b. minimum aperture of the lens.

c. comparative focal length of the lens.

d. relative effective aperture of.the lens,

4-12 I; 2-26
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10. A practical application of the use of a fast lens would be at a

a. racetrack.

b. football game.

c. nightclub.

d. dragstrip.

11. The amount of light passing through a lens is controlled by the

aperture, or diaphragm. As succeedingly smaller apertures are used, tte

amount of light passing through the lens is
- .

a. doubled.

b. reduced oneLfourth.

c. increased one-fourth.

d. reduced one-half.

_)

,

12. A blurred focus is caused by enlarged circles of confusion which

a. refract the light.
'.-

b. overlap one another.

c. change the focal lengt

d. cause astigmatism.

-

, 4-12 I; 2-27v
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13. When focusing on an object closer than infinity, a certain area,
which extends from a point in front of the object to a point beyond the object,

_ .will be in sharp focus. This area is described as ,-

a. hyperfocal distance.

b. focusing zone.

c. reciprocity effect.

d. depth of field.

14. Depth of field will be increased as the focal length of the lens becomes

a. longer.

b. wider.

c. faster.

d. shorter. ..I
15. Hyperfocal distance is the nearest point in usable focus, when a lens

is focused on 4.

v

a. the circle of confusion.

b. an object at infinity.

c. the axis of the focal plane.

d. a nearby object.

4-12 I;' 2-28
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LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

SUBCOURSE NO. 4-12 I Investigative Photography.

Cameras.

CREDIT HOURS , 1.
,

TEXT ASSIGNMENT Attached Memorandum.

MATERIALS REQUIRED None.

LESSON OBJECTIVE To provide you with general
knowledge of the various types
of cameras and their mechanics.

SUGGESTIONS None.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

,

This attached memorandum includes information extracted from resident
instructional material of the United States Army Military Police Scciool, and

TM 11-401-1. In case of conflict between the attached memorandum and other
publications, the material contained in the attached memorandum will apply to

this lesson assignment.

. INTRODUCTION. In making reference to "the camera" several photo-
graphic features are included. Two of these features have been discussed; the
lens and thibiris diaphragm. The camera body itself provides two general

\functions - one, of providing a light tight box, and, second, of providing a structure
on which various other features are positioned. In this lesson the types of cameras,
shutters, and focusing mechanisms will be discussed.

2. TERMS. The definitions given in this section are not necessarily the
most important terms in the lesson. Additional terms and definitions will be
found throughout the lesson, and those given below may be listed only in the
interest of clarification. -

a. Bellows. The part-of some cameras which is capable of being

expanded.

b. Curtain Aperture. The slit in a focal plane shutter permitting light

to reach the film.

4-12 I; 3-1
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c. Macrophotography. The photography of objects which are too
small for the conventional camera and too large for the field of a microscope.
Very short focal-length lenses and long bellows extension are generally used
in this type of photography.

3. CAMERAS IN GENERAL. There are a great variety of cameras in
existence. Generally, this is because of the various uses to which cameras
can be put,, and the variety and quality of individual camera features.

a. Box Cameras. A simple and inexpensive camera IS the box
camera. The box camera (Figure 1) consists of a housing with a lens at one
end and a film:winding mechanism at the other end (focal plane). The lens
position and aperture setting are arranged so that all objects from about
eight feet to infinity are in reasonable focus. It has a fixed aperture of f/11
or f/16, a simple view finder (para 5), and a spring shutter mechanism (para
7) that provides usually one shutter speed of either 1/25 or 1/50 of a second.
It is an excellent tool for beginners. Some police departments issue patrolmen
this type of camera for general use on items they may feel are significant
during the course of their daily activities.

11

_

..
A e

(Figure 1. Box Camera

-

*

i
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b. Folding Cameras (Figure 2) have a bellows and are so con-
structed that the lens snaps into a fixed position when the camera is opened.
Focusing, shutter speed, and aperture are adjustable.

Figure 2. Folding Camera.

c. Press and Hand Cameras are used in commercial and news
photography. They are sturdy and practical and they are useful in a wide
range of photographic work. As a rifle, the bellows of these cameras can
extend from two to three times their normal length. With this feature the
photographer can increase the distance between the lens and the film to
record very small objects. This type of camera is ideally suited for repro-
duction and small object photography. Other desirable features include a
between-the-lens-shutter, a focal plane shutter, or both (para 7). Their high
quality lenses provide aperture settings from f 2.8 to f 4.5. They can utilize
a variety of film sizes from 2-1/4 by 3-1/4 inches to 4 by 5 inches. The lens
can be moved up, down, and sideways. The press-type camera shown in
Figure 3 is equipped with a coupled range finder (para 5) and synchronized
flash attachments and it has handled the bulk of US Army still photography
since World War I. This type of camera is issued to most CID units.

4-12 I; 3-3
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---

LENS AND SHUTTER
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Figure 3. Press type camera.
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d. The view camera and studio cameras (Figure 4) are,essentialli
larger versions of press and hand cameras. They have removable lenses, can
be focused by moving either the front or rear of the camera, and are equipped
with long bellows. The back of these cameras can be moved or swung both
horizontally or vertically. Studio cameras are uped primarily for portraiture,
copy work, small object photography, and other indoor photography. The view
camera is used for architectural, group, ahd general outdoor photography.
Both cameras are used by the Army. . .

L

REAR
, FRONT

FRAME FRAME

MONORAIL
BED

CAMERA
UNIT

CONTROL
HANDLE

Figure 4. View Camera.
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e. Miniature cameras are precision instruments designed for
small size films. Tlie best known is the 35mm Rangefinder camera. The
quality miniature camera has an optical and mechanicalstandard which
exceeds that of larger cameras. Min'ute inaccuracies, not noticeable with
larger negatives, could make the miniature negative worthless. Many of
these cameras are designed to accept a variety of lenses. Most also have
a focal plane shutter with shutter speeds up to 1/1,000 of a second. The
camera is so designed as to provide a lightweight instrument for difficult
photo coverage.

Figure 5. 35mm Camera.

f. The reflex camera is characterized by its particular type of
focus. The subject image is transmitted through a lens onto a mirror which
reflects the image up to a focusing and composing surface called a ground
,kldss (para 5). There are two types of reflex cameras; the single lens reflex
and the twin lens reflex.

(1) The 35mm single lens reflex employs a movable mirror which
is located in the path of the light rays transmitted by the picture taking or recording
lens. A fraction of a second before the shutter is releaSed, the mirror is flipped
out of the light path. After exposure, the mirror returns to the viewing and

4-1 I; 3-6



focusing position. This type of camera s helpful to the photographer because
whatever appears in the viewfinder wfli ippear on the negative. This is
importint when different focal length let:Wes are used and it also-aids in,
focusing,and preventing parallax (para 6). These single lens features are
available in many 35mm cameras.

(2) The twin lens reflex employs two separate lenses (Figure
6). One lens is used for focusing and composing and the second, usually
mounted under the first, transpits the light to the focal plane for recording.
Normally this camera will not interchangeable lenses. The camera in
Figure 6 produces a 2-1/4 by 2-1/4 inch negative, has permanently fixed
lenses, and an automatic parallax adjustment.

Figure 6. xample of a Twin I.ns Reflex Camera.

4-12 I; 3-7
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g. Although there are a great number of other cameras, most of
them follow the design features discussed above. All of these cameras have
a useful place in the various phases of police work. The value of any particular
camera depends mainly on the intended reasons for taking the picture and the
skill of the z*perator.

4. CAMERA LENS FOCUS. For cameras, other than fixed focus
cameras, the camera lens is usually focused by moving the lens nearer to
or farther away from the film plane (focal plane). A few cameras (i.e. , view
camera) can adjust either the lens or the film plane for fou\sing. So that the
lens may be focused, it is mounted on a stand that is separated from the
camera body by a collapsible bellows, or the lens mount is threaded to allow
it to move. With either method the movement Permitted is a precision move-
ment. Lens focusing is facilitated by such amera features as distance scales,
depth of field indicators and tables, rangeflftders, and ground glass focusing.

a. A simple distance scale icnormally provided with most focusable
cameras. The scalt is located either on the camera body or on the lens mount.

(1) The Vernier scale (Figure 7) illuStrates a typical camera
body distance scale. One part of the scale is attached to the camera body, and
the other position is on a sliding track. To focus for a given distance, the
focusing knob is turned until the subject distance lines-up with the body scale.
The closest distance in focus in the figures is, eight feet.

Alb

1S7
4-12 I; 3-8
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Focusing knob

,

Camera body scale

,,t'igure 7.- Vernier distance scale.:
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A slightly different scale is the senfternier focusing scale (Figure 8). It is
operated in the sathe manner'as tjle.ve inier scale with the ,exception of the
ariow lining up with the desired focused distance.

Figure 8. Semivernier distance scale.

distance indicator

(2) When the disrance scale is engraved directly on the lens
mount, as is the case ,of most.35mm cameras, the scale consists of a distance
scale and adjoinitig deptlh of field.scale. Figure 9 shows the two related scales
of a four inch lens-on a 70mm camera:. The scales permit the photographer to
determine the-depth df field of the lens for apy giver aperture at any giVen
foeuS:ing distance. By referring to this scale' and the lens aperture, one can
establish the depth 9f field on the adjacent distance scale. For example, when
Matching aperture setting f/16 with 'the distance scales infinity mark (see
Figure 9), then mulling dowri.th distance scale. to the distance indicator agross
from4/16 setiing, the depte-of field is found to be from about sixteen feet to

All Objects within this range will be in focUs..

_



(3) When a lens is focused on an object at infinity, the nearest
object in sharp focus is said to be at the hyperfocal distance (Lesson 2). By
_focusing the lens at the hyperfocal distance, everything from 1/2 the hyperfocal
distance to infinity will be in sharp focus.

DEPJH OF FIELD
SCALE

Figure 9. Distance Scale,
35mm Camera.

b. Depth of field and depth of field scales have been discussed in
Lesson 2. However, not all cameras have these scales. Depth of field is an
important concept which is easily applied. It is therefore helpful to the photo-
grapher to.work out a depth of field table to indicate the maximum depth of field
for a gwen distance setting. This table can then be attached tc ihe back of the
camera for immediate reference.

c. The modern rangefinder serves the primary purpose of det6c-
mining the distance from the lens to the subjec.t. 'A coupled rangefinder will
also focus the lens at the same A rangefinder aids the photographer in
obta ing a more precise focus. Basicall?', a rangefinder measures the angle
o nvergence between two beams of light from the same point. These two beams
'are then transmitted b% the distance separation lenses in the rangefinder. A
movable mirror, or prism,. changes the -direction of one beam of light and brings
it into alignment with the other light beam,. The movable mirror in the range-
finder is mechanically coupled to the lens so that the Lens is focused when the
two beams are brought_ together.within the eyepiece. In some cameras, with
interchangeable lenses, the same rangefinder may be automatically coupled to
any lens and need not be adjusted. Operating the rangefinder is fairly simple.

4-12 1; 3-11
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( I) Look through the eyepiece, and move the camera until
the desired subject is centered.

(2) A smaller and brighter section is located at the approxi-
mate centpr of the eyepiece. The smaller area contains the image reflected

the movable mirror as well as the image that is passed directly through
the upper stationary mirror.

. (3) By turning the focusing mechanism, the reflected image
is shifted until the two images appear to be one. The subject is then in focus.
A double image indicates out-of-focus and a single image indicates correct
focus.

(4) Figure 11 demonstrates a rangefinder with the two images
hich would be superimposed on one another. Another type is the split im

rangefinder. Figure 11 shows an image as seen in the eyepiece. Again, when
the image is one, the coupled lens is in focus:

REAR EYEPIECE,
FRONT EYEPIECE

OBJECT LENS

FIELO OF VIEW
SHOWlNG IMAGES

OUT OF ;

OINOIDENOE

LIGI-IT RAY TO PRIMARY IMAGE

SEMI-TRANSPARENT MIRROR
(STATIONARY)

-OBJECT LENS

\tt,ts'C'

RANGE FINDER
INSTALLED

-- OPAQUE MIRROVMOVABLE;
COUPLING ARM TO
MOVABLE MIRROR

ECCENTRIC ADJUSTING
STUD

Figure 11. A Type of Rangefinder.
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Figure 12. Split Image Rangefinder; Eyepiece View.

d. Ground glass focusing is the most precise type of camera
focusing system. Ground glass is a piece of glass located at the focal p1ane4.
of the camera. The image is transmitted thr..)ukh, the lens and formed on the
glass, with the movement of the lens ar focal plane bringing the image into
sharp focus.

(1) When a ground glass is used on the larger cameras, it is preferable
to place the camera on a tripod. The lens is then set at its maximum aperture
for focusing. The lens is focused, and, if desired, the aperture which will be
utilized for the exposure can be set and the depth of field dyrmined.

(2) With the larger cameras, this operation is impractical when
speed is required to get the picture. Usuall) on these cameras other focusing
features are provided. HtSwever, these cameras are excellent for close-up,
reprdtluction, and macrophotography.

(3) The most common type of cameras using some form of
ground glass are the 35mm single lens reflex cameras.

5. VIEWING THE SUBJECT. The primary function of the camera view-
finder is to give a visual image of what the film will record. It permits the
photographer to view the subject for composition and shows what will be recorded
on the finished print.

4-12 1; 3-14



a. The more advanced type of viewfinder, or rangefinder, is a
combination of these two camera features (range/view). This arrangement
allows the photOgrapher to view and focus the picture through one device.
When these two functions are separate, the photographer must shift from
rangefinder to.viewfinder in order to take the picture.

b. The camera with ground glass focusing is also the ,most
dependable viewfinder. What the photographer sees on the ground glass is the
identical image that will be recorded on the film. ,This insures that the picture
will contain.all required subjects. Examples of cameras using this system
are the view camera (Figure 4) and the reflex camera (Figure 6).

c. A tubular viewfinder is a small optical viewing instrument
usually mounted on or in the camera body near the rangefinder. It provides
a means for determining the picture area the film will record. The camera
pictured in Figure 3ihas a tubular viewfinder (also see Figure 13). Miniature
(.ameras employ a similar design and they are usually enclosed within the camera
body. The viewfinder is positioned close to the same axis as the taking lens
anakthus has less of a parallax problem (para 6).

Figure 13. Tubular Viewfinder.

d. A A ire frame viewfinder, sometimes called a sports viewfinder,
is usuallt found on a press type camera (Figure 3). It consists of a rear peep-
sight and a front wire frame. When the peepsight is brought close to the eye,
the photographer has a full-sized view of the sublect bordered 1:). the wire frame..

t
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Figure 14. Sports Viewfinder.

'or

6. PARALLAX., In simple terms, parallax is the difference in the
angle of view between what the camera lens transmits to the film and what the
photographer sees through the viewfinder. 'If a viewfinder is directly above
the lens only, vertical parallax correction is necessary. If the viewfinder is
not in either the same horizontal or vertical.plane as the camera lens, correc-
tion in both directions may be necessary. The closer the subject is to the lens
the more critical the problem of parallax becomes.. Some cameras automatically
correct for parallax. Others have devices which must be manually operated.
The photographer must be thoroughly familiar with his camera equipment because
\Olen this equipment requires a parallax correction, and It is not corrected, he-
will pOgsibly lose a vital portion of the subject.

41,

VIEW THROUBH TUBULAR OPTICAL VIEWFINDER

..VIEW THROUGH LENS

Figure 15. Parallax.
Although the viewfinder indicates the whole head will be included in the picture,
the lens will not record thiq view because of parallax.
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7. CAMERA SHUTTERS. The-camera shutter is an adjus ble
mechanism that regulates the amount of light reaching the film.by varying
the length of time hght is allowed to pass through the lens.

a. .Shutter speed refers to the time that the shutter is opened,
allowmg light to reach the film. Shutter speed is related to lens.aperture
setting (discussed in Lesson 2), and Lo film speed, which will be discussed
in detail in Lesson 5.

b. There are two different types of camera shutters - between-
the-lens and foc:d plane shutters.

(1) The between-the-lens shutter is loCated between the lens
elements,and it consists of thin blades activated by springs. When the shutter
dial is'set for a given speed, the springs are activated; when released the
blades open to the desired aperture and then close. Figure 16 shows a lens

hich contains this type of shutter. These shutters help to 1.eep the image free
of distortion, when photographing fast moving objects. The advantage of the
between-the-lens shutteriS that its placement in the lens helps to eliminate
distortion. .Also, the shutter speed can be easily synehroiiized for flash
pictures. However, as a consequenee of the shutter placement, the versatility
ot the camera is hrnited, in respect to lens interchangeability,and very fast
z-hutter speeds are lost. Normally, .the fastest shutter speed is 1/500 of a second.
Although interchangeability and faster lens speeds are available, these qualities
are quite expensive.

A. TOP VIEW

LENS STOP SCALE

SPEED SETTING

SHUTTER
RELEASE

SHUTTER CGCKING
RING

B. FRONT VIEW

SHUTTER LEAVES

Figure 16._ A lens containing a betwee the-lens shuttef.
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(2) Focal plane shutters, also known as curtain shutters,
C.consist of a lightproof curtain with different sized rectangular slits, or
adjustable metal slits. The size of the slit determines the shutter speed
of _the exposure. The focal plane shutter exposes the film a portion at a
time as the slit passes over the unexposed film. Figure 17 shows the curtain
with its various sized slits and an adjustable curtain.

.

;

-
Figure 17. \:ical Plane Shutter Curtains.,

\
The advantageg of the focal plane shutters are that they allow for lens inter-
changeability-azd usually have shutter speeds up to 1/1,000 of a second.
Compared to the between-the-lens shutter, the focal plane shutter contributes
to positional distortions. These distortions are most apparent When a larger
negative is used. As the film is exposed in sections, a fast moving subject
may be stretched Out.making it appear longer ;Ilan it actually is. The distortion
created by the focal plane shutter can be minimized by using a smaller negative
size 35mm v. 4 x 5), and using the smallest lens aperture possible.

-;

I I

..
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EXERCISES

REQUIREMENT. The following exercises are multiple choice. There are
four alternatives to each exercise. You are tO select the one alternative that

is correct and indicate your choice by circJing the correct response

directly on the exercise booklet .

1. A simple box type camera normally has a fixed aperture of

a. f 2.8 or F4.

b. f5.6 or F8:

c. f 11 or F16.

d. f 22 or F 32.

2. A Vernier scale measures
-

a. camera/subject distande.

b. film weight.

c. shutter speed.

d. aperture width.

*4-

3. In a rangefinder camera, when two separate beams'of light are
brought together within the eyepiece to form one image,

a. the lens is out of focus:

b. the image is refracted.

c. the image is diffuse.

d. the lens is in focus.
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0 4. 'Thetitost 'precise type of camera locustrieapparatus is

a. an iris diaphragm.

b. a split focal plane.

c. ground gl as s.

d. the Vernier scale.

5. The most common type of camera, using some form of ground
glass, is

a. Press camera,

b. 35mm rangefinder camera.

c. Single lens reflex camera.

Twin lens reflex camera.

-

6. The primary function of a viewfinder is /o give.

a. a distaiice reading.

b. a visual image.

c. ,a color scheme.

depth of,field reading.%
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7. The difference between what the camera lens transmits to Oke film
and what the photographer.sees ihrough the viewfinder is known as '

a. flare.

b. , parallax.

s c. astigmatism.

, d. correction.

8. The time that a shuiter is opined, allowing light to reach the film
is known as

a. parallax.

. b. lens speed.

1

4

e

,,,-
c. diaphragm speed.

d. shutter speed.

9. Between-the-lens shutters help to eliminate

a. Newton's Rings.

b. distortion.

C. flare.

d. refraction.
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10. An advantage of focal plane shutters is
-

a. freedom from positional distortion.

b. shutter speeds down to 11,2 of a second.

c. the abilitY to catch infrared rays.

d. shutter speeds up to 1/1,000 of a second.

,.

,
,
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ESSONA

CREDITBXRS

ASSIGN;ONT

3i..,TER1.4.,1_,S REQUIRED

1..ESSON OBJECTIVE
;

. LESSON ASSIGINMENT SHEET

Investigative Photography.

Films.

3.

el4

Attached Memoratitg.

None.

To familiarize you with the different
types of film and with their individual
characteristics.

SUGGESTIONS None,

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

This attached memorandum includes information extracted from resident-
instructional material of the United States Army Military Police School and TM

11-401-1. In case of conflict between the attached methorandum other
publications, the millterial contained in the attached memorandum will apply,to
this lesson assignment.

1. DiTRODUCTION.- In the first lesson it was seated th light is the

basis of photoraphy. In our dismission thus far, the clontrOl of light has involved
the lens, the aperture setting of the lens, and the camera-shutter. The film used
is also a meansiof control that can be exercised over light. .The film's sensitivity
to light is the basis for how much light will be requiied to produce an acceptable
negative. Therefore, by varying the film's sensitivity, the amount of light- re-1

quired is eitherncreased orecreased. When the film's sensitivity is changed,
other film characteristics are algo changed.

2. TERMS. The defihitians giyen inithis section are not necAsarily the
most important terms in the lesson. Additional terms and definitions- will be .
found throughout the lesson, and those given_ below may be listed cagy in the
interest of clarification.

a. Color - A stnsation produced in the eye by a particular wavelength

of vigble
t-
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b. AcetatQBase - A nonflammable film base ipara

c. Silver Halides -A metallic sex- compound that darge(ns on 1---)

exposure to light.

d. Antihalation_Backing - An opaque coating on he back of film to
prevent light reflection from the back of the film base (para 3a(4)).

e. Erriulsion - A light-sensitive layer of silve. salts, suspended
in gelatin', which is spread on a permanent support such as acetate (para 3).

to light.
f. Color Sensitiyity - The response of a photographic emulsion

g. Density - The degree of blackening' of the stilver'in an emulsion.

h. Latent Image - The Visible image'formed in an emulsion by
re to light.

i. Exposure - The -tirn that.a given amount of light requires to create
an image of the desired density On sion.

J. Contact Print - A photographic print made by placing a sensitized
-emulsion in direct contact with a_negative and passing light through the negative.

3. BLACK AND WHITE FILM CHARACTERISTICS". Once into the subject
of films, one is naturally carried, into the realiif chemistry. For, from its
beginrurtg to its end result, films involve a cherkilal process.

f.

a. -The chemistry of film emulsions makes possible the permanent
recording of an event. A chemical process is utilized whereby silver halides
are physically Chdriged by exposure to.light. Generally, the film consists. of

, -
several layers; the base suppet, 'the emulsion it'self, a protective coating and
non-curl antihalation backing 1 ). j
. t .'(h The film base is commonly maJe of cellulose acetate which
supports' the light sensitiNe film ,emulsion icl I s coated with a non-curl anti-
halation backing. 1,

i
(2) The emulsion layer is composed of ti gelatin, which contains

minute suspended crystals, which are generally grainS of light-sensitive silver
halkles, The typc of processing these grains hae received, i.e. t, their type,
'size, etc., determines the lilm's phoiographic eharaeteristicesS

4-121; 4-2
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(31 The protective coating is an overcoating of hard gelatin
which helps prevent scratchingand abrasions.

(4) The backing of the film base has two fund:ions: first, a
non-curl function - simply to control film curling - and, second, the
antihalation function, whiCh 'reduces, or prevents, light from refiectingi
haphazardly into the emulsion layer.

Figure 1. A cross section of a typirfilm structure.

b. Unexposed film is the raw rnatenal of the photographic process.
By properly applying its principal characteristics, the finished product will
prove to be a valuable aid to the investigator. The principal characteristics
of the film u.inulsion are its sensitivity to colors, contrast, latitude, grain,
resolving powers and acutance (see para 31:451), and speed.

(1) Color Sensitivity. All photographic emulsions are sensitive
to the colors of blue, violet, and ultraviolet. The film's sensitivity to other
colors is obtained by adding dyes to the emulsion during manufacture.
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(a) Nonchromatic Emulsions. this film:type is sensitive
to ultraviokt and oluc-violct colors only (Figure 2, Spectrogram B). This film
may be used when natural colOr rendition is not important. For example,
onchromatic film.is used to copy black and white originals and to photograph

lorless subjects when extreme contras,t is needed.

(b) Orthocbromatic Emulsions. This film type is
.,-ensitive to-blues and-greens, but not to reds. Reds9are recorded on film as
dark tones, while greens and blues record as light tones when printed.
Orthochromatic film sensitivity is indicated in Figure 2 in Spectrograph C.

(c) Panchromatic Emulsions.. This film is sensitive to
all colors. These emulsions are subdivided according to their degree of
sensitivity to each color. Films having a fairly even balance of all colors. .
are designated panchromatic type B (Figure , Spectrogram D). Film types,
having a higher sensitivity are known as type C. (Figure 2, Spectrogram E;)
Because panchromatic films prodiice the most natural recording of colors, it

*is the most ,commonly used in investigative photography.

(d) Infrared Emulsions. These film emulsions are sensitive
to blues and infrared radiation, which is beyond the human eye's sensitivity.
tFigure 2, Spectrogram F.) Because of the infrared's longer wavelength, it is
useful in penetrating haze. In investigative photography, it is useful in the
laboratorl. analysis of questionable documents, in the discovery of old or faded
tattoos or areas where small objects are hidden under skin, and in the con-
struction of camera traps.

I. -

(2) Contrast. Contrast is the difference between the hgght and:
Adark areas in iapnotograph. It %kill depend on the difference in the density of

metallic silver in the film emulsion. Bright areas on the subject reflect a
greater amount of light, which causes the negative to become dense. These dense
areas are called highlights. Darker areas reflect little light and affect fewer
silver halides and ar erefore less dense and leave only a slight tonal mark
on the negative 's area is called.shadow area. VariOus brightnesses between
theAtight and dark areas also register on the negative as corresponding densities,
called intermediate tbnes. Normal contrast is represented by a full range of
densities including highlights, intermediate tones, and shadows. High contrast
is the recordihg of highlights andshadow.areas only, with little or no intermediate
graduation. There is a wide, or shatT,..difference between the two areas. Low
contrast shNws very little difference between highlights and shadow areaS and is
sometimes termed "muddy". Emulsions are manufactured with varying degrees
of inherent contrast. Process (high contrast) film records a short range of
tones, such as black and white, and is used to copy line drawings. Normal
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contrast film is usedio record a wider range of tones, as found in a portrait
or landscape. In other words, the selPion of film is governed by the contrast
of the subject and the photographic rendition desired.

(3) Latitude. The ability of an emulsion to record a varying
range of brightness values is called latitude. An emulsion capable of producing
a long range of brightness values has wide lattude, ano, conversely, an
emulsion producing only t rf--7e of r.-,r1g.-It.7.-?ss has lattzzle.

latitude of the a7erage panchromatic filn-n IE. about to
This means that a highlight 130 :Imes as sl..anox be

recorded without impairing-0y intermediate gnoaaens (tones). The brighmens
of an aY2rage scene, aowever, is about 1 u 3f.. 2onsequentLy, variations

e.-tposure above and beloy, normal will stili produce Lora-Li:J. negatives. The
extent to which exposure cazi deviate from the normal, and still produce an
aoctablz image, is called expcsure latitude.

(4) Grain. Ordinarily, microscopic silver grains that make up
the negatve image are not visible in the negative or contact print. However,
a granular or speckled effect usually appears when a negatve -.-iewed under

microscope or when a big enlargement is made. With further magniacaton.'
----zinvv.ss increases. Grain in an emulsion depends on the size of the silver
halide crystals before deveiopment and on the clamping os f the s:_lver :t.rains
during de7e1opment. (See Lesson 6.

(5) Resolving Power and Acutance. Photographers consider both
resol-ring power and acutance. Since both of these characteristics are not inherent
in ail films, the photographer must study his results to find the type of emulsion
thra meets Ins particular requirements.

(a) Resolving power is the capapility of an emulsion to repro-
mice fine subject details.

(b) Acutance is the dezree to which an emul ion can record
a starp division be:ween image area details of differin; contr , It is of gre&ter
importance as it is responsible for the visual impressions of iMage sharpness.

(6) Fiim Speed - Sensitivity to Light Intensity. Film speed
exgresses the amount of lignt required to produce a satisfactory negative with
a --;ven, ::?mulsion. Film speed is only one of six different film characteristics.
ho-ve:er, it is important-that this characteristic Ire fully understood. The film
;peed has a direct relationship to exposure. Film is rated with an American

stamt1;11-...3 (ASt., guide number. This guice n-u.r1,..e.r (ASA number)
+3 -.ne.icaie the amou.nt of ligtt needed to record an image. The higher the

.number is, tr.e :c maxe a:at:use, ,

...



ASA 400 would require much less light than ASA 25, all other factors being
the snme. This number is referred to as the speed of the film. Film speed
is. divided into three groups - slow, medium, and high speeds.

(a) Films rated up to 160 are called slow speed films.
A slow speed film contains smaller grains of silver halides and they are
less sensitive to light. They therefore require more exposure (see Lesson
6. Because of their fine'grain, they are best employed when the prime
concern in the finished product is wide tonal separation, greater latitude
and greater resolving power and acutance. Larger enlargements are also
possible without loss of desirable film characteristics.

Op) A medium speed fihn has an ASA rating of-between
200 and 400. These films require less exposure time than slower speed
and therefore they lose some of the desirable film characteristics.

(c) A high speed film has an ASA number higher than 400.
A high speed film contains large grains of silver halides and requires a very
short exposure under normal lighting conditions. Due to the larger grain size,
these films are far less desirable when enlargements, image detail and qtiality
are required in the finished product. This film speed may be the ordy answer
when a photograph must be taken inconspicuously and with very little available
light, e.g., surveillances at night or in bars.

4. COLOR FILM. Color photography is related in many areas to black
and white photography and an imestigatOr who has a good foundation in the basic
principles of black and white photography can work into color without much
roubl e .

a. In simplified form, color film is made up of several layers.
Each Ayer has a purpose. The top lay er is sensitive to blue light, next is
a yellow filter, then a layer sensitive to green and finally a layer sensitive to
red. All this is then supported by the film base.

b. Because of its complexity, color film loses some of the flexibility
that one finds in black and white photography. However, it adds a real life
dimension, i. e. , color.

(1). In black and white photography the problem of exposure is in
allowing the correct amount of light to reach the film and form an acceptable
negative. Color has this problem, plus the problem of the type, or Colon, of
the light. Some color films are more sensitive than others to a particular
color. Various forms of artificial light are not pure forms of white light,
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they give off more rays of a certain color wavelength, e.g. , daylight
fluorescents are bluish.

(2) The determination of a correct exposure is more critical
with color fiLm. With black and white film the exposure can be incorrect by
one or two f/stops and the negative may still be usable. This is not the case
with color, however, for if it is one f/stop off the correct exposure, there
will be nothing usable.

'

*

(3) 'Shadow areas are important in black and white photography
as they give form, texture, and contrast to the photograph. In cOlor.work
form, texture, and contrast are determined by colors. In order to see colors,
light must be present. It is therefore an acceptable practice to provide light
in the shadow areas.

c.. With color photography the choice of color transparencies or
color negatives is available to the photographer. Films with their suffixes
containing "chrome" provide transparencies. Those which contain "color"
provide color negatives.

(1) The reversal-type (chrome) films are first treated as ank
other negative, then they are re-exposed to white light and redeveloped. This..
procedure produces a positive image and, when mounted, the finished trans-
parency (slide).

(2) The negative type (color) films are processed similar to black
and white film in that you first process a negative and then print the negative.

5. DIPITSION TRANSFER REVERSAL SYSTEM MATERIALS. The
diffusion transfer reversal system, commonly called the Polaroid system, is a
photographic process that pr,oduces an immediate photographic print. One film
of this type produces a fknished print, another produces both a negative and a print,
and athird produce's a transparency. This material is used extensively by commer-
cial interests, and the military has accepted it for use when production speed is
essential.

-III.

a. The Materials of the Composite Film Process. A Polaroid picture
is made from a composite film that contains, within itself, all the materials
necessary for making a positive picture, including the light-sensitive negative,
the printing paper, and the chemical reagents.

.,
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Negative Material. The negative material consists of a

base, coated with a gelatin emulsion that has suspended layer,, of silver

hillide crystals.

(2) Positive Paper. The positive paper, which is not light

sensitive, is the base on which the final positive print will appear.

(3) Reagent Pod. The metal foil pod that lies between the

negative and the positive material is filled with a viscous, jelly-like compound.

This compound is the chemical reagent that transforms the latent image into

a visible photograph.

b. The Process in Operation.

(I) The automatic developing process begins when the photo-

grapher advances the film, after exposure, to the next frame or removes the

packet from the film holder (applicable for cut film cameras employing special

`dm backs). As the film is advanced, the exposed negative and the positive

paper strip are joined between two steel rollers. The foil pod, which is located

at the head of the paper, is forced through the rollers in such a way that the

3elly-like liquid is spread evenly between negative and positive material, forming

a .0003-thick layer.

(2) The thin layer of chemical substance develops the exposed

siler halide grains of, the negat.ive. The unexposed silver halide grains are
ecnverted to solubles, but are not fixed out as in conventional processes.
Instead, the soluble silver complexes diffuse across the thin lacer of the pro-

cessing reagent and are transferred to the positive paper.

(3) Upon transfer, the silver precipitate-s as metallic siher
and forms the positive ifnage. Both reactions occur almost simultaneously.

Thepositive image is in the process of forming while negative deelopment is

taking place.

c. Types of Film. Each commercial (Polaroid) film type..is

.issigned a number that relates the,filrn to a specific camera model andso

a particular pictorial result.

(1) Film in the 30 series produces eight black-and-white

2-1 2- by 3-1 4-inch prints. There is no final negative.

(21 Film in the 40 series produces eight black-and-white
1-1 '4- by 4-1 4-inch prints. There is no final negatiNe.
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(3) Film type 46 produces 2-1/4- by 2-1/4-inch transparencies.
410 These transparencies are ready for projection a few minutes after exposure.

(4) Fi.ri types 52, 53, and 57 (film packets) are used in a
special 4- by 5-inch \I'm holder and produce a 4- by 5-inch black-and:white
positive paper print. Types 53 and 57 packets use an acetate base negative
that can be reprocessed into a conventional negative.

d. DeVelopment Process. Diffusion transfer reversal system films
require a development period ranging from 10 seconds to 2 minutes. Instruc-
tions in each film package must be followed closely to obtain best results.

(1) Development starts with the pulling of the tab, or removal
of the packet when using the special film holder (Polaroid Land Film Holder
No. 500). The tab should be pulled out straight, swiftly, and firmly.

(2) The length of time during which the image is subjected to
the development action of the reagent will have some effect on contrast. Extended
development will increase contrast and shortened development will reduce contrast.

(3) Temperature will also have an effect on the development action
of all-films. For example, cold weather slows down the diveloping capability of
the reagent. Ther.efore, the photographer, when operating in extremely cold
climates, should carry the camera inside his jacket. Normal body heat will keep
the pods of reagent from freezing.

e. Print Coating. Black-and-white photographs made with diffusion
transfer revei-sal films require a print coating (provided with the film) to preserve
delicate highlight renderings and to retain tonal values. This coating Must be
applied as soon as possible after development. Proceed as follows: e

(1) Use a flat, clean silt-face as an opera g base.

(2) Apply the coating material in firm, straight overlapping
stroke-, making sure that the image !s completely covered.

(3) Dry the prints. Ordinarily:, prints will dry within minutes;
in humid weathdr, however, the drying process may require more than 5 minutes.

ii



f. Print Dofects. The table in Figure 3 can belkised as a
trouble-shooting guide when using diffusion transfer revers,al Systesm

material. It shows a number ol common faults and their probable causes.

Pnnt defect Ptobable boutce of trouble

Total blank: black

Total blailk; white

Prnt too light
Print too dark
Black area at end of print
Streaks across print
De\ eloper' smeas _

Partial development _

Wbite spots. repeated regylarlv
across film.

Flat. muddy toned prints
Fad.ng highlight
Strea'kv fading _ _

Edges fogged _

Brov n stains _

Expost4e did not lach film. Check. all operations;
shutter is socked and the tab is pulled.

Oere\posure to light. could' be caused b hadk damaged or otttdated de-
_ keloper pod.
Overexposure.
UndereNposui
Tab pulled only part %a>.
Hesitant tab pulling
Caused by`developer sticking to print mItead of negative. Could be .due to

hesitant print remoal, or Revere ovg or underdevelopment. To remove
spots, rub them firmly ,A ith coating mate:ia:.

Usually ,caused by damaged developer pod, or use old, outdated film.
Dna ot shied de%eloper teagent An steel rollers. Keep rollers clean.

snake sure that the

ndei de% elopmeot
Due to improper A-outing; failuro t cqat; 01 bad stot age conditions.
Print got fully and e,enlv coated
Light leaked in at the edges-of negative roll.

ve!ssoing Teagent left on :face of Ni nt. lqints Rhould Mt% a be coated

Figure :1. I tint Defects,

6. E LECTION F. FILM. The primay\ reason for the great number

and variet:k Of film emulsions is to prm 41e am 42hotographer with the material

best suited for specific photographic goals. Th?tiefore, the investigatie photo-
grapher must choose the emulsion which has the 'greatest number ot favorable
performance factors in order to accomplish his investigative needs.

a. :\lanufacturer's Information. An important informational guide

for film selection is the information provided by the manufacturer. This is.also

true for equipment and accerie,.

b. Black and White Film. Black nd white film isgenerallt the
most versatile. It provi(k th.e highest film s weds, tho easiest.processing
and is generall deccpted into court proceedings without difficult. It is also
'less expensive in both film and processing costs. (Thviously it' is-best used
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whety,color and instant picture availability are not of prima0- importance.
table in Figure 4 provides a general guide for the suitability of film

mitt,rials in black and white.

Sub,ect Llawlfiratii.rf Chief mull &tents Mcm *Liftable type 4
neattf.e mAtef tab.

Black and white
Copies:

Lineblack-whittd
Linecolor

Copies:
Halftoneblack-white

Color

Duplicates:
By means of intermediate nega-
tive or positive.

Lantern slides

Panchromatism

High contrast
H h contrast, color sensitwity

cont.! ast

Medium co
Colot

itrast
tivtt

Mediuni contrast negligible
graininess.

Extremely fine-grain, good contrast

Medical photography:
Surface lesions Panchromatic materials

Surgery. etc Speed in artificial light
Action outdoors Speed for' full exposui e -at high

shutter speeds.
pooT Speed in artificial lightIndoors or extremely

lighting,
Architecture:

Exteriors
Intetnors -or mgnt

News:
Candid
Photoflash __

Portraiture
Children
Men

Women

Landscapes:
Cloudscapes
Marine views

Snowscapes
Stt I life;

mall object photography
C or separation:

.'egatives

Textui e rendition
Latitude, speed

High :speed

I.ow contrast, high speed
Ortho materials strengthen

character.
Pz.n materials, smooth skin textuie

and contours.

Panchromatism. use of filteis
`4ame _
`z-ime

Textur,e, modeling

Balanced tendering by red, green,
anti blue light--

Commercial panchromatic

Press orthochromatic
Process panchromatic

Commercial panchromatic Commer-
cial ortho.

Commercial ortho
Commercial panchromatic

Cnmniet cialo.panchrmatic
Fine-grain panchromatic
Lantern slide pla,s..normal and

contrast.

panchrOmatic
Commercial panchromatic
Fast panchromatic
Fast panchromauc

Fast p'anchromatic

-Fine-grain panchromatic
Fast panchromatic

Fast paachromatic
Fast orthochro-matic

Fine-gi am panchromatic
Fast orthochromatic

Fine-glain panchromatic

All panchromatic materials
Same
Same

Fine-grain panchromatic

Fast Pancht omatic

..
figure 4. Negative Materfal for Special list:.

-t
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c. Color Photography. Color photography, in law.enforcetnent,
hi become more important in recent years. When color photography was

first used in legal proceedings it was held as inflammatory and Fenerally
not admitted into these proceedings. Today this situation is changing and

color, with its added aspects of reality, is fast becoming accepted.

(I) ii picture projection is important, color s1ids shoUld be
used...However, the col9r.negative Process is usuallY the,best method to use

in investigative work. The color negative can be processed as either,color
prints or black and white prints'without much difficulty. And in some cases,

it may be best to make both colo-r:and black and white prints when they'are
to be used in any legal proceedings. Then, if color is ruled inflammatory,
the black and white prints can be used in their place.

(2)- Color is not relevant to all investigations, but when

w ill assist in development of 'the elements of proof it should be used.
For example, in a murder casR a great deal of bledd was pooled on an
automobile garage floor, and Iliody footprints were found nearby. When
the bloody pool and footprints were.photographed in black and white, the
blood pool looked,like any other grease Or oil spot on.,the garage floor, and,
because Of the porous texture of the cement floor, the footprint did not appear

ver. clear. When these items were photographed in color, theee was no
doubt as to what they were.

(a) Color is recommended for personal identification.

When it isreasonably available, color polaroid may be best suited for this
pOrpose becaue it requires a minimum set up time, equipment, and pro-
cessing. Colc4 is excellent for identification Vecause it produces hair asid

skin color plus bringing out possible identif ing marks which would not be-
observed in black and white.

(by When arson is suspected, coror photography or,,
!I

movies, of the burning fire record the various colors .of smoke and flames.

The colors can thep be arial zed and a determination of cause made.

(c) In assault and bodily injury cases where it is diffictilt
to iidequately describe the extent oT personal injuries (e.g. ; swellkng, discolorations
dislocations, etc.) color can ac;7curatel_sronvey this information.

(a. In an autopsy when a Medical doctor needs to Point opt

impvtant findings which have ,minute shading differences in the colors of bOdy
tissues: etc.

4-121;,4-11



(e) In narcotic addiction,identification where skin tone
is changed due to needle marks.

(3) To some indiViduals,color may seem the best foy all,
investigative work, but it must be remembered thatccolor is more limiting than
black and white, is i more involved process, and involves greater expense.
The processing of color transparencies may be actomplished in most CI de-
tachments, and color negative material will he procesSed 'by most Signal Corps
photographic laboratories, when they are,available.

(4) ..,The table in Figure 5 lists soitne common color films, note
the film speeds,. and the different type of film for two different light sources.

Thig list of comtvon color-films is for your general .Informat.un only, commeielalnam4 aledescriptiNe and do not con
stitute endorsement. Before using a film that you are not thorOughly_ fanuliai ith, carrfak ,ryad all data packaged
with the film.

Licht
.

Prodlirt
,

Film si...,..i ..1,0-.
..,

i

Daylight

.

Positive transparency

I

.

Agfachre ome Professional
.Agfachrorne CT 18 '

.Anscochrome ' .

Ektdchrome
Ektpchrome Aero Type
Ektachrilme Infrared .Aero

.. ,

'Ektachromi.` Professional
Ektachrdme X .

,fiigh Speed' Ektachrome
-Kofiachrome II .

Kodachrome X . .;.

Super .Anscochrome

.Agfacolor Negative
Gevacolor Nrp t
Ektacolor CI'S
Kodacolor X.

'65
65

32
50
,

' lb

50

64

t160
25

. 69

100

40,
40.

100
64

-N,

Sheet
,35 mm, ioll ,

35 mm, roll, sheet
roll, sheet
roll'
75 'ft roll

9X9 in.
roil
35 mm. toll
35 mm. roll
35 mm, i:oli .

35 mm, roll ,

35 mnf. roll, sheet

35 mm, roll, sheet
35 mm, roll, sheet
roll, sheet .

:;5 mm, mit

Agfa 75 F
Agfa 68 F
AR-.1
E2/E3
E2/E3
E2/E3 t

E2/E3
E2/ E3
E2, E3
K-12 .

K-12
AR-1.-----
Agfa N set
Gevacolor

..,
C-22
C-22

Daylight Negative

'

,

Tungsten

(3,200'k)'
(3.i00 K.)
(3.2016
(3.200 K t,,
(3,100 /0'

"(3,400 Ki.-
i fl'ash )

., 100111 -,
-- , ,

., Posi.tii'e'-iransparency

i,

:

'
' .

,- .-"Kodachrome
.. -

9t. /".
z

.Agfachr6rne CK20
Agfachrome Professional
AnscoehrOme

.
Ektachreme Sheet 'Type 11,
klig'h.,Speed .EA'UachrOMe h
Super Ansc6hrome
Ektachrome 'Sheet Type B'

II Type A
,Kodachroine Profe:sional Type A.
Ektachrome' Roil Type F
Kodachrome F 1

m .

6.5

65

25

10

°- 125

100
. .32

40
16

25
15

'35 mm, roll, sheet..
sheet ,

sheet
sheet

*.

35 mm
35, mm, rolk

'Sheet .

35 ,mm,
35 min
'33 mm, roll.
35 mm, roll

Agfa 68 F
, Agfa 75 F
Alt-1
E-1

,
E2/E3
AR-1
E2'E0
K-12-
K-12
'E2,E3
K- 12

rungstep
: tr .

(312.0f. K /
(flash):
'flash)-i.

,.Iste' Fati,ve ---
, \

. -
.

,

Aglacolor N..gat. ,

,Ge-vacolor N 3
o

Ektaeolor 'L
Kktaci)lor 5 . .,

Kodaeotor 'X
.

40
40

, 16

,.. 25

4-

'15 Mm, roil, sheet
35 mm, roll, sheet

.
i,heet ,

.

sheet
,. ."1 rnm roll

.

. .
Agfa N set
Gevatolo.r
C-22
C-22 ,
C )2

..
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d. Diffusion Transfer Reversal System Materials. Selection of
Polaroid films for investigative work is generally not recommended. it does

have a place but this is limited.

(I) With Polaroid equipment, the photogp.pher can tell almost
instantly whether his equipment is functioning correctly or not. It also provides
him i%ith photographs which may be needed immediately.

(2) Polaroid is, however, limited and expensive: The film
speeds available are low compared to other film m.aterials and the films which
have the higher ASA do not provide a negative. This is an important fact when
several copies are required. The films that provide a negative have a much
slowe i. film speed and are the most expensive. Also, processing equipment
must be available at the crime scene in order to properly produce a good
Polaroid negative.

'4-12 I; 4-15
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\t, EXERCISES

REQUIREMENT. The following exercises are multiple choice. There are
four alternatives to each exercise. \ ou are to select the one alternative that
is correct and indicate your choice by circling- thecorrect response
directly onthe exercise booklet.

1. In the chemistry of film emulsions, exposure to light physically
changes

a. copper bromides.

b. gold nitrates.

c. silver halides.

d. crystal sulfates.
a.

2. A film's protective coating helps prevent

a. curling.

b. fading.

C. halation.

d. scratching.

3. The function of the antihalation backin is to reduce or prevent

a. reflection by stray light.

b. the emulsion layers from separating.

c. the blurring of the image.

d. none of the above.

4-12 I; 4-16
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4. Although black and white films are sensitive to colors, the colon.;

are reproduced as varying shades of gray. The sensitivity of black and white
film to certain colors is controlled by the

a. addition of pulverized silver to the emulsion.

b. staining dyes incorporated into the film base.

c. addition of various dyes to the emulsion.

d. addition of a finer layer in certain film emulsions.

5. All photographic emulsions are sensitive to the colors of

a. blue, green and red.
4

b.' ,blue, violet, and ultraviolet.

c. green, red and infrared.

d. yellow, orange and green.

A film type which is sensitive to ultraviolet and blue-violet onlv
is called

a. orthochromatic.

b. nonchromatic.

c. panchromatic.

d. infrared.
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7. Due to the ability of the manufacturer to control the sensitivity
of black and white fihn to0certain co rs, orthochromatic films are not
affected by expbsure to .

a./....,y-ew-gr

. b.. blue light.. ,

c. red light.

d. green light.

light.
...

8. The film type which produces the most natural recording of
colors is

a. panchromatic.

b. monochromatic.

c. ultrachromatic.

infrachromatic.

4C

9. The difference in the density of the metallic silver in a film emulsion
... is known as

a. shadow.

b. brightnesS71

C. contrast.

d. highlight.

I

10
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4;
b. shadtm areas.

C. panchromatic areas.

10. latitude ts the abihty of an emulsion to record a varying range

a. reds and greens.

d. brightness values.

11. Which of the following ASA numbers would require the least amount
of light, all other conditions being the same, to produce an acceptable negative?

a. 95.

b. 64.

c. 125.

d. ASA ni are not correlated to light conditions.

12. Films rated up to ASA 160 are called

a. slow speed films.

h.' fast, speed films.

e. panchromatic.

d. monochromatic.

4-12 1; 1-19
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13. Which of the following is NOT a charaoteristic of high speed filmi

a. ASA number higher than 400.

b. Contains large grains of silver halides.

c. Not very desirable for enlargements.

d. The silver halides are far less sensitive to light.

14. 3he exposure time for color film

a. may be incorrect by more than two f/stops without spoiling
the negative.

b. is less critical than with black and white film.

c. may be off by one f/stop without rendering the negative
unusall

d. is more sensitivElhan with black and white film.

15. Composite (Polaroid) film contning
<

a. extremely large silver halide cr;alals.

b. four different emulsions.

c. particles that are very sensitive to green.

d. all the materials necessary to mokeal positive picture.
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h. polarttid hlm in thc, 40 st ric, produce',

a. s black and t hite 2-1/2 bk 3-1/4 inch print,-.

1?. 8 black and white 1-1/4 by 4-1/4 inch prilits.

c. s, "-1 4 by -)-1:4 inch transparencies.

(1. s, 1 b% '5 inch transparencies.

17. The probable source ol streaks across a Polaroid print would be

a. developer ',ticking to print instead of negative.

b. old, outdated film.

e. hez-iLtnt tab pulling.

d. dtrt n the steel rollers.

1. Which ot the following is NOT true of black and white films?

a. Generally the most versatile.,

b. Highe-:t film speeds.

c. Accepted into court proceedings..

d. li's. ,N'Tensi Ye.

4-12 1; 4-21
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19. The film which would probably be used for a daylight, positive
transparency would be

............ , a. Kodacolor X.

b. Ektachrome.

c. Extocolor CPS.

d. Kodachrome II, Type.A.

_

20. Polaroid film is useful, in some instances, to the investigative
photographer because of

4
a. high film speeds.

b. low cost.

C. compactness. -

d. quick production.

3
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LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

SUBCOURE NO. 4-12 I Investigative Photography.

LESSON 5 Principles of Exposure.

CREDIT HOURS 4.

TEXT ASSIGNMENT Attached Memorandum.

MA TERIA LS R EQUIR ED None.

LESSON OBJECTIV E To provide you with the working
knowledge of equipment and ex-
posure factors of films, cameras,
filters, and lighting to obtain a

A correctly exposed negative.

SUGGESTIONS None.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

This attached memorandum includes information extracted from resident
instructional material of the United States Army tIilitary Police School and
TM 11-401-1 and TM 11-401-2. In case of conflict betgeen the attached memo-
randum and other publications, the material contained in the attached memorandum
will apply to this lesson assignment.

-

L INTRODUCTION. Exposure refers to the amount of light that reaches
the film. In the early days of photography, or today, when using the simple and
inexpensive box camera, exposure was a simple procedure that sometimes depended
on lust plain old luck. You waited until a sunny day came along, pushed a button,
and chances are you would get a good snapshot of the family and friends. Today,
however, with the more complete and expensive camera equipment and the various
types of film exposure, it is not quite so simple. The discussion thus far has
involved sorne of theelements of correct exposure. Irithe quest for the control
of light, to get a correct-exposure and an acceptable print, all these elements
must work together. The film speed, lens aperture setting, the lens' shutter speed
and the type and amount of light available or introduced, must be in agreement in

order to achieve a correct exposure.

4-12 1; 5-1 March 1975
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2. TERMS. The definitions found in this section are not necessarily
rthe most important terms in the lesson. Additional terms and definitions will

be found throughout the lesson, and those given below ma;% be listed only in the
interest of clarification.

a. Shutter Speed The period of eme during which the shutter is
open to permit light rays to reach the film:

b. Exposure - The product, and time and intensity , of illumination
acting upon photographic material.

c. Underexposure Too little light, producing a loss of tonal
separation and detail in the shadow areas of a picture.

d. Overexposure - Too much light, producing a dense negative with
poor tone separation in the lighter parts of this picture.

e.' Panning To move camera so as to keep an object in the pictUrb

440'
1. Lumens .A unit for measuring the amount of light produced b)

an artificial flash.

3. BASIC OUTDOOR EXPOSURE. A basic exposure for an outdoor ceene
is based on an average lighting situation for that scene. To a photographer, an
average -,cene means that the scene is nearly equal, in the distribution of ights
and darL-, when the subiect is lighted from the front b normal sunlight. From
this, there has developed a procedure used to estimate exposure.

a. The usual starting*point for exposure is to have the filn, speed
(ASA) in agreement with the camera-shutter speed. The film speed Was first
determined by the selection of the best film to accomplish a certain objective.
The shutter is then set on the same number as ASA. .For example, if the film
ASA is 125, the shtitter should be set on 1/125; or, for ASA of 25, the shutter
should be 1/25. If the camera shuttzer does not have the exact number, set it
on the closest number. For the reAt of this discussion the example f ilm wilt

4have an ASA of 100 and therefore a shutter speed 6f- a seco1/100 of d.
_. ,

,
'b. The next step is to detertnine the type'of lightirig and lits effect

on reflections from the subject and its relationship to the lens aperture setting.
To evaluate lighting and subject, four typical classes have been set up. These
classes are common throughout photographic literature, and, in most cases.
are used in the film manufactur,er's information sheets supplied with the film
as an aid in determining exposure.

4-12 I; 5-2
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( I) Daylight illumination is divided into the classes of
bright sun, hazy sun, cloudy bright, and cloudy dull,(Figure 1).

ILLUMINATION

,
7 r

BRIGHT HAZY CLOUDY CLOUDY DULL
SUN ,.SUN BRIGHT OR

OPEN SHARE
,....--

.---'''
STRONG SOFT WEAK NO

SHADOWS SHADOWS SHADOWS SHADOWS
...

Figure 1. Classes of Illumination.

(a) Bri t Sun. On a bright, sunny:day, .the sky is
clear, bright, and free Lj.Jrge cloud masses of atmospheric haze. Any

shadows cast by the sun on this type of day are sharply defined. Normally,
this type of daylight illumination'provides ideal photographic conditions.

(b) Hazy Sun. On J.Miazy, sunny day, the sun is partially
obscured by a thin haze. Since the light intensity is about one-half the light
intensity of bright sun, the lens aperture should be ono stop larger than the
setting iortright sun. On a hazy, siumy day, the edges of shadows are slightly
difiu4d or soft and ore less clettri defined than those in bright sun. This
tpe of lighting is preferred whpvhe photographic mission requires slightly
diffused light. 4 ., .

ic) Cloudy Bright. On a cloudy, bright day, the sun is
largely obscured 13 clouds or,haze. The sun is in evidencebut the shadow
areas are not ;ipparent. This daylight condition exists when the light is bright--
eN en glaring--and it seems there should bo shadows but,there are few., if any. .

(d) Cloudy Dull. On a cloudy, dull day the f_un is-completely
obscured by heavy layers of clouds or dense haze. On this type of day, light is
extensively diffused and it is difficult to determine ,the exact_location of the: sun.
Since there are no shadows, there is no contrast and subjects'appear flat.,

'(2) In subiect brightness (type of subject arid its refloctiire
abiiity).thfOur classes are: ,brilliant,"bright, average, and.dark. In the
dicussion below, ;IN erage brightness is treated first to permit Romparison
with the other classes (Figure 2).

"4.
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Bright Average 'Dark-

Beach Scenes White Buildings Buildint;s, vDark clothing
Sno,>v Seepes Light Clothing Street Scenes Dark subjects
Marjne Scenes People

Figure 2.

49 (a) Average Subject. An average' sUbiect` is one that
reflects approximately 1 percent of the light striking it and absorbc the
remainder. Included in this category lire people in modium-eolored elothing,.
most buildings, landscapes with trees. street seenes, and interior :

(b) Dark Subject. A dark subject reflects only about 9
percent of .the light striking it and absorbs the remainder. Beeause it is onl
one-half as bright as an average subject, it requires twice the exposure
required for an alerage subject. Included in thi- eategor are vehicles and
w;eapons, people in dark-toned clothing. and a barren roek island in a .

stormy area.

(c) Bright Subject. A bright sublect is one that reflects
twice as much light ac an average subject; consequentl, it absorbs a much
smaller percentage of light. A bright subject requires much less exposure than
In average subjectgenerally one i,ens stop less than for an average subieet,
Typical subjects in this categora are a fair-skinned and,light-haired person,
people m light clothing,, and light-colered buildings.

(d) Brilliant 5 ib"eet. A brilliant subject reflects about
'bill- times as much light as an , rage subject and absorbs vem little light.
A brilliant silbject requires muc ss exposure than an avcrage subject.--
generally two len, stops leis than for an average '-ubiect. Tnic-! -ubieets
in this catvgory are a laadscape covered by snow, people in light-colored clothing
on a whitehand sandx beaoh, a vkhite sailboat against a blue -ky and white buildmgs
of adesert village.

(3) This informeltion, on illumination arid subiect, has been
accumulated through extensive yesearch and experience) This is also true
of the aper'eure settings which are found in the paylight Exphsure Chart shown
in Figur 3. 'In this figure, the relation,hip between the illumination, subject.
and aperture is dempnstratexl.

4,

,r`
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. ...,_ Wt.:LIGHT EVOSURE CHART ' '
...., ,--.:

LW:WI II itiW :,- BRIGHT
SUN --

..

STRONG
SHADOWS

HAZY
SUN

-
...--<- .

SOFT
SHADOWS

CLOUDY
BRIGHT

--

WEAK
SHADO,W5

CLOUDY DULL
OR

OPEN SHADE

NO
SHADOWS

N A, _ -, :
-

... ..r.

-. .

.

SUBJECT

LENS APERTURE SETTING

BRILLIANT

f/32 f/22
r

f/16 f/11BEACH SCENES
SNOW SCENES
MARINE SCENES

BRIGHT

1

f/22 f/16 f/11 f/8WHITE BUILDINGS
LIGIT CLOTHING

AVERAGE

f/16 f/11 f/8-BUILDINGS
STREET SCENES
PEOPLE

DARK

f/11 f/8 f/.6
\\--.

,..

f/4.5DARK CLOTHING
DARK SUBJECTS

NOTE

1 Come,o shyster speeds ond (dm speed os 101Iows

A S A (dm sped rosno 25 use sesusse, speed 1:25

A S A /.m spied rot,ng 50 use shus,er speed 1,50

A 5 A 1.1m speed ,ossn9 ,100 use %huller speed 1,100

2 5,e1.11191sed subsecss equsr one odd,s.onol tens slop

Bock Joghled sublecss +crows., Iwo oddhono1 (ens stops

X

Figure 3. Da:% light Exposure Chart.

S
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(4) The next stp is to judge the illumination, look at the subject,
and determine which class each one is in; then find the corresponding aperture
which is in agreement with the two. For example, it is a bright, sunny day
and the subject is an average street scene. The exposure chart is then referred
to; moving down the bright sun column to the average subject the lens aperture
setting is discovered to be f/16. If the sun were largely obscured by clouds a
few minutes later, it might be determined to be cloudy bright. The aperture
would then be CE3 for the same street scene.

c. With the second step, the four parts of an exposure are in agree-
ment. In the case of the example, the film speed was ASA 100, the shutter speed
1;100 of a second and the lens aperture f/16. The basic exposure of an average
sublect is shutter speed the same as :SSA, at f1'1G.

d. The Daylight Exposure Chart is to be used merely as a guide which
can serve as a starting point to determine correct film exposure. From this
starting point, other situations that affect the exposure can be considered and
adiustments made. Somit these situations which should be considered are:

(1) Position of the Sun. The angle at which the sun's rays enter
the atmosphere affects it's color and intensity. This angle will depend on one's
geographic location (latituq, the hour of the day, and the season of the year).
kVhen the sun is close to the horizon at sunrise or sunset the intensity of all
wavelengths is not only less but there is also a greater loss of blues. Films
are generall more sensitive to blues and therefore the exposure should be
increased by a half or a full f/stop.

(2) Shade and Shadows. Because exposure must be sufficient to
ord im s-rtan las in shadows, the degrees of darkness and physical

ext ese shadow .. itist be considered. To obtain details in. a shadow area,
use a wider lens opening than the one selected for a scene entirely in sunlight.
Most closeups have larger and more important shadow areas, and therefore
require an increase in exposure of one stop. In general, the more distant the
center of Interest of a picture, the smaller and less important the shadow area.
In photographing a subject out of doors, for example, a close-up must show detail
in the darkest and smallest parts. At a greater distance, these details cannot
be distinguished or photographed individuall.N. At an even greater distance, large
details are indistinguishable and further exposure adjustments are required. Ex-
posure must be based on existing light conditions if details within the shadow areas
are to be brought out in the photograph. This is especiall important when long
focal lengths or telephoto lenses are used to obtain coverage of distant terrain
details. Generally, whether close or distant, exposure for shadow areas of a
scene is identical.
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(a) Since most subjects fall into the nearby group, it is

safe to consider a scene as nearby when not sure of which type of exposure

to select.

(b) A semidistant view, which includes large shadow areas
with important details and resembles a close-up in shadow importance, requires

the same lens setting as a close-up.

(c) Long distance scenes do not usually have dark shadows,
because atmospheric haze lightens the areas.

(d) A general procedure in photography is that the film is,
exposed for shadov. areas and developed for the highlight areas.

43) Cloudy Dull and Heavy Shade. If light from about half the sky
strikes a subject, the situation is known as cloudy dull, or open shade, and re-
quires an increase of three lens stops. If a subject is shielded not only from the

sun, but also from most of the sky, it is in heavy shade, or closed shade, and

an increase of four or more stops is needed. Examples of subjesjs_in heavy
shade are scenes in narrow streets and among tall buildings where, k_aidiven
angle, the sun is unable to penetrate.

(4) Direction of Lighting Front, Side, and Back Lighting. The

direction from which sunlight strikes a subject also has a bearing on exposure.
A subject is brightest when the sun is behind the photographer as he faces the area

to be recorded. This is called front lighting (Figure 4).

(al Side lighting illuminates the sub;ect from the right or left
side i Figure4i.

lb) Back lighting illuminates the back of the subject and the
photographer faces into the z-un (Figure 4).

(c) To determine what t3pe of lighting is involved, it must
be remembered that it is in relation to the sublect and not the 'camera or
photographer.

(di In investigative photograph\ , in shadow areas are
more important than anx arti:-tic lighting effect. With this requirement in mind,
side lighting require:- a one stop increase (Ix er front lighting, and back lighting
requirestwo stops more than front lighting.
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(e) The figures above apply only to subjects in bright or
hazy sunlight, and not to subjects photographed on cloudy and overcast days.
When daylight is sufficiently diffused and there are no noticeable shadows,
the intensity of light falling on the subject is the major consideration.

(5) Effects on the Basic Exposure. Using the above information,
some examples can best illustrate how basic exclosure is affected.

(a) The selected film speed is ASA 200, therefore the shutter
speed is 1/200. The illumination is a hazy sun with a bright subject. The
aperture is found on theDaylight exposure chart to be f,'16. At this point other
factors are now considered. In this case there is back lighting of the subject.
This calls for an increase in exposure of two stops. The exposure would then be
shutter 1/200 of a second and lens aperture f '8.

(b) The selected film speed is ASA 25 the shutter speed will
then be 1/25. The illumination is bright sun average subject. Referring to the

,chart, the aperture is f/16. The picture requires shadow detail and it is con-
sidered a nearby scene. The exposure would be f/5.6. ..

.4, INTERCHANGING THE F/STOP AND THE SHUTTER SPEED. In finding
the correct exposure thus far, the camera's shutter speed has been limited to the
ASA of the film being used, and the aperture setting has been determined by
available illumination. .The reason for ling these related functions is to first
find the correct exposurethe correct amMt and duration (time of light reaching
r4the film to produce an acceptable negative. Once the correct ex sure is deter-
mined, it may be necessAry to use a different shutter -speed or lens aperture
setting. For example, the correct exposure is'determinccl to be shutter speed
1100 at f16, however, this aperture setting does not provide the required depth
of field--f/32 is the onl, aperture that can provide the required depth of field.
Can the picture be taken at 1'32 aperture? Yes, it can, provided the shutter
speed is changed to again agree with the aperture opening. The film still needs
the same amount of light and as long as the combination of shutter speed and
aperture setting provides that amount of light, the exposure will be correct.
An important fact to remember is that once the correct exposure is determined,
any adjustment of one of these two exposure factors demands an adjustment of the
other factor. In the example above, the shutter speed would be reduced to 1/25 of
a second for the f132 aperture.

a. As the aperture is increased by one Ustop, twice as much liet
is allowed to reach the film as before. When it is reduced (decreased) by One
f/stop, one-half as much light will reach the film. The shutter .4peed has the
same relationship to light as t a aperture. As the shutter" -peed is increased by
one speed, one-half as much I' ht is allowed to reach the film. In reverse, as the
shutter speed is decreased b one speed, twice Us arktch light is allowed to reach
*dig film.



b. thwe the correct expOsure is determined, it remains constant
(the same). Each time the aperture is changed, a corresponding change must
be made for shutter speed to allow the same amount of light to reach the film.
The aperture is increased by one f/stop--the amount of light on the film is
twice the originalliamount, the shutter speed is therefore reduced, cutting the
amount of light by one-half and the amount of light reaching the film is again
the original amount, and the correct exposure. The relationship between
the aperture setting and the shutter speed is that when the aperture setting is
increased, a corresponding increase must be made in the shutter speed.
In relation to light, the aperture allows more light in and the shutter is
ad:usted correspondingls, by admitting less light due to the faster speed of the
shutter.

c. Assume that you have determined that the bksic exposure is
1 100 second at f '11. However, with a rapidly moving subiect such as an
automobile, sou want to use a shutter speed of 1'400 secon.. S ce agi g
the shutter setting from 1 100 second to 1/400 second reduces moun of
light reaching the film to 1 4, you 'Must compensate by adjus ing the lens
aperture to assure a four times increase of the light permitte to reach the
film. \The f stop that transmits four times as much light as f '11 is f,'5.6.
Therefore, a balanced exposure of 1/400 second at f, 5.6 gives the same amount
of light as the basic exposure of 1/100 second at f/11.

d. Whenever the correct exposure has been determined, other
combinations of shutter speed and aperture setting can be easily found.
The one combination which is tinalIN selet.ted will be the one which fulfills,
the requirements for the desired results.

5. SUBJEC7 MOV,EMENT AND EXPOSURE. The main factors, which
should be`consid red in action photographs, are speed of the subject, angle and
direction of the su ject in relation to the camera, distance from tte su4ject to
the camera, and the focal length of the camera lens.

a. Speed of Subject. Ia some action photographs, the shuttei-speed
must be calculated to insure that the recorded image retains a slight degree of
motion. For example, the partial blurring of an individuals arm as he is
throwing a ball shows that action is occurring. In this case, calculate the
exposure for the most rapid movement, and then allow for the degree of movement
to,be retained. When it is necessars to preent blur, the shutter speed must be
so fast that subject movement during the exi,o:-ure will not be apparent.

b.- Directio and Angle of Moving Objects. Exposure time is affected
b% the direction of mo ion with respect to thc camera axis. A subject moving
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directly across the field of view requires a faster shutter speed than one
moving toward or away from the camera. When the direction of motion is
at a 900 angle to the camera axis, the shutter speed must be faster than when
the motion is at 450 to the camera axisc

c. Distance. The closer the Moving object is to the camera, the faster
must be the shutter speed required to arrest the movement. It is preferable

\ to select the camera position and point of focus in advance if the type and path of
the action are known factors, if this is at all possible. Proceed as follows:

10 (1) Select and focus on the spot where the action will be photo-
graphed. If there is no time to prefoeus, judge the distance.

(2) To compute the exposure, use an exposure meter (para 6)
to take a reading on an object lighted similarly to the subject being photographed.

(3) Then use the chart in Figure 5 to determine the shutter speed
needed to stop the action.

(4) When the action starts, follow the action by panning the camera.
.To do this, follow the moving subject through the'finder until the subject reaches
the prefocused area.

(5) Trip the shutter when the subject is the prefocused area.

d. Lighting Conditions. Light direction and resulting shadows are
factors in determining the corict exposure for a given subject.

(1) A uniform]) illuminated object, regardless di details or
composition, will not provide the same disturbing emphasis of broken lines
az; moving subject that acce .uates shadoedetails created by sidelighting.
Stud careful].) the ubieç tter to be recorded if motion is a,,hart of the
photographic problem.

(2) Whenever there is Ample light, the selection of a high shutter
speed is no problem. With poor lighting conditions, use a high speed film yid

relativel,. large lens aperture.

e. Focal Length of Lens. The closer the photographer is the subject
'to be photographeCthe more critical the movement of exposure. Lon to
length lenses ma') be used to move the action closer to the viewing positio How-
ever, the longer the foeal length of the camera lens, the more critical the shutter
speed to arrest the action.
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I. Guides to Shutter Speeds for Subjects in Motion. The tables in
Figure 5 can be ut-ed as guides in recordin&motion. For stopping action,

ith a t-mall camera, the table gives approximate shutter speeds adaptable
to various tpes of sublects moving at indicated rates of speed. The Press-

pe camera tables gives approximate shutter speeds adaptable to various
tpes of subjects. It is based on.a circle of confusion of 1 '200 of an inch,
xith a five-inch len,4 and a four by five-inch him size.

Approximate
tubject speed

(miles per
hour,

Camera to
suniect dis-

tance feet

Doom-non of motion

Two-inch lenses -inch lene--

Movernont ..f ...abject matter

Towrd
camera

Isecond

At IS'
angle to
C. WIC,

4econd

At40'
Angkto
camera
Iecond)

Toward
camera

(second)

At IS'
ngle to
camer
'second)

At 90'
angle to
camera,.

5 to 10 25 1/50 1/75 1/100 1/75 1/100 1/150'

&O 1,35 1/50 1,75 1/50 1/75 1/100,

100 1/20 1/35 1/50 1/35 1/50 1/75

10 to 20 25 1,100 1/150 1/200 1/125 1,200 1/300

50 1/50 1/75 1/125 1/75 1/125 1/200

100 1 35 1/50 1 100 1,50 1%75 1/100

20 :410 25 1,125 1/200 1/300 1/200 1,300 1/500

50 1/75 1/125 1/200 1/12a 1/200 1 300

100 1/50 1 75 1/125 1/75 1 125 1/200

30 to 45 50 to 100 1'200 1/350 1 600 1,300 1 500 1/800

45 to 100 100 and over 1 300 1,500 1 750 1/400 1,750 1/L000

Figure 5. Shutter Speeds of Miniature and Small Cameras.

A pproxima)o
Atbieet
'peed

mile, per hour)

5 to 10

27 to ,0

Ind f:c.4.

Camela-to.
abject

dpitance
4 feet

NI.seteclt
t.t,2rft
faMer.1

Mot ement
at 4.5*

,angle to

Mmement
at 90'

angle to
tamer,

25 1/100 1,200 1/400

.16 1/50 1 100 1,200

100 1 23 1 50 1/100

25 11200 1 400 -1/800

50 1 100 1 200 1/400

100 1'50 1 100 1/200

25 1 400 1 !'00

50 i 000 1 40 1/800

inn I 1(16 1 mn 1,400

Figure 6. Shutter .,peeds of.Press-T%pe Cameras.'

*V a
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6. LIGHT NIETERS; AN EXPOSURE MECHANISM. A light meter or
exposure meter can be a ver reliable aid in determining correct exposure.
Again, this aid, though more reliable than the exposure chart, is mainly used
as a guide. The final interpretation of lighting and Camera factors, and
picture requirements for the best exposure is the decision of the photographer.

a. Generally, light meters have photoelectric thils which convert
light into an electrical charge which moves a needle on a calibrated scale. The
more light there is, the more electrical energy is converted, and the farther
the needle will be moved. The photographer adjusts for the [Urns ASA, gets '

a light reading from the needle, turns a few dials, and the dials, when in aligninent,
give him a selection of several shutter and aperture combinations. There are two
types of light meters. Reflected meters and Incident meters.

b. The reflected light meter measures the amount of light that is
reflected from a subject. When light readings are taken with this type of meter, '
the photoelectric cells are pointed towards the subject.

c. The incident light meter measures the amount of light falling on
a particular subject. .

d. Light meters are most commonly desired for reflected light
\readings and this is the most frequently used type of meter (Figure 7). When
using this meter on distant scenes, it is best to slant the meter slightly awQ.
from the sk as the sk is norrnalh the brightest part of an averagepicture

. /
and it w ill affect the exposure reading. The type of photograph desired is
determined before measuring the :icene's light value. If shadow detail iS impor--
tant, meacure thf shadow area carefull.. If the highlights are to be emphasized,
he exposure reading -hould be of the highlights onb. To try to obtain detail in
ach of these areas, both are measured and a compromise exposure setting is

used.

e. The incident light meter is used near the subect, as in the
reflective t\pe, however, the photoelectric cells are pointed toward the camera
lens when a reading is taken. This meter,is very useful when there is weak

It is also useful to obtain a uniform negative density for an average
sub wet an0 scene. When there is. an extended brightness range of the sub lect
area, it should not be used.

f. Aids are sometimes used to obtain a useful exposure reading.
Two common methods are - gray card and a palrn reading.
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(1) The gray card is a neutral medium card, a foot and a
half square, %Ahich is.placed near the subject. A light meter reading is taken,

af the light reflected from the card. The purpose behind using-the gray card
is to get a consistent reading. Through experience, the photogr6her can
determine which exposure is best for his purpose.

-e
4

(2) A palm reading is obtained by using the,palm of one's hand
th re e or four inches from the meter, to get an exposure reading. Again,
this reading is used to achieve consistency. The reading helps with negative
development and the color sensitive meter. However, it is naturally more
useful when skin tones are important.

i g. Procedures for using the exposure meter are as follows-

6 (1) Set the ASA film index number on the light meter (see
Figure 3, ASA is set on 400). This setting will remain the same until a
different film is used.

(2) Take a meter reading of the subject, keeping in mind the
mam factors discussed above. The reading in Figure 7 is 13.

,-

(3) Set the moveable dial to correspond with the light value
reading, as it is indicated by the light intensity needle. In Figure 7, the arrow
is set at 13.

(4) 1 ou are.now ready to read the aperture and shutter settings.
Niost exposure meters will give more combinations than any one camera may
have, however all the combinations will give the same exposure results. The
choice is the photographer's and depends on the picture results needed.

h. An exposure meter should be shielded from shock, strong
magnetic influences, dampness, extreme heat, and sunlight. ,Never point a
reflective meter directly at the sun.

1
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FILM ASASE TTING -

( SCMI PIKED)

1

mOVABL.E ARROW WHICH IS SET OM THE

LIONT INTENSITY READING TO ESTARLISH

APERTURE AND SHUTTER SPEED COMRINATIONS

SHUTTER SPEED INDICATOR
( STATIONARY)

L.GHT INTENSITY NEEDLE
AND'SCALE

t

SET EXPOSURE METER FoR THE FILM'S A S 4 NUMBER

2 TAKE LIGHT READING FROF4 SUBJECT'

3. LINE UP THE MOVABLE ARROW ON THE METER WITH THE CORRECT LIGHT READING

A DETER 4 INE wHICH COMBINATION :S NEEDED FOR THE REQUIRED EXPOSURE

ApPEPTuRE sETToN6Gs AND SuuTTER SPEEDS ARE ADJACEN:T TO ONE ANOTHER,

I E.G. IN THE ILLUSTRAt'ON 1/ 250 5 ADJACENT TO F/le )

4 Figure 7.
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7. EXPOSURE WITH ARTIFICIAL LIGHT - -PHOTOFLOOD. Assuming
a long enough exposure, almost any light intensity can be used to produce an
image on a sensitive emulsion. However, diml illuminated subjects often-require
an exposure too long to be practical. Accordingly, artificial light gives the
photographer pictorial control. lie can place light on different parts of a scene
to achieve a variety of lighting. Special lamps have been developed for such
purposes.

*a. Floo trips. Flood lamps resemble home service lamps,
but their filaments are designed to give more light of a bluer characteristic per
watt than home service lamps. Sizes are designateCI by the numbers 1, 2, and 4,
and relative light output is roughly proportional to the numbers. The letter B.
sometimes used with the lamp number, indicates a blue glass lamp that adds
the effect of daylight in color photography. The letter R, used with the lamp
number, indicates a built-in reflector.

b. Determining Exposure. Floodlighting is usually below sunlight in
intensity and requires the use of larger lens apertures or longer shutter exposures.
Only flashlamps at close range approximate the intensity of sunlight. In additiorib
illumination from a lamp is inversely proportional to the square of the lamp-to-
subject distance (inverse ,square law). When the distance between a lamp and a

'subject is doubled, only one-fourth as much light reaches the.subject. When
the distance between the light and the subject is tripled, only one-ninth as much
light reaches the subject. Illumination also varies with lamp wattage, the
efficiency of the reflector, the angle at which light strikes the subject, the use of
diffusers, if any, and the actinic quality of the light.

(1) Lens settings for simple two-lamp setups, with larrip types and
distances specified, can be determined quite easi4. Approximate tens settings
are given in computers and usually on film instruction sheets.

(2) More complicated lighting.setups require the use of an
exposure meter or test exposures. Once a photographer has become familiar
with certain lamp setups, however, he can, through exPerience, dopHcato
camera and lens adjustments to obtain a particular pidorial effect.

5.. EXPOSURE WITH ARTIFICIAL UGHT PHOTOFLASH.

a. Photoflash is the more commonlype'of artificial light used in
investigative photography. Although the following is a discussion of flash
photography, keep in mind that floodlamps can be used in place of flashbulbs.
The principal difference-- between flood and flash, an4 thus the advantages or
disadvantages of one over the other, are that the:
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(1) Light from a flashbulb shines for but a brief moment.

(2) A-new flashbulb must be used jor each exposure. The one
true exception to this fact, the electronic flash, will be discussed later in thjs
lesson. The fourTin-one flesh cubes are not an exception to thiS fact because
they are really four separate flashbulbs built as one unit.

,

(3) Flashbulbs are more portalile-than floo'cilamps. Even
though using flashbulbs requires a larger number of bulbs, the small size
and weight of the bulbs and auxiliary equipmentMake flash equipment easier to
carry. Also, floodlamps usually need to get power from commercial powerlines,
whereas flashbulbs operate on batteries.

b. There are several varieties of flashbulbs. However, they are
all similar in construction. There are, generally, four cOmmon types of bases -
screw, bayonet, pinless, and glass (Figure $,). The type of lamp base used will
depend on the type of socket found in the lampholder. The size of the bulb will
depend on the size of the reflector.

SCREW

Figure 8.

PINLESS

Flashbulb Bass'es.

(1) The effectiveness of a flash lamp is dependent to large
degree on efficiencl% of the reflector. The center of the flashbulb should be at
the focal point of the reflector. If the bulb is not centered, the efficiency is
reduced.,_ Because reflectors vary a great deal_in their efficiency, the information
provided by the manufacturer is important.

(2) The light from a flashbulb is produced by burning metal.L,
Wires connect the contacts on the flashbulb base to a primer (Figure 9 ).
Electric current passing through the primer causes the 'primer to explode and
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ignite the wire filling. The burning, wire filling produces the light. The filling
is' a metal such as magnesium that will burn with a brilliant white leght.
Actually the color is reddish, but this is not visibly noticeable. The filling
may be fine, loosely packed wire or a crumpled foil, B.urning the wire filling,
requires oxygen, so the'llashbulb is not evacuated as a household lamp is; the
flashbulb contains oxygen. If, due to soicie fault in the lamp, there is not enough
oxygen,-dhere will be no flash. Many flashbulbs have a blue spot (actually a
cobalt sale)n the glass ,that turns pink when there is notenough oxygen. DO
NOT USE nE BULB when the blue spot has turned pink. The burning metal
produces heat and explosive force as well as light. For safety, the glass is
heat resistant and coated with a plastic to prevent the glass from breaking and
scattering piecps. Even though modern flashbulbs have this safety feature ,
DO-NOT FIRE BARE BULBS near other people. The lamp that you are using
might be defective. It's not likely, but why take any chance when there are clear
plastic covers for all types of reflectors that give added safety protection. Also,
a handkerchief or other diffusing cover will provide protection and reduce the
harshness of the light when you are photographing up close.

AIR SEAL )NDICATOR

OXYGEN

WIRE FILLING'

RIMER

SAFETY COATING

CONTACTS

Figure 9. Flashbulb ConstructiOn.

c. Brilliance and Time Vary From Bulb to Bulb. To you the flash
oi a flashbulb may last just a moment, but when compared to the speed of your
shutter the' duration of the flash may be a very short or a very long time. Since
the shutter must be open during the flash, you must consider the Shutter action
iith the timing-of the flash when seleCting a flashbulb. Each flashbulb manufac-
turer prints data concerning brilliance and time about its own flashbulbs'. The
data may be printed in wOrds, charts, or graphs and is usually packaged with the
bulbs. Figure 10 is a typical graph of the flash of a flashbulb.
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TIME-MILLISECONDS

Figure 10. Typical Time-Intensity Curve.

(1) Let's look at the operation of the f1sh shown by the time:-

intensity curve in Figure 10. The vertical height sho*s the brightness in

lumens. The horizontal scale shows the number of milliseconds (thousandths

of a second), after the flash is triggered: For the flrst few milliseconds no

light is emitted because it takes this long to fire the primer and ignite the

filler. From 3 to 7 milliseconds the flash gets brighter because the burning

is spr ng through the filler. After a peak brightness at 7 milliseconds the

bright ss decreases as the filler is burned up. Different types of lamps bave

different time-intensity curves.

(2) The.area under the curve indicates- the amount of light

available for exposUre of the film; however, if the shutter opens too late or

closes too soon some of the light will not be used. Look at the curve in Figure

10. A shutter speed of 1/200 second is milliseconds, and if this shutter opens

when the flash is triggered; the shutter will close before any light is available.

A t a shutter speed of 1/50 second (20 milliseconds) this same shutter closes

befbre the peak of the flash, d les than half the light is used. Thus, the'

shutter must open a,nd close at proPer time to get the most-effective use .

of the flash. ,.
(3) Timing is not the only difference between bulbs. IYeak

brightness\ total light, and the shape of the time-intensity curve also vary

with type otflashbulb.
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d. There are Many different types of flashbulbs.

(1) Class S lamps take a long time to fire and reach their peakbrightness, and they produce a very brilliant light (Figure 11). Class S bulbsare best used with slow shutter speeds to illUminate large, open areas.
(2) Class M lamepare medium firing. They are faster thanS lamps, but generally have a lower light-output. This is the most commonclass of lamp used with synchronized, between-the-lens shutters (Figure 12).

(3) Class FP bulbs are about as fast as class M lamps inreaching their peak, but they remain at theiikpeak for a long time. The fairlyflat, long peak of Class FP flashbulbs assure even exposure with focal planeshutters. A focal plane shptter does not expose all of the film format at thesame time, so the light intensity must remain constant as the shutter movesacrosslhe film plane to give the same exposure to all parts of the film(Figure 13).

t4) The newest development in flash photography is the flash-cube. This is a cube containing four miniature flashlamps, each with its ownIIreflector. The cube rotates after each e posurE, permitting you to take a:series of four exposures without chang lamps (Figure 14). The lamps canbe used only witl4cameras designed for them or in special adapters for othercameras.

4P
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Figure11. Class S flashbulb curve.
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Figure 14. Flashcube curve.

d. An electronic flashlamp, also called a speed-lamp or repeating
flash unit, produces light in the same manner as a fluorescent lamp.

(1) The reaction of an electronic flash unit is so quick that the
flash is over in less time than it takes to open most shutters. Thus, X synchro-
nization is often required. In X synchronization, the flash is delayed until the
shutter is fully open, whereas in other types of synchronization'you delay the
shuttent,"

(21 Because electronic flash units are fast operating, shutter
speed has almost no effect, and rapid photographs are possible. At very slow
shutter speeds the shutter may-not open fast enough, but this presents no problem
with X synchronization. And for the shutter to cut off am of the flash its speed
has to be 1/1,000 second _or faster.- q.7

e. Guide Number Deiterrn44-s F/Stop. Exposure time is normally
the duration of the flash and you control the.amount of exposure by adjusting the
lens opening. To make our calculation of the required f/stop easy, manu-
facturers of lamps print guide numbers for their lamps. Specific guide number
data is packaged with the flashbulbs, and an example of the type of data is shown
in the chart below. Figure 15 also lists some common flashbulb guide numbers.

126
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i Val /11041

All Wrather Pan 130 110 RO 65

Kodacolor 70 55 48 34 28

,Kodacolor-X 110 SO 55 45

Panaturnic-X 90 70 60 44 36

Plus-X 180 140 120 90 70

Venchrome Pan 160 130 110 SO 65

Versapan 160 130 '110 80 65

Va/
Figure 15. Sample Flashbulb Guide Numbers.

0 SUBJECT

CAMERA

FILM: PLUS-X
SHUTTER: M SYNC

I/250.
I-STOP: ?

)1i

TM 401.2.410

Figure 16. Problem to Determine f/stop.

(1) The required f/stop is determined by dividing the guide number b

the lamp-to-subject distance. For instance, if the subject is 5 feet from the lamp

and the uide number is 40, the f/stop Is 40/5 or 8 (actually f/8). Work the problem

in. Figu4J 16 using chart in Figure 15.

(2) The answer to the problem in figure 16 is f/11 (90/8 = 11.25).

(3) The guide numbers stated by a manufacturer for a given lamp are
based on sublects of average brightness, a particular reflector, and a given film
speed. For dark subjects (people with dark colored clothing, brown or black objects),
and for open areas, open an additional 1/2 or 1 f 'stop. For light subjects (white
clothing or light colored objects) and a closed-in area (near walls or low ceilings)
close down 1 2 to 1 f 'stop. A diffuse type of reflector requires one additional stop

more than a polished reflector.

(4) Manufactufers' data generally state the guide number for many film
speeds, and it is not difficult to determine the guide number for an% ASA value if ou

know the guide number for one ASA value . To find the (new) guide.aumber for a
mew) .ASA value; multipl the old known) guide number b.% the square root of the

quotient of the new ASA value diided b the old ASA value a:- -hown 13% the following

formula:

New guide number =

old guide number
Vnew ASA value
ola As.\ vnlue

For example, if the guide number for an ASA of 100'is 50, then the guide number
for an ASA of 200 is

50
1/ 200

100

50 I/ 900
100

501/7.5. 50 x 1.4 = 70.
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9. LIGHTING EFFECTS AND EXPOSURE. Artificial light, both
photoflood and photoflash, can be used in different.ways. Although
photoflash is till the main point of interest, many of these 'techniques also
apply to photoflood.

a. Open.Aperture for Diffuse or Bounce Flash. Except when the
flash is mounted on the camera, flash lighting generally is veu harsh with
strong highlights. To soften the lighting and make it more natural you can
use diffusing or bounce techniques.

,(1) To diffuse the flash you can use 'a diffusing reflector,
a diffusing shield, or lace a standard man's cotton handkerchief over
the flash. A diffusi g reflecto has a rough surface, while the polished
reflector has a srnoo h mir:ror finish. The diffusing shield is a piece of-trans-
lucent plastic that fits over the front of the reflector.

(2) Each of the above mentioned diffusing devices reduces the
intensity of the light by about one-half; thus, you must open the lens one addi-
tional stop.

(3) You must also open the lens for bounce flash. Bounce flash
is the technique of reflecting the light.off a wall, ceiling, or other surface to
get a diffused or more natural lighting of the subject. To determine the lens
opening with bounce flash, use the distance that the light travels toythe subject.
That is, the distance from the lamp to %%Dere the light hits the wall plus the
distance from w ere the light hits the wall to the subject (Figure 16).

b. Flash:on-Camera Gives Flat Lighting. Mounting the flash on
the camera is a convenience that gives the photographer freedom of movement
and abilit to m.ike exposures quickly with assurance of fairly good lighting.
lioNever, do nut limit the quality of your,photographs by becoming lazy and
using flash-on-camera techniques exclusively.

.1. Flash-on-camera gives flat lighting. There are no shado
n th !.i( lt,re because the flash illuminates almost ever area that can be seen
bx the camera. zhadows give depth to the picture and body to the -.uhject.
Without .:had-. che photograph loses some of it:- ahi1it to produce the.optical

of th three dimensions, and consequentl it aopears flat.

4'21 Because illumination decreases witcl the square of the
distance, flash-on-camera is likely to result ip o.verexposure of near objects
and underexposure of far objects.

123
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(3) Flash-on-camera is best used as a secondary or fill-in
light to bring out the details in shadows created by a key light that is off to

one side.

c. Flash Off to One Side Gives Form. Lighting the subject from

one side produces shadows that the camera records, and these shadows create
the illusion.of depth, form, and texture. The light shc\uld not be directly to

one side of the subject but somewhere between head on kand to one side. Even

holding the flash at arms length to one side of the came`ra will improye the

quality of the photograph.

(1) Another advantage of having the light'off to one side is that

it will give a more even illumination of deep kenes. If you place the light off

to one side, the distance from the light to the front of the1 scene is about the

same as the distance from the light to the back of the scehe. When the scene
is very deep use more than one light.

(2) Flash can also be used as separation light, to light the
background, or to silhouette the subject.

(3) The lisadvantage of side lighting is the loss of detail in
shadow areas, but you can overcome this by using multiple flash.

d. Multiple Flash. Flash off to one side (key lighting) gives

form and texture to the photograph; flash on the camera (filh-in lighting) brings

out shadow details; and lighting the background or back of the subject (separation

lighting) separates the 1, biect and the background giving depth to the picture.

lou can take adv2.ntage f a these forms of lighting in one photograph by using

many flashbulbs in a chronized multiple flash.

Lightig Ratio. The lighting ratio is the ratio bf the illumination

of the highlights to the illumination of shadows. The lowest possible ratio ',1:1)

means that the highlights and shadows are lighted to the same fxtent. At 2:1

the highlights have tw ice the light of the shadows; at 3:1, three, times the amount;

and so on (Figure l 8).

( h A lighting ratio of I:1 is used principally for copying or where

an% shadow is undesirable. To get a 1:1 ratio requires a carefUl balancing of

lights so that there are no shadows and so that the lighting is t4 same throughout.

t2), A lighting ratio of 2:1 results in faint shadow with high detail

in the shadows. The bright shadows of a 2.1 ratio retain color .iurity in color

film, permit good rendition of mechanical objects, and.reduce tlie burned out
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effect of highly reflective highlights. The 2:1 ratio is obtained by using equal
lights from key and fill-in lights. Evrthough the) are of equal intensit), the
highlights will be brighter because they receive light from both lamps, whereas
the shadow areas are illuminated only by the fill-in light.

(3) .A 3:1 lighting ratio is the result of having the ket light supply
twice the illumination of the fill-in light (Figure 17). The snadott areas are
verb noticeable without too much loss in shadow details. The 3:1 ratio is good
for most black and white pictures, especially activity shots and portraits.

(4) As the lighting ratio increases, the shadow area gets
effectively darker and darker, and, depending on the latitude of the film, the
shadow details are soon lost completely. The higher ratios are used for dramatic
effects.

A
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f. Use.of Flash in Daylight. Night and indoor shots are not the
only situations when you use flashbulbs. You might use them to replace one
or more photoffobd lamps. Perhaps you might use photofloods for fill-in and
separation light, while using, the flash as a main light to reduce the strain on
the,subject caused by the bright lights. You can Use flashbulbs in sunlight
to lower contrast, increase shadow detail, and add brilliance. On dull, over-
cast days you might get flat, uninteresting pictures, but if you use a flash it
can add sparkle, form, depth, and sharpness to a photograph taken on a dull
day. On a bright, clear day the sun creates deep, dark shadows. A flash
can lighten the shadows, bring out details in the shadows, and reduce the
overall contrast to remove the cutting sharpness of a bright day.

(1) On bright, sunny days use the sun as the key light and the
flash as a fill-in light.

(2) Use Sun as Fill-In on Dull Day. On dull, overcast days
use existing light as a fill-in light and flash as the key light. Set your exposure
for the type of daylights and then position your flash to simulate the stm.

(3) Use Flash to Balance Sun. When you photograph indoors
where the bright daylight is visible through a door or a window, and when you
photograph in deep shade where bright patches of sunlight are visible, the
extreme variation of lighting may be too much for the film. These situations
are easily handled by The human eye, but the resulting photograph is so dark in
the shade areas and so white in the sunlit areas that the details of both are lost.
To overcome this effect and get an indoor-outdoor balance, you can use a flash
tojighten the shady area. Set the exposure as though the entire scene were re-
ceiving the same light as the sunlit areas, and position the flashbulb according to
the formula. You may need more than one lamp to get even lighting throughout
the entire indoor or shaded area.

10. FILTER EFFECTS. In Lesson 1, we learned that white light (sunlight)
is composed of all colors of the spectrum, and that each color has its own charac-
teristic wavelength. When a colored glass filter is placed in a beam of white light,
the color compoaition of the light is altered. According to its color, a filter will
absorb some wavelengths and transmit others.

a. Of all the colors of the 'spectrum, three are designated as primary
colors, red,,bIuer and green. The remaining colors are combinations of these
three colors and are called secondary colors. The secondary colors are found in
the area of the spectrum where the wavelength of two primary colors merge. For
example, green has a wavelength of 500-600 millimicrons (see Lesson 1, para 3a
(2)); and red's wavelength is 600-700 millimicrons (ran). ellow is made of
green and red, and has a wavelength of 600 mn. As the wavelength of green
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becomes longer it merges %%ith the shortest wavelength of red. The Overlap

of the two wavelengths produce the secondary color - yellow.

b. Each color has a complementary color, and when combined they

will produce white light. For example, yellow is the complementary color of

blue. Yellow is composed of red and green. By the addition of blue, all primary
colors are present and the product is white light. To facilitate determining com-
plementary colors, a color wheel can be used (Figure 20). The colors on the

upper portion of the wheel represent the red end of the spectrum and are warm

colors. Those on the bottom portion repre,sent the blue end of the spectrum and

are cold colors. To find a complementary 'Color, select the primary color first.
The complementary color is directly opposite on the other portion of the wheel.

For example, the complementary color of red is blue green (Figure 20).

7igure 20. Color Wheel.

When a filter is placed over a lens it does two things. It

:ightens its own-eolor and darkens its con.plementary colors. Because a filter

seiectivel absorbs certain colors, U. appears colored. A red filter appears
red because it absorbs blue and green and transmits red. A blue filter absorbs

,.ed and green, and a green filter absorbs blue and red. A filter which absorbs

only blue appears c ellow because it transmits red and green., Absorption means

that the filter will not pass that particular color. Thus a red filter will not pass

blue or green. If a rya Aleut N photographed with a red filter any objects in the

cenc phich are blue or green will be darkened and the red object will be lightened

in the final mint. The reds w ill be darker on the negative since the red light is
all that is being transmitted.

_ ;- L'a
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11. FILTER TYPES. For general photographic purposes, there are two
classifications of filter. They,are correction filters and contrast filters.

a. Correction Filters are used to correct the color-sensitivity
balance of black and white films. The human eye is more sensitive to green
and yellow than are film emulsions. The film emulsion, is more sensitive toblue. To render colors in their relative brightness, as seedby the human eye,a,iilter is used to change the sensitivity of the film, making it more responsive
to yellows and greens. Usually correction filters dre yellow.

_b. Most photographers use filters to create contrast. "Although
two colors may be different, if their brightness 'value is the same they will
reproduce as almost the same shade of gray in a black and white print.
To create the needed contrast, a contrast filter is used. A classic exaMple iSa red apple and the green leaves of its stem. Red and green reproduce as almostthe same shade of gray. Either of two filters can be used to create contrast
between them. A red filter will darken the leaves and lighten the apple and a
green filter will do just the opposite. There are four basic filters used forcontrast:

(1) Red (A).`

(2) Orange (G).

(3) Yellow (K-2).

(4) Green (X-1).

a

c. There are certain procedures that can be of help in determining
proper filter selection. The subject should be examined to determine how various
colors should be photographed to show texture or pattern, or how to create contrast
between two or more colors. Some color shades are obvious enough to indicatethe correct selection. In some instances viewing the subject through the filter
will enable you to make the correct determination. To simplify filter selection
the following chart may be'used.

d. Not filters can.be used with all films. However, it is safe to saythat any filter can be used with panchromatic film (see Lesson 4, para 3), since itis sensitive to all colors. Manufacturers instructions for films should be referred
to for correct determination of filter use.

124
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1 COLOR OF SUBJECT MATER DARKER

RED- A dr d .3IC 5

GREEN. X-I or C5 'C5 orcA

BLUE C 5 A or G

YELLOW GOr-A
, .,

,L C 5 c--

ORANGE

,.K-2,

G cir A C'5

*The C5 filter is blue

Figure 2 L Color chart.

12. FILM FAcTORS. Since a filter absorbs some of the colorS'

contained in white light, it is obvious that some of the intensitrof the light

is lost as well. Therefore, some compensation must be made in exposure.

The amount of compensation is determined bythe color and shade of the filter'.

The amount of correction is given for each filter by the filter's factor.

a. The filter factor is a number that indicates the number of tiAies

the, exposure must be increased to equal the amount of light that would reach

the film if the filter were not used. For example, a yellow K-2 filter has a

factor of 2. This means the exposure must be increa:sedtwice. This can be

accomplished by opening up one f/stop or doubling the exposure time. If the

basic exposure was 1/50 second at f/8 without the filter, the exposure with the

filter could be either 1/50 second at f/5.6, or 1/25 second at f/8. Listed

below are the eXposure increase factors for the most often used filters, for Plus-
X Panchromatic film. 0

4
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FILTER COLOR
EXPOSURE

FACTOR

NUMBER OF F/STOP

CHANGES .0-1JTDOORS

A RED 8 3F/ STOP
X GREEN 4 2F/ STOP1

G ORANGE 3 I-1/2F/ STOP

K 2 YELLOW 2 1 F/ STOP

!,

Figure 22. Filter Factor Table.,
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. EXERCISES

-7
REQUIREMENT. The follmtring exercises are multiple choice. There are
four alternatives to each exercise. YOu are to select the one 'alternative that
is correct and indicate' ydur choice by circling the correct response'
directly on the exercise booklet.

.

1. The usual starting point for exposure is to have

a. the film speed in agreement with the shutter speed.

the shutter speed in agreetent with ns aperture.

the le s aperture in eement.with the focal length.

the fojal length in agreement with tlie film speed.

2. Which of the following is not a classification of daylight illumination?

a. Bright sun.

b. Hazy sun.

c. Cloudy bright.

d. Hazy dull.

eb.

3. The four classes of subject brightness are

44.

a. .white, yellow, red, black.

b. brilliant, bright, average, dark .

c. bright, average, dull, dark.

d. brilliant, brighi, shadow, dark.

4-12 I; 5-33
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.4. The amount of light reflected from a dark subject is about

5. Joe is taking a picture of an accident. The scene is a downtown
street, at noon, on a cloudy day. Many bystanders will be in his picture.
The bystanders cast weak shadows. His lens aperture, using Figure 3
(The Daylight Exposure Chart), shou4 be

a. f 5/6.

b. f/a.

c. i/11.

d. f/16.

6. At what time of the day is there the greatest loss of blues in the
rays of the sun?

a. 7 a.m.

b: 9 a.m.

c. 11 a. m.

d. 1 p. m.

4-12 1; 5-34
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7. if light trom about half the sky strikes a subject, the situation is
known as cloud (lull, or open shade, and requires an irrerease

a. in focal length.

b. of six lens stops.

c. of three lens .staps.

d. of one lens stop.

The amount of light that is admitted as the aperture is
increased by one f 'stop is

-a. one-quarter as much.

b. one-half as much.

c. twice as much.

d. the same, sij c t ere is no connection.

9. Hm, much light will be allimed to reach the film if the shutter speed
(k.creased b one speed?

a. (ine quarter as much.

b. ( ine half as much.

c liec as much. 4`

d. shutter speed does not :MeV the amount of light.

1-12 1:5-.').3
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10. Of the following, which direction of motion requires the fastest
shutter speed?

a. Toward the camera.

b. Stopped 15 feet from the camera.

c. Away from the camera.

d. Across the field of view in front of the camera.

11. Which of the following distances, away from a camera, would
require the fastest shutter speed to stop the motion of a racehorse?

..ape

10 feet.

b. 20 feet.

c. 30 feet.

d. Shutter speed is not a factor here.

.,
,

4

12. Two factors in determining the correct exposure for a given subject

a. light direction and resulting shadows.

b. focusing distance and film type.

c. type of viewfinder used and film ASA number.

d. shadow areas and camera focal length.

Na

)

ii
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13. A means of correcting for poor illumination is

a. to move clo-:er to the subiect.

b. use of i relatively large lens aperture.

C. use 01 a lower ASA film.

d. a higher shutter speed.

14. Light meters are normally powered by

a. transistors in the meter bod .

b. the heat contained in light, which is converttto electrical
energ.

c. pin cell batteries in the meter body.

d. light energy, Nhich is converted into mechanical power.

15. Step one in taking a light meter reading is to set the

f "stop scale.

-b. ASA index number.

c. shutter speed scale.

d. foot-candle -cale.

--is :;.":\\
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16. The letter which indicates a floodlamp that adds the effect of day-
light to color photography is

D

i

17. Floodlighting usually acquires the use of larger lens apertures
because

a. it compensates for harsh bluishness of the light.

b. it is usually below sunlight in intensity.

c. artificial lighting changes focal length.

d. floodlighting causes more shadows.

;

18. The effectiveness of a flash lamp is dependent to a large degree on

a. the power available.

b. the type of base uied.

c. the efficiency of the reflector.

d. the size of the bulb.

)

0

,

,
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19. The class of flashbulb which is normally used with focal plane
shutter cameras is

a. S.

b. FP.

c. M.

a.

20. Answer the following problem using Figure 16. Flash subject
distance is 15 feet. Kodacolor film is being used. The shutter speed is M
synchronized at 1/125 of a second. What is the correct f/stop?

a. 1.4.

b. 2.

c. 3.2.

d. 4.

of,

21. A problem with flash-on-camera techniques is the

a. absence of blue light.

b. inability to adjust the lens aperture.

c. the underexposure of near objects.

d. lack of shadows.

4-12 I; 5-39
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22. Yellow. light and blue light, when combined will produce

a. green light.

b. black light.

c. white light.

d. blue light since it is primary.

23. A filter

a. lightens its own color.

b. lightens into complementary color.

c. darkens its own color.

d. darkens it's own color and its complementary color.

24. A correction filter is used to

a. change focal length.

b. bring out blues that are not normally seen.

c. create contrast.

d. change a film's color sensitivity.

25. If a.filter factor is 4, it requires

a. a decrease of 4 x the original exposure.

b. a de,crease of 2 Vstops.

e. "2,, an inereas'e of 2 x the original exposure.

. d. an increase of 2 f/stops.

4-12 1;6-40-4'
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SUBCOURSE NO. 4-12 I

LESSON 6

CREDIT HOURS

TEXT ASSIGNMENT

MATERIALS REQUIRED

LESSON OBJECTIVE

SUGGESTIONS

LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

Investigative Photography.

Photographic Chemistry
and Processing.

4.

Attached

-None.

To provide you with general
and specific information
necessary for you to understand
and put into practical use the
various processes and materials
involved in photographic de-
velopment and processing.

NOne.

This attached memorandum includes information extracted from resident
instructional -material of the United States Army Military Police School and TM 11-

401-1. In case of conflict between the attached memorandum and other publications,

the material contained in the attached memorandum will apply to this lesson assign-

ment.

L. INTRODUCTION. Most individuals, at one time or another, have loaded a

camera, taken some snapshots and removed the film for "development" at the local

drug sto're. They usuallY do not know what is involved in the developitig process, but

they do know that they will receive their snap shots back in a more meaningful form--

a picture. However, at the point of removing the film for development a long and

complex process has only started. Actually, the word "development", as used above

can be divided into two separate phases; development.of the film into a negative and

the printing of the negative.
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2. NEGATIVE DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS. The development of a negative
is a chemical process which entails five different steps in the follow ing order:
actual development, a rinse bath, a fixing bath, washing, and drying.

a. Before discussing these processes, there are some general factorswhich must be pointed out.

(1) When working with photographic chemicals and light sensitive
materials, cleanliness is a must. Work areas must be clean and free of extraneousobjects. If this is not done the negative may be worthless before it ever gets into .

the developing solution.

(2) Chemicals, whether they' are for negative development or printing,
are set up from left tO right. This standard procedure was established to avoid
mistakes in processing. Also, when using these chemicals do not go back to the
previous solution in the chain. This may destroy the negative and.it will definitely
affect the chemicals themselves.

b. The.developing solution is the first chemical solution to be used. This
solution is composed of many different chemicals which have various functions. There
are also a variety of developers which act differently on the film, i. e. , they producedifferent results. The different solutions generally include a reducer, a solvent,
an accelerator, a preservative and a restrainer. These chemicals are obtainable
separately in powder form and then mixed with water, or as a ready-mixed solution.

.(1) Reducer. The basic ingredient in the development solution is the
reducer. When a sensitized emulsion is exposed to light, the silver halides formingthe latent image are so weakened by the action of light that they can be reduced to
metallic silver. This reduction produces a visible, image. In this reduction process,
a chemical compound, the reducing agent, combines with oXygen and reacts with the
exposed silver halides in the film emulsion. If used alone, however, this reducingagent will have very little or no effect.on the silver halides, since it has a low rate
of oxidation. Therefore, an accelerator must be added to the developer.

(2) Solvent. The solvent softens and swells the emulsion and allows
the chemicals in the solution to penetrate.

(3) Accelerator. An aCcelerator, or alkali, is used to increase the
rate of oxidation of the reducing agent. This accelerator energizes the reducer by'increasing its rate of oxidation, 'softens the gelatin of the filnkrulSion, and speedsup solution penetration. However, a solution containing only a reducer and an'.
accelerator will oxidize quickly and.aet too rapidly. Therefore, it becomes necessaryto add a restrainer to the developer to prevent chemical fog (a veil of silver deposited
throughout the entire emulsion), and rdpid deterioration of the Solution.

1-12 I; 6-2



Preserative. All organic clevelopment agents, in an alkali
state, has e a strong chemical attraction with oxygen. Therefore, it is necessary
to add a preserva,tive to the developing solution to present-excessive oxidation. A

preservatise prolongs.the usefulness of the solution and prevents the formation of
coloixd oxidation products which cause stains.

(5) Restrainer. Because the reducer and 5`.r\acce1erator oxidize in
solution, a restrainer is added to slow down the deterioration process.

c. The next step in the development process is the rinse bath, sometimes
called short stop or stop.bath. When a negative is removed from the developing
solution, the emulsion is soft and small.amounts of developer remain in the emulsion
.ind on its surface. If the developer is not removed, it will continue its development
action and cause stains. To remose surplus developer, the negative or print is
placed in a rinse bath. There are three general types of rinse baths: water, acid,
and hardening. Each has its specific purpose and should 1e Used accordingly.

(1) Water Rinse Bath. As a rinse, water helps to retard continUed
des elopment by removing excess amounts of develope: from the film and helps to
present some contamination of the axing solution. However, if it is used alone it
411 dilute the fixer. In many cases it is not used or it is used in corthination with
the acid bath. The water is first Lsed to rinse the negative and then the acid bath
is used.

(2) Acid Bath. An acid rinse is more effective than water as it
neutralizes the chemical action of the developer and also lengthens the tiSefulness
of the lixer.

(3)- Hardening Rinse Bath. A hardening 1)ath is used only when de-
velopment is done in high temperatures qr under tropical conditions. Under ordinary
k...nnaitions the hardener in the fixing solution is sufficient and t!te pro,:!edure is not used.

d. The fixing solution is usually the last chemical solution used in
developing the negative. When film development is completed, the emulsion Contains
a metallic siler image and a residue of unchanged silver hal ides.

(1) The enetellic silver image is that portion of the emulsion affected
by camera exposure. Subsequent chemical treatment-of the latent image by the
developer compounds brings forth the idage.
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r21 The unchanged silver halides are that portion of the emulsion
not affected by camera exposure. If subjected to exposure by light during de-
t elopment, tliese unchanged silver halides immediately react to the exposure,
decompose, and destroy the image. Therefore, it is necessary to fix the image.

13) The prima rN purpose of fixation is to convert insoluble silver
halides into a solubie form.

14) The fixer, like the developer, is made up of many different
chemicals and Co m es either as separate ingredients or in a pre-mixed form.
[hese ingredients include the fixer, neutralizer, preservative, and hardener.

45) All fixing baths contain a silver halide solvent, called a fixer
r fixing agent. The chemical most widely used for this purpose is sodium

thwsul tate, more c()mmonlv called a hypo. Sodium thiosulfate changes the silver
halidc.,., to a compound that is soluble in water. Fixation makes unwanted silver
halides soluble. This com Qrsion froni solid to liquid continues until all.unchanged
silver halides have been transformed. The two phases of fixation are--

(a) The gradual spreading of the thiosulfate into the gelatin of
the emulsion layer.

(L) The chemical reaction of the chemical with the unchanged
silver halides, thereby producing soluble products.

(6 ) Acid or Neutralizer. The pores of an emulsion retain a consider-
able amount 4-,fdeveloper, which will continue its activity if allowed to remain. To

yrevent intt raction beteen the preservative and the hardener, acetic acid is added
to the fixing bath. It stops development and prevents staining, while neutralizing
the alkalinit of the developer.

(7) Preservatives. When enough acid is added to the fixing bath to
neutralize the alkalinity of Any remaining developer, the hypo is decomposed into
tree sulphurous acid. ThiS makes the bath unusable. TO prevent decomposition of
the fixing bath, socliuin sulfite is added to the solution to serve as a preservative.
'Sf)dium gullitc combines with the g/ulphur to form a new hypo, prevents discoloration
oi the solution, and aids in the, el ination of stains.

is) gardener. Emulsions becom soft and swollen during development,
and undeil b te. eirlects, such as frilling and sera ctiing, may occur if processing is
continued without hardening the emulsion. The os.A common practice is to inClude

ha.rdening agent I n the. fixing bath, so that the emulsion can be fixed and hardened
at the same Ei rne. The rnost common hardenin agent is potassium alum.
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/391
e. Washing the negative involves the last solution to be used, which is

normally plain water. Washing completes the movement of all unwanted material
out of the emulsion, disposes.of hypo and other minute residue so that the negative
will not be subject to chemical decomposition or staining.

f. After the negative is washed, it must be dried before printing. Drying
involves hanging the negative in a location which has a good circulation of warm,
dry, dusti:free air. Surplus moisture should be removed from the negative before

or as it hanging. This moisture may cause spots on the film's surface. These
spots can be removed by photographic sponges, which must be kept clean of
chemicals, and dirt, that could damage the negatives. Also available is a wetting
solution into which the negative can be dipped and which helps to prevent water
spots,from forming. Drying time for a negative depends on the.con,clition of the air.

3. EFFECTS OF DEVELOPER AND NEGATIVE DE'NSITY; To this point,
control of light has been a key factor in getting a good negative. Now, at the point
of development, the time of development and type of developer become control
elements in getting a.good negative.

a. Time of Negative Development. The time of development is usually
determined by the type of film and the type of developer used.

(1), For normal development, instructions are usually supplied by
the film manufacturer and developer manufacturer. A sample type of film instruc-
tions for development is shown.in Figure,1.

4

(2) The timerequired, or sPeed, of the' developing:aon is determined
by the developer and the type of film. Figure 1 shows that bralieA developer takes
less time than brand D. A similar table,, as in. Figure 1, will be incloseirwith the
developer only instead of brand of developer it will be brand or type of film.

(3) Time has an effect on different parts of the negative. In the
lesson on exposure it was stated that one should expose the film for the shadow
area and develop for the highlights. The reason for this is that, in the initial
phase of dpvelopment, the developer affects the density of the shadows and tile
highlights to approximately the same degree. A'S the developing action continues,
however, highlight area of the negative become more dense. Therefore, if exposure
is made for shadow areas, development time can be shortened, thus compensating

for overexposing the highlights. Experience is the best guide here, and it cannot

be accomplished in extreme high light and shadow subjects (see Figure 2).
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BAAND NAME
OF

.PACK AGED

DEVELOPER 65 F 68 F

DEVELOPMENT TIME IN MINUTES
TANK

70 F

'Ili AY

65F 68F 70F
A ,5

6 5i-
7 6.;-,

10 8 6

6_1_5+ 5

6 51-2

8 7i-
12 10 81

* Normo/ development is a> 68F
FOr .additional information see
the developer` instruCtions.

Figure 1. Sample Film Manufaeturer's-Develofret's Instructions.

h.4 Tne Type;of Developer. There are several types of developers, and
each one provides different qualities of development. In selecting adeveloper,
consider the type of film, the conditions under which it is exposed, and the results
desired. Accordingly, select a slow wort.ing developer for negatives requiring a
low or medium degree of development, and an active developer to obtain a high,
degree of development. For example, surveillance photographs taken under poor
lighting conditions require a very vigorous developer to bring out as much of the
image as possiblet while autopsy negatives, for example, UsualIN call' for a much
less active developer. ,

c. Negative Grain and Developers. During development, the silver grains
have a tendency to'group together (cluster). This' tendency is lessened when a fine-
grain developer is used. A negatiVe of fine-grain is important when enlargements
are to be made to extreme sizes - ten times original s'ze or more. The tendency of
clustering also increases as the de% eloper temperatut increases from the normal
68° F,.
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d. Negative Density. Negative density is defined as the degree of
blackening of a silver deposit in a Min emulsion in relation to the light incident
upon it. The density of a negative is determined by the exposure and the develop2
ment. A dark negative is a dense negative_and a light negative is called a thin
negative. In Figure 2 the negatives on the far left are thin negatives and the
negatives on the far right are dense negatives. The type of negative desired in
investigative photography is one that is normally exposed and normally developed
(Figure 2).

e. Figure 2 shows a set of nine negatives which illustrate the effects
of underexposure, and overexposure, as well as underdevelopment and over-
development. Reading from left to right, the portions of the illustration show the
effect of exposure. Reading downward they show the effect of development.

(1) la) The center negative will produce the best print, because it
has received normal exposure and development.

(la) The three negati% es to the left have been underexposed, and
the three to the right have been overexposed.

(c) The top row of negatives has been underdeveloped, and the
bottom row has been overdeveloped.

(2) The three underexposed negatives lack detail in the shadows, and
an increase in development time does not produce an appreciable increase in shadow

74detail. Little can be done to improve the underexposed negative.

t3, The three normall.), exposed negatives have good shadow detail. ,

Even though the top underdeveloped negative seems flat and lacks the contrast of
the center negative, it differs from the flat negatives of the underexposed gn,up in ,
shadow detail. The bottom negative, which has lost detail in the highlight areas
and has too much contrast, is overdeveloped.

(-It The three negatives on the right are overexposed. Although the
negative is flat and dense,' detail can be seen over most of the negative. The

n. ally developed and overdeveloped negatives are so dense that almost no details
ar sible.

i5) Underexposure is indicated when the shadows lack detail, and over-
exposure when the highlights are dense. UnderdeNelopment is shown when there
is good shadow detail, but, the negative is flat. Too much contrast means over-
development.
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(($) The developing time, 'and therefore density, is affected by the

temperature of the solution. The normal temperature for development is 680

Fahcenheit (200 centigrade). If any solutrOfilr above 70°F, the film emulsion

swells excessively, becomes soft, midis easily damaged in processing. A
positive effort should be made to keep all solutions for negatives and prints at
680

4, DEVELOPER LIFE. As the developer is used,.byproducts from the film

accumulate and affect the developing solution by slowing it down. The develdpment

of additional film is retarded. Therefore, to obtain the degree of development pro-

duced by a fresh solution, the, development time may have to be increased or fresh
developer used and the old developer discarded. Again manufacturers' instructions

contained with. the developer will usually indicate how much film a developer can

work under certain circumstances, e.g. , method of development, age, etc. The

problem of developer life is only a problem when a great deal of film is being

processed or when developer is mixed, used, and then stored to be used again over

a king period of time.

a. xhaustion of Developer. A developer is exhausted when its developing

power has.been depleted. With exhaustion, the development time cannot be increased

to compensate for its inability to develop the film.

(1) One cause of developer exhaustion is oxidation. When air reacts

with several chemicals in a Solution, the is a loss of developer activity.

contami
121 Developers also become exhausted when the solution becomes

fiing solution.

b. Effects
is a loss of ability to
Loss of shadow detail.

Exhaustion. When a develoloer becomes exhausted, there
nder'shadow detail and an increase in the tendency to stain.

ay be partially offset by increasing developing time.

ili In mill. development, (see para 6b(2) and 6c(2R, and especially with

developers of low activity, a replenisher must be used to Counteract loss of detail.

Exhaustion is indicated w hen there is a general flattening of contrast and a drop in

density.

Lob6 actiity is not usualh encountered in tray development,

tsee para 61)11, and r4 because the solution is discarded before the effects of

exhaustion appear.
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c. Replenisher. A developer is replenished when its developing power
is almost completely restored by the addition of certain chemicals.

(1) In the simplest method of replenishpent, fresh repienisher
solution is added to the used developer. When properly used, there is little or
no increase in developing time.

(2) In replenishment, it is alWays necessary to follow the directions
given on developer containers. The quantity of replenishment solution and the
changes in developing time vary with the type of developer.

5. PROCESSING THE NEGATIVE. There are two different methods of
handling film development either by'tray or tank. These handling methods will
vary with the type of film being developed either or sheet film.

a. Handling Film. Film handling is complicated by the fact that the
emulsion is sensitive to light. Once the protective cover, paper, dark slide, etc.
is removed fromeihe film, it must be protected from light until the fixing process
is well under way. The procedures which are to be followed while you are in the
dark must be worked out in advance to reduce the difficulties of working withoutlight. With advance planning, the film can be protected from scratches, abrasion
marks, and uneven development. During processing, the film emulsion becomes
swollen and softens as a result of immersion in, and the,action of, the chemical
solutiOns. Special care is necessary to protect them frbm damage as they are
transported fi-Orn one chemical' -olution into another, and while the film is subject
to treatment by a specific solution. Some guides to follow are:

(1) Anyone inexperienced in a particular developing procedure should
practice the procedure prior to working with important negatives.

(2) Film must be handled carefully at all times. It should be handled
along film edges keeping fingers off the film's surface.

(3) Work areas must be kept clean. Areas should be free of dust,
dirt, extra solutions; and extraneous objects.

(4) The solutions must be checked for proper temperature and correctamounts before going dark. The correct amount of olution should be enough to
completely cover the negative.

(5)
roper place.

All equipment needed for development must be handy and in the

4-12 I; 6-10
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b. Processing Sheet Film. Sheet film has a sturdy base and it is less
-flexible than roll, film. It is one piece of film, usually cut in the common sizes of
four by five inches or eight by ten inches. It is used only in professional types of
cameras. '

-

(1) Processing Sheet Film in Tray. To insure good negative
tmiformity in the processing of sheet film, groceed as follows:

,.

(a) Use four trays slightly larger than the film. Arrange the
solutions in the following orders:

1._ Preliminary water bath,
,

.,

2. Developer,_

3. Stop bath, and

4. Fixing bath._

(1.3) Pour at least 1/2 inch of sotutionitito each tray.

(c) Bring solutions to the proper temperature. rrange the
holders containing the exposed films in a convenient position, turn off the lights,
and remove films from their holders.

(d) Guard against dirt and fingerprints, especially when handling

panchromatic film in total darkness.'

te) Immerse the exposed films, one at a time, emulsion side up,
in the tray of water. Each film must be completely covered with water before the
next film is placed over it. \

When all the films are in the tray, draw one film carefull
from the bottom and place it on the top. Handle the film onl at the eNtreire edges.
and do not let a Corner or an edge of any sheet of film dig into thc filr'i enluision
below it. Repeat this replacement from bottom to top until individual film sheets
have been leafed through twice. .This will prevent films from stiching together,
and U ill dislodge any,air bubbles that may have tormed.

-
(g) Start the timer, and transfer films quickly, one sheet at a ,

time, from the bottom of the pile into the developer trat . Continue rotation of the
films from the bottom-to the top throughout the development period.

4-12 I; 6-II
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(h) At the end of the correct developing time, transfer the.

films, one at iitime, to the acid stop,bath. Then, leaf through the pile twice.
Keep track of the order in which the films were placed in the developer, so they
can-be put into the stop bath in the same order. Fai hire to do so will result in
overdevelopm ent of some films.

(i) Transfer the sheets of film, one at a time, to the fixing
bath. Continue replacement from bottom to top until the negatives are completely -,
fixed. ,

(j) Wash the negatives thoroughly in running water for 30 mixiutes
by continuing he rotation method or by placing the negatives in developing hangers
and using a washing tank.

(k) After the wadhing is completed, swab the negatives carefully
to remove loose particles or deposits. Then attach a clip to one corner of each
negative and hang the negatives in a drying cabinet. Excess surface moisture is
best removed with a viscose sponge.

(2) Processing Sheet Film in Tank. In a tank, films are much less
'subject to scratching or other mechanical damage, and solutions are less exposed
to the action of air. Solutions in a tank last longer and can be used for processing a
greater number of films than solutions in a tray. To process sheet film in a tank,
proceed as follows:

(a) Use at least three tanks one for the developer, one for the
acid stop bath, and one for the fixing bath.

(b) Bring the solutions to the correct temperature, and set the
timer for the appropriate development time.

(c) Arrange sheet film holders and film developing hangers so
that they are easily accessible. Then turn off the light.

hange rs .

(d) fiemovtihe films from the holders and load them into the

(e) Start the timer and lower the hangers into the developer.

(f) Agitate the hangers vertically under the 'solution for about
5 seconds, striking the tops of the hangers sharply against the top of the tank once
or twice to dislodge air bells clinging to the film.

4-12 1; 61112



(g) Leave the hangers undisturbed for 1. minute, Then, lift them
clear sf the solution, drain for 1 or 2 seconds, and replace them in the solution.
..)eat this procedure at 1-minute intervals, alternating the bottom corners from
vv:hich the solution is permitted to drain.

- (hi At. the end of the development time, lift the hangers from
the developer, drain them, and transfer them to the stop b6th. Lift and drain the
hangers several times,in this bath.

(i) Transfer the hangers to the fixing tank, and agitate them
vertically under the surface of the solution for about 30 seconds. Lift and drain
them at 2-minute intervals until fixing is completed. Fixing time is usually twice
the clearing time of the film. The room lights may be turned on-after the first
2 minutes.

minutes.
(J) Wash the negatives thoroughly in running water for 30

1k) Remove the hangers from the wash water.

a) Take the film'out of the hanger, and swab it carefully to
remove dirt or any form of deposits.

(m) Attach a film clip to one corner of the film and hang it in a
ciring cabinet. Eliminate excess surface moisture with a chamois or viscose sponge.

c. Processing Roll Film. Unlike-sheet film, roll film is very flexible
and of different k idths and lengths. The length of roll film makes it difficult to
handle-. It is easiest to process single rolls of film in a small tank. In addition,
results are better. tind the possibilities of tiloi damage are minimized. Small
tanks, designed for smail site roll films. 4re similar to those used for larger size
roll films. They are constructed so that .a1 )perations, exciuding the loading, can
be carried out in light.

Use a smeil tank with a :ig-httight cover.

,21 Turn out darkroom lights and load the film into the reel.

Place the loaded reel in the tank and replace the lighttight cover.

I, Turn (17,ti darkroom lights and pour in developer.

1.51 JrnaIy. agitate the solution by twisting or shaking the tank. In
some tanks, however, it is necessar. to rotate the reel within the tank.

1 2 1; li-i3



(6) At the end of the development time, pour the.developer solution
from the tank through the appropriate opening.

(7) Fill the tank with ariacid stop bath solution. Do this several
times o rinse the film.

(8) After the film has been rinsedpour the fixing solution into the
tank and agitate the film continuously for about 30 seconds. Continue this agitation
at intervals during the fixing.

(9). Wash the film by removing the cover and allowing a stream of
water to run through the tank or by removing the film reel to a washing tank.

(10) Swab the film under water to remove grit.

(11) Hang the film and remove water drops.

G. NEGATIVE PROCESSING PROBLEMS. Photographic films are subject to
damage before, during, and after processing. At any time during the procedures a
negative can be made useless. The following are some of the most frequent causes
of negative problems.

a. Abrasions. Abrasions are fine lines or streaks that occur when a
sharp or rough object rubs against the emulsion surface before development.
Abrasions are also caused by grit or rough spots in the camera, by twisting the
roll to tighten the film on the spool, or by touching the film before development.

b. Air Bells. Air bells are small air bubbles that adhere to the film
surface and prevent the processing solution from acting on the film. Air bells on a
film during development w ill leave small clear spots; air bells on the film during
fixing w ill produce many spots.

(1) To avoid air bells, immerse the film in the solution slowly, so
that air imhbles are not carried below the surface of the solution.

(2) To dislodge any air bells that have formed, tap the film hang
or reel against the side or bottom of the tank after the film is immersed.

c. Streaks. Streaks of varying densities are often caused by uneven
development.

(1) If the film is not placed in the developer evenly, development
will start in some areas before others are even wet. Sharp edges will result from
this tmeven immersion of the film in the developer.

4-12 I; 6-14
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(2) Diffuse or indefinite boundaries are usually caused by lack of

agitation, or by uneven stopping of development by the fixing bath or acid stop bath.

(3) Under some conditions., straks may be caused by excessive or

improper agitation. It is always best to follow the agitation procedure recommended

for the processing method used.

d. Reticulation. Reticulation of the emulsion is a network of lines having

a grainy, leather-like appearance. This action occurs when film is subjected to

sudden temPerature changes in transferal from one solution to another.

e. Dust and Dirt. Dust and dirt coming into contact with the soft sticky

surface of the film will adhere and become embedded as the film dries. It is then

impossible to remove it, even by rewash*, the film. Avoid this difficulty by drying

film in a clean room or cabinet that is supplied with a stream of filtered air.

f. Drying Marks. Drying marks are usually formed by water drops that

remain on the film during drying. Such marks may be surrounded by a line of low

density.

(1) Avoid dry marks by first moving the film from t4. developing clip

or hanger to a dry clip; then remove the surface drops with a moisit chamois or

viscose sponge.

(2) If the developing hanger is used, do not shake it or disturb it after
dr film has started to dry. This shaking action may cause water drops from the
hhnger to fall on the film and cause drying marks.

g. is2gaij2g.. Fogging.of photographic material, which results froM faulty
development or overage film, is the reduction of unexposed silver halides. It causes

a general lowering of contrast by veiling the shadow areas and borders of the negative.

Solvent fog occurs when sulfite, ammonia, hypo,..or a combination of these act on an-

emulsion and permit the developing agent to reduce the dissolved sifver halides to
yellow colloidal metallic silver.

h. Agitation. _Agitation of the tray, tank, or film is necessary to bring
fresh solution to the emulsion. When developing negatives in a tray, agitate the
solution constantly. When developing negatives in a small tank, agitate the solution
intermittently (at intervals of once a minute, or less). With no agitation, objectionable
streaks may appear on a negative from the convection currents set up by the products
of development, or the negative may be underdeveloped because of no agitation.

1-12 7; 6-13
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7. SOME INFORMATION ON PRINTING PAPER. Paper is an ideal support
for sensitized emulsions, because it reflects light and is flexible, economical, and
durable. Most paper emulsions are used to produce positive prints from photo-
graphic negatives. Printing paper emulsions are particularly thin to increase the
reflectivity of the finished print and to make it extremely flexible. There are three
types of printing piWi: emulsions: brOmide, chloride, and chlorobromide. The main
difference among these types is speed and latitude. Surfaces are either matte orglossy.

a. The Chemistry of Paper Emulsions. When light strikes the minute
silver halides embedded in the gelatin layer of a paper emulsion, a physical change
takes place, creating the latent image. Subsequent chemical development makes
the invisible latent image visible.

b. The Anatomy of Photographic paper. Photographic positive papers
(Figure 3) are composed of the following layers: paper base, baryta layer, and
an emulsion.

(1) Base. The base must be ehemically'pure to insure that it will
not interfere with the chemical processes to w hich the emulsion is subjected.
Accordingl, the paper base must meet the highest standards with respect to quality
and purity. Paper is available with either a single or double weight base.

(2) Baryta Layer. Althougth paper has a high degree of natural re-
flectivity, the muality of a photographic print can be increased if the reflectivity is
increased. This is accomplished by adding, to the paper, a gelatin layer containing
baryta crystals.

Gil Emulsion. The emulsion laer, which contains minute silver
halides suspended within a gelatin medium is thin. Printing paper emulsions need
only reproduce the tonal range of a negative while film emulsions must have the
capability of interpreting brightness, shadows, colors, and related details of a given
scene or subject. Accordingly, printing paper emulsions are of a much simpler
structure than fi :11, emulsions.

c. Development Papers. Development papers (photographic printing papers)
have a gelatin surface that contains light-sensitive silver halides. Following exposure,
the papers are subjected to a precise chemical development process.

(1) Chloride Papers. Chloride papers, which have a slow speed
emulsion containing sil% er chlolide, are fine grain and produce deep blacks.
Because of low sensiti%it.%7 to light, they are used for contact printing. Chloride
papers are made *in different contrasts, ranging from soft (low contrast) to hard
(high contrast).

-.4-12 I; 6-1(>
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Figure 3. Cross Section of Photographic Printing Paper

(2) Bromide Papers. Bromide papers, which have a faster emulsion

speed than chloride papers, achieve sensitivity through the use of silver bromide

halides. They produce blacks that are warmer than those of chloride papers.

Because of the relatively high sensitivity to light, these emulsions are-particularly

suitable for projection printing. Papers are available in a great range of contrasts

to correct inadequacies in negative contrast.

(3) Chlorobromide Papers: Chlorobromide paper emulsions, which

contain both silver chloride and silver bromide halides, produce pleasing warm

blacks. Emulsion speed lies between that of chloride and bromide papers. Chloro-

bromide papers are produced in a wide range of contrasts and are used for both

contact and projection printing.

d. Variable Contrast Paper. Variable contrast paper combines the com-

plete scale of contrast ranges in one paper. This versatility is achieved with a

special chlorobromide emulsion that produces varying contrast responses upon

exposure,to different colored lights. The photographer, instead of using different

grades of paper, places one of a series of colored filters over the projection printer

lens to achieve a specific contrast response. Up to ten filters are available to per-

mit the widest possible contrast. They range from light yellow, for low contrast, to

deep blue, for high contrast,

1 62
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e. Types and Contrasts of Photographic Papers Used in the Army.
Photographic papers used in the military service are designated by type, subtype,
and contrast. The type (Figure 4) specifies_if the emulsion is designated for-
contact or projection printing, and whether the paper is in graded contrasts or
variable contrast. The subtype (Figure 4) refers to the thickness of the base stock,
the surface finish, ascl whether or not the base is water resistant.

1

oi

Types of Photographic Papers

Description

Contact, graded contrast
Projection, graded contrast
Contact, variable contrast
Projection, variable contrast

Subtypes of Photographic Papers

Subtype Desci iptton

A
B
C
1)

E
F

Single weight, glossy
Double weight, glossy
Single weight, semimatte
Double weight, semimatte
Single weight,semiglossy, water-resistant base.
Lightweight, semimatte, flexible.

Figure 4. Types and Subtypes of Photographic -Papers,

8. PRINTING: Printing is the process \\ hereby the negative is used to make
the positive. In this process light is transmitted through the negative to produce a
like positive image on light sensitie material.'This process is comparable to much
of what has alread) been discussed. Generalh , printing Involves selection of light
sensitive material, exposure, developMent, stop bath, fixing, washing, and drying.

,

a. Generally, the chemicals involved for processing paper are the same
as for film. Chemicals are set up from left to right, and all solutions should he at,
the.normal temperature of 68°F. The same problems that occur with film solution
can occur in developing the positive print, e.g., developer exhaustion and con-
tamination.

b. Handling. Light sensitive paper does not have to-be handled as
carefully as photographic film, but it is important to keep 1, our hands away from-

l'the emulsion side of the paper.

-1-12 I; fl-P
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(1) Printing is not done in complete darkness since, usually, a

safelight is used. The safelight may be a red or amber light of no more than ten
watts. However, a yellow-green safelight designed for photography use is recom-
mended. When determining the cOrrect exposure it is best not to,iew the print
under safelight conditions as the light is deceptive and, it is diffilcult to ju proper
exposure.

(2) Printing paper curls slightly toward the emulsion, thus, by
looking at the edges, the emulsion side may be determined'.

(3) Make sure that you do not handle the sensitive side of the paper
too often. The natural oil present on your. skin, or the traces of chemical deposits
that adhere to your skin, can cause spots to appear on the paper after it has been
processed. Hands shoule be clean and dry when handling fresh paper.

(4) A good basic arrangement of materials would be fresh paper on
the left on a clean dry surface, printer or enlarger, timer, developer, tongs,
stop bath, tongs, fixer, and washing tray on the far right. If tongs are not used,
the left hand should be used for the developer and the right for the fixing solution.

(5) After the paper is completely submerged in an) one of the
processing solutions, it should be agitated rapidly to insure complete coverage by
the procing solution and the removal of air bubbles.

c. There are two types of printing methods - contact printing and pro-
jection printing.

(1) ContactPrinting. As its name implies, a contact print is made
by placing a sheet of photographic paper in direct contact with a negative. Contact
betv een the two surfaces are made negative emulsion to paper emulsion. When '
white light is directed toward the negative, the negative image controls the amount,
of light transmitted to the paper. The dense areas of the negative bar the passage of
light, while the clear, or low density, areas permit light to pass freely. The image
fo aned on the sensitized coating of the paper is, therefore, a re erse of the negatix e.

alit, this makes it a positi\ e that,..approximates the true black-and-white
relationships of the subject.

(a) Printing Frames. A printing trame is a stmple de\ ice. It
looks much like a picture frame \\ ith fitted clear glass !vont and.a kkooden or plastic
back. The bad is usual R padded \\ i th felt .uid held in place b spnng-clamps or
a scrok clevice which also prevent'S itn paper or tilm*mm ement. To reath the
frame, it is turned so that the back is up, lacing the inthvidual. The filp is then placed
on top of the clean glass, emulsion ,side ap, an&the (Riper is next emuliion low n, the
back is put in place and the entire frame turned mer. It is then reath tor exposure.

peik19
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A.,

C-ontaet printet.or Printing Box, Figure 5. A printer is
rs aetuallx ith a phtc glass across the top. A

hinged coer cLimps dpun ot Or the gla. s .V.holds the negati%e and paper in tight,
--Unirorm e0;tad. As_this hinged i.%o%eris pressed into positions a light or set of

lights inde the box is automaticall.k s%%itched an to proide the exposure light. The
Jights Jre sv.itched ,ft %%hen the pressure co% er or plate is lifted. Inside the printer,
is a lom -pover rub% lamp that remain., lighted throlighout, printing operations. This
lamp will aid you in positioning,a4icLaudging pie negative.

.r HINGED COVER

- PLATE GLAS S

rigure 5.
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(2) Projection Printing (Enlarging). Enlarging, as it is commonly
called, is quite different from contact printing. In enlarging, the negative image
is,projected onto a photographic papei., such as a' color slide is projected on a
screen. The equitiNent used in enlarging all follows similar principles used in
working with a eamera. The image is brought inib- focus on a sheet of paper (no
focusing can be accomplished in contact printing) which is anywhere from a few
inches to several feet fromtk enlarging lens. In general, projection printing is

.----4x.11,06iTelastic, adaptable arid versatile process in which great skill and control
can be exercised. The many different types and models of Projection printing
equipment have five basic characteristics in common. All of them have alight
source, a negative holder, a lens, a bellows, and a paper board or easel. Any
enlarger is, essentially, a camera in reverse, because it projects rather than rk.
receives the image.

L AM HOUSING

CONDENSER

NEGATIVE

FOCUSING KNOB

PR OJECT OR LENS/4'.

PROJECTED IM AGE

ig-u re 1). Enla rger.

4-12 6-"1

LAMP HOUSING,
CONDENSER 8 LENS
ARE AQVUSTASLE AL.ONG
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9. PRINT QUALITY. An important factor in print quality is having a

good negative to begin with. If the negatise is poor little mar he done in printing
to improve it. With a good negative. a good print is the rt:sult of proper print
exposure, full develOpment, cor-ect solutions and solution temperatures, and
the right grizle of papzr.

10. PRrNT EXPOSURE. The processing of a print begins with exposure
of the paper and then into development folloing similar procedures as in film
development.

a. Proper Exposure. The proper exposure in printing is niuch the
same as with film, and involves control of light. With the contact printer, ex-
posure i controlled by a timer and the number of lights in the printer. Pro-
jection printers control light by time and by aperture setting of the lens.

b. To arkive at the correct exposure test strips are a good method,
If you are contact printing a four by five negative, the printing paper selected is
cut into small strips, e. g:, one inch by fout inches. Seildral strips are then
exposed at different times, (e. g., three, five, seven, and nine seconds). These
strips are then placed in the developer for the full development time, usually one
and a half to two Minutes. After the strips have been ,Uxed for about two minutes,
they are brought out into normal-light and checked for correct exposure. If
none of the exposures are correct, ad:us:I/lents in the exposure time can be
made from the best of the strips. et

c. The strip method can also be used in projection printing. A
starting point for lens aperture can be US. Again several strips are cut from
an eight by ten sheet of paper i8, 10, or 12 strips). A starting exposure is then
decided, say five seconds. Five-sixths of the printing paper is covered with a
piece of cardboard, the enlarger is turned on and the cardboard moved down the
strip e:coosing one-sixth of the test strip each time at five second intervals. The
test strip would then have six different test sections ranging from five seconds
to thirty seconds. Again, after fixing the test strip it is taken into normal light,
studied, and the necessary adjustments made tor the proper expostire.

d. When test strips are used, the trip should be 'made to cover the
widest range of contrasts in the negative.

e. Adjustment should be made in xposure time not in the time the
strip is developed. Development time should remain constant throughout the
testing and the final print.

J
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11. PROCESSING THE PRLNT. Both contact printing and projection printing

are processed the same once the exposure is made. Projection printing is theimst common type of printing, and therefore it will be discussed here.

a. The work area is selup as described in paragraph 8bl4). Temperatures
. are checked to in,i.ure all solutior; are at 66°F. The area, enlarger, and negative

'are checked for cleanliness.

h. The negative is placed in the enlarger with emulsion side down. The
enlarger is now set for focusing. With onl!, the safelight on, the enlarger's lens 'is
set on its maxi:hum aperture and the projection lamp turned on. The enlarger head
is ad,.isted so that the desirable image size is obtained on the easels and the lens is
:hen Cocused .Dri a white sheet of paper (the paper is an aid to focusing). Once focused,
the aperture is shut down to a recommenaed apei-ture of f, The.enlarger is then
turned off and printing paper, emulsion side up, is placed in the easel. Test exposures
are then made.

c. After exposure, the print is slipped into the developer, emulsion side
_up. Make sure that the entire print is immersed at once and:Aiwa no air bubbles.-
Lling to :he surface. Agitate the paper as development gets under way and watch the
appearance ,f the image. A normal print should develop gradually-shadows first,
then half tones, and finally highlights. DevelOpment should be for the full recom-
menaea development time. After tull dekefoprnent the print is moved to the stop
bath and then to the fixer. The size and :.eight of the printing paper stoverns this
procedure.

d. Pnnts are no% m.ashen tn dear xnter at 6,°F. _There are seN eral
v.ash the,print.

ash= tn Tras. [here are three irethods used to . ash negam es
and prnt' n traIS..

4

in the simplest 1Ect1l.4l, -prints axe p:aced in a tray of water and
Iter ts cnanged t'Ner% minutes. This chanp.,ing L \ater"-ts repeated at least

d), in the seeund weth,-)d. a euntinuous S ict moi \\rater runs into
1-.:, tiiiiii()(21; mutes

In the third method, a de\ tee is attached to the edge t the tra
hyn vsater i tr the irott,)m )1 the \\ ink ircsh 'Amer enters ,,ni,1). This

.)ntanues 1,,r mintmum .;(;

I;
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id). Regardless of the method used, always separate the prints to
Insure that fresh water w ill reach all areas. Note that single-weight paper should be
washed a minimum t,f .16 minutes and doubkw eight paper a minimum of 1 hour.

12 \lashing in Tanks. Negatives that have been processed in a tank
can also he *k hed. in the same or a similar tank. Fresh water is directed into the
tank, and the negitives ire suspended in the tank IA metA or plastic frames.

e. Drying of Prints. The metho,l used in the drying of prints depends upon
the type of paper used, the urgenc% of the !ob, and the use f''r which the prints are
intended.

,11 Matte and semimatte ,surfaced papers are placed face down on
cheesecloth stretchers atter the surface moisture has been squeegeed or blotted out.

rmall\ the prints sheuld dr within the hour.

'2) In a second st stern, the prints are placed between strips of blotting
paper and carcftards. The blotting paper .,ncl cardboards are then rolled together
:ighth- with print emulsions facing outward, :o minimize curling. This is a slower
pr3cedure, but it reverses the natural tendene . of dry prints to curl.

4-12 ;
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EXERCISES

111-(g IRFAil- NT. The tolltm ing exercises are multiple c.)ice. There are lour

alternati\ es it:each exereizsc. You are to select the one alternative that is correct
and indicate your choice by circling the correct response directly on Lhe

exercise booklet.

1. The covrect order for the steps in development ot negatives is

olop mcm, rinse , and

) de\ lopn:cnt, \\ashing, rinsi *, fixing, dr\ ihg.

c. i-ie%elopramt, rinsing, fixing, \\. shing and dr\ ing.\\
d. de\ elopment, ss\ ashing. rinsing, drying.

2.. The ingredient vs hich pre\ ent chemical tog and rapid,deteriora,tion of the
de\ eloping solution 1, called sVan

J. Restrainer.

SAitnt.

1. nedticer.

ti. \«-elerator.

The three th.-pcs a rir4e 1).iths ht re

Amer, st( id. and ...-3dittnd1.

1). and to4d.

levr. ti: m.% .knd fi.

stt Ili. [rid 1101Na

va.

2 i:
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4- Water, when used alone as a rinSe,

a. cause fogging.

Yr. leave streaks.

c. dilute the fixer.

d. lengthen the usefulness of the fixer.

5. The che'micai most widely used as a fix-ing agent is

a. sodium biosulfate.

h. sodium thiosulfate.

c. ammonium biosulfate.

d. ammonium thiosulfate.

6. The most common hardening agent is

a. ammonium alum.

b. sodium alUm.

c. calcium alum.

d., potassium alum.

7. Using the sample him manufacturers development instructions (Figure n,
what would be the development time in a tray, of brand C at 65°F?

a. 6-1 /9.

h. 7.

c. 7-1 2.

d. k.

4-12 I; 6-26
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M. The degree of blackening of a silver deposit in a film emulsion in relation
to the light incident upon it is known as

a.negative-density.

b. silver halide diffusion.

c. incident blackening.

d. grain dispersion.

9. In Figure 2, the center negative, on the right side has been

a. underexposeditunderdeveloped.

b. overexposed/normally developed.

c. normally exposed/normally developed.

d. overexposed/overdeveloped.

10. Normal development temperature is

a. 78o F.

b. 75o

c. 68° F.

d. 65°F.

11. When processing sheet films, negatives should be \\ ashed in rimmng %ater
for approximatel

a :W minutes.

b. 1 minutes.

C. 2 'minutes.

d. :W seconds.

4-12. I; 6-27
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12. In processing sheet film in a tank, three tanks are needed for

a, the_dereloper,_ /he preservative, and the fixing bath.
,

b. the developer, the acid stop bath, and fixing bath.

c. the developer, the acid stop bath, the hardener.

d. the mater bath, the acid stop bath, the fixing bath.

/ 6d--

13. Small air bubbles that adhere to the film surface and prevent the processing
solution from acting on the film are called

a. reticulation.

b. - air -bells.

c. drying spots.

d. clusters.

14. Reticulation is caused by/when

a. dirt and dust adhering to the film's surface.

b. air bubbles are not dislodged.

c. film is not placed in the developer evenly.

d. sudden temperature changes in transferal from solution to solution.

t)

13. The three types of printing paper emulsions are

a. bromide, chloride, and chlorobromide.

b. baloid, chloride, and sulfide.

c. chloride, sulfide, and'ehlorobaliod.

d. chloride, chlorosulfide, bromide.

A
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16. The process whereby a negative is used to make a positive is known as

a. variable contrast.

b. negative emulsion.

c.

d. developing.

17. Printing is not done

a. on variable Contrast papers.

b. at temperatures over 65°F.

in total darkness.

d. without a baryta emulsion.

16. The recommended s,afelight, when printing, is

a . btu e-w hi te.

b. infrared.

c. violet.

d. ellow -green.

19., All of the lollow ing are items of equipment used in projection printing
.except a

a. light source.

1). glass plate.

d. negative hoiden

4-12 I; 6-29



20.. Protection printers control light lA time and b\

a. aperture setting at the lens.

b. colored filters.

c. emulsion sensitivit.

d. the tn)e of contact paper.

21. Test strips should be made to cover the %% idest range of

a. colors.

b. emulsions.

c. papers.'

,contrasts,.

22. When using test strips, development time should

a. be lengthened for each strip.

b.. double,

c. remain constant.

d. be shortened.

23. In projection printing, negatives are

a. not needed.

b. placed in the enlarger emulsion side doxn.

c. at least three feet from the printing paper.

d. placed in the enlarger emulsion side up.

4-12 1; (3-30



24. The recommended aperture for projection printing is

a, f. 2. 8.

b.' f 4.

c. Cs.

d. f 16.

25. .\ normal print would develop in which of the following manners?

a. Shadows first, then half tones, and finally highlights.

b. Highlights-first, then half toneS, and finally shadows.
_

c. Reds first; then blues, and finally yellows.

d. Prints do not develop.

1-12 I; t.--:%1
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MODIFICATIONS

of this publication has .(have) been deleted.in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "TTial Implementation of a
- ---- --

Model System tJro ide Military CurricuIVM-Materials-for_Use,in Vocational

id TcLhnical Edu tion." Delet material inv lves extensive use of

military forms, proce ures, systems, etc. ,and wàsiotconsidered appropriate

for use in vocational an technical education.
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,SU WOU RSE NO, 4-12-1

LESSON 8

CREDIT HOURS

TEXT ASSIGNMENT

MATERIALS REQUIRED

1.,E;;SON OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTIONS

L ,SSON, ASSIGNM ENT SHEET

Investigative Photography..,,

Copy and Small Object Photography.

Attached,Memorandum.

, None.

To familiarize you, the student,
with the knowledge and techniques
of copying, small-object photography.,
finger-Prints, aid, docurne4t
phOtography, sO that you may utili'ze
them in investigative'phoeography.

None.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

This attached memorandum InCludei information extracted from resident
instructional material Of the United States Army Military Police School,' TM 11-401-1, -"

and 1 11-401-11. In case of conflict between the attachedmemorandum and other
publications, the material contained in the attached memorandum will apply to this
lesson assignment. .

1. INTRODUCTION. As an investigator, ,utilizing photography in your work,
ou w i II find, that a kmow ledge of copying techniques, V1 ill be very useful, and in

man\ eases necessar\ , in preparing photographic evidenCe. The same holds true
ith the other topics this lesson will deal N i t h . In all probability; you will frequentiN

run into small. objects o'f evidence which must be photographed, and you must know
how to properly..handle them. Fingerprints and doCtunentS may be Of extreme, inif
portance in a case, and this lesson is designep to give you the most important and-
useful elements of knowledge to utilize when aealing with them.This lesson, by no
means, contains all the knowledge that has. been collected on these subjects, 'however,
it should give you a good grounding in the fundamentals and enable you to use them
in, our work.

4-12 It ;4-1
March 1975"
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2. ,Copying. -Investigators today ;ire finding that a knowledge of oopying
as_a kndwledge of general photography, valuable in their

''..york. Plc?' ographic copying provides :fccur,-,tte reproduction of photographic
Frrints, (rawings, sketches,. manuscripts. tYped and printed materi4t and
sirni r objects. Most cameras can be used in copying; and those with ground
"glass focusing and double extensidn, bellows are ideal for this work. There
are several general rules- _that- must be followed, and a little more care must
be taken in eXposirre, but with a little practicer copying can be easily accomp-lished.

a. there, are a numbe.-r of terms unique to copying that you should be
amiliar with before continuing the lesson.

' (I) to Copy. To reproduce photographically, subjects such as
drawings, printings, photographs, *letter or book pages.

(2) 'Original. The material to be copied.

1 (3) Line Original. Marerial which contains only two tones, dark
:and light. Usually printed matter, such as this page.

(4) Contim.lbus-tone Originals. Material which contains ikany
shades of gray or color between the lightest and darkest tones, such as Figure 4.

: (Si Reproduction. The 'photograpli obtained by copying.

(6) Reflex Copying. .4,11,me3n.s of reproducing, wifnout a_ era,
or-connuous-tone origfnals, if poor quality is acceptable, by

dkr'ect cOnfact with shsitized papet.

4
Equipment,

- (1) A -cantera is neces.ry for copy work. If possible,. the copy
-Cainera shouldbe able to Utilize a large film size (4 x 5, 8 x 10,- be able to focus
very_cloSi -to the original, and be rigidly mounted. Lf-a.-....Aey-,_...or studio camira,
Ls aviilable, it should be givtri preferer;ce over other types for -geheral copywork.
lloweiter, when necessary, other types of cameras (i.e., 35mm) may be used with
attachments Such as extension tubes (hollow tubes which, when placed hetween the,
lens ind camera body, allow closer than normal photographs to be 'taken). GroUnd
glassAbOsing and a iongkellows extension are desirable.

4-12 I; 8-2
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(2, Lens. The lens yoti use should be inatignrrrr to corrected
lens that sharply foeuse'- both florizonial and vertical lines simul incousb and
of medium speed.. The focal length shouqbe longer than the diagonal of the film
to allow- tor a good working distance ancrfreater definition in th corners of the
negative. To achieve fine, detail you should use a small aperture.

3-1 Filters. You ran-either increase or d *crease the contrast in a
copy of multi-colored original by filtering. With line co it i usual1 desiroible
to hae as much separation of the tones as possibk; in oflier wórdsi ver, sharp
.ontrast. un the other hand, you may want to reduce t e contrast in line copy in
order to filter out unwanted marks that-, mav appear in the original. Also, you can
eliminate stains bt filtering and can make lettering more readable by making the
letter either hghter-or darker than the background.

The general rules for adjusting contrast Of a multi-colored
original are as- follows. To lighten an area, use a filter of the same color. To
darken an area, use La filter of the complementary coior (see 4esson 5 for further
infOrmation on filters). To ehrnate, stains, use a filter of the same color as, the

n, but slightly darker,.

.

8

(b, Filters .* so b light, thus the bosic exposure must be
increased to compensate for this ss. (An exception to this rule is single-
lens reflex cameras, j The manufacturer filter factor ratings indicate the number
Of tittles the exposure must be.increased to compensate for-light loss' due to the
use of filter.

) Filrr. The 'proper fiirn choice- will aid the filters' work and may
eliminate the eed for a filter. Different types of film are used for line and con-
tinuous-tone ,copy .* High contrast film, along with high contrast developer, is used
to get maximum separation of the tones in hnetcopy. Generally, use monochromatic
process film to copy black and white line copy, and use process pan and process
ortho films Tor,colored Line copy originals. Use commercial film to produce
cs,hades of gray in continuous-tone copy. Do not intere-hange_the two groups of film.

15-r- Scale. Thecopy may' be smaller, the same size, or larger than
the original deRending on-the reasohs for copy ing. Scale is expressed as a ratio of
one dimension o.f the original to the same dimension of the copy. A scale of -3:1.:
means the original is three titnes larger/than the cop% , ratio oV:i says the
original 'and cop are the same size, and a scale of 1:2. means the original is
smaller than the -copy.py one-half. An S x 10 original copied to a scale of 2:1"
produces a copt priiirthat.is 4 x 5.

%,...
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((;) Copy Stands and lounting. Cops stands generally consist of a
metal post, a ssood baseboard, and an arm to support a camera parallel' to the base.

,

Some stands are equipped 'Aitb ,idiustable lights for illuminating subject originals.
Mount the original on a copsboard or pasel parallel to the film plane, centered with
the optical ams of the lens, lipsidc dossn and flat. The original must be parallel."
ssith the film to present distk.rtion due., to perspective (key stoning). The original
is upside doss n to aid iniocusing, and should be flat to present distortion and
shadosss caus d bs bumps and ssrinkles.

(7, ,Lightim.;. Natural lighting (the sun or house lamps) are poor
for c -)ps \sort, bejtise of a lack of uniformits If ou have to copy outdoors find
an open shads area to work in. When us-frig natural light trs to place the original

that it gets light from both sides, or use reflectors so the original is illuminated
as umL,Tmls as possible. For indoor cops Aork, use tsso photoflood larnp4 in
reflectors both sides if the camera.. Place the lights so there is a 45 degree angle
betm«.n the light and the original And between the light and the camera (see Fig. 11.

Ic-

t 1- COPY EASEL/ /1 \ ( CRIGINAL)/
/ Fellis ro

\
/ \/ \

z I/ I \ 1 \ \/ /i /
z
/ I N/ / I

tw
\

k..".."\/ / / 1
N

1
/ /1.113HTING AXIS

14) N
I SUBJECT - LENS 'XIS
I

N

Figure 1. 45 Degree iFlat) Lighting
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For originals tith a textured surface, reduce the angle. Eliminate bright light'
reflections shot spots I moing the lights or the reflecting surfaces, polarizing
the light, or using shields.

tOi

c. Techniques for Making the CO"Py.

ill Nov that all the equipment and materials are in place, focus the
A

camera by obsening the image on the ground glass viewing serego, Also look for
possible defects such as hut spots, or distortion. Next, determine theoyosure.

(2.) Okpining correct exposure.

la) Exposure is best determined by developing a trial film whfch
nas been exposed 1 4, 1 2, 1, 2, and 4 times the estimated-esTosure. If time does
not permit xou to make and develop a trial negative, then make three separate
exposures. One exposure should be the estimated correct exposure, one three
stops underexposed, and one three stops overexposed. One of the three should
produce a good cop\ . When a photoelectric exposure meter is used for determining".
Li_p% exposures, the most consistent results are obtained by measuring the illumination

the original, either directly tith an incident light meter, or indirectly %kith a
reflection type meter.

t.

thi \t hen the original to-lens distance is less than 10 times
the focal length t the lens, as it is 'most of the time in copy photography, you must
multiph 'increase, the basic exposure b the bellovbs extension factor CM Fi
factor/. One method of calculating the beficms extension factor is to measure the
belloN%s extension (BEI, idistance from lens to focal planet, and divide by the focal
length tFl., of the lens and square the results. This is stated as the formula

BE 2
MF FL

M F t lt)
4

5- )

NI F 4

rhe !=s;t: exposure must be increased four times.

-to
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The iollowing simple chart ma: be used to compensate
for beilows, extension li hg..t I .oss with a known MF s alue, or to compensate for
light loss due to the use.of filters, when the tilter factor is known. It should be
memorized and remembered for use with all small object and copy photography.

..,

MF or Filter Factor .. 2 4 ..'8 16 32 64
F Stop Compensation 1 2 3 4 5 6

d. Summary of General Techhiques:

(I) Select the c.iniera and lens.

1:2) Select the filter and film.

fa) Mount the original flat and parallel tt., the film plane.

Adtust the lights for uniform illumination of the origina.l.

(5). Focus the camera.

t6) Determine the basic exposure and multipls it by the filter
... .. .

tactor and bellows extension factor.
-

f7)
v

Process the film and make prints.

-e. Restrictions on Copying. It is unlawful to reproduce cops righted
7-,-

material without the w fVten permission of the copyright owner. Am, such material
that is authorized PDT' reproduction must has e a copyright notice included on the
reproducuon.

11, Federal law prohibits the copying ol U.S. and foreigi govern-
ment obligations such asi.rfncv, bonds, notes or the like. Also included are
canceled and uncanc d 12.S stamps. US gos ernment departmental identification
cards, Fiasiges or insignia; militar, or naval documents marked secret, confidential,
or restricted; certificates1Df Citizenship, naturalization or arrival, etc.

t9i this is onlx a briePsummars of existing photographic restrictions.
Leg-al ads tee should be obtained before reprbdueing ans ot the above mentioned or
>imilar matenak.

4-12 I; 8-6-, 7
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3. SMALL OBJECTS PHOTOGRAPHY. Investigative photography can be
t(loi Hilo three ea tVt.torieS Crl IIt :Went: photograph% , document, photography,

and small obiect photograph% . Depending on the 1 rcunisLinces of a particular
in% estigation, am one ot the threell'a be of importance in preserving or
presenting c% idence, but the one that is most challenging is small objects

-t)g,.aph%. The small items is1 eidence collected during an investigation (e.g.
cigarette ikitts, etc. 1 are usuall\ important in establishing the elements of proof
in an otfense. The% present some problems, because of their size, which the
prDper utilization of photographic techniques can easiIN overcome. When the actual
subiects are not available for court use, photographs can take their place. Small
etails ;an be magnified and fragile evidence can be preserved. In addition, photo-
graphic e%idence greath aids reviewing authorities in reaching fair and just
de s lonS , x\hien must be based on documentation.

a. F)r our purposes, an object can be considered small if it is less
than 24 inches in its longest dimension. In addition to appeanng in the crime scene
series of photpgraphs establishing their location, all small, portable items of
e% idence should be taken to the Lthoratory %%here theN can be photographed under the
most favorable circurnst4nces. Close-up photographs of perishable items, such as
footprintsind e% zdence that \k ill omdize and change color, such as bloodstains,
.saust be made As soon as possible at the scene ot the crime, Some objects may
ref,uire more than ..)ne photograph in ord.er to show trace evidence on all surfaces.
A cu,ler should be int luded in the. photograph to indicate the dimensions of the object

tuestIon.

Lighting Flteets--Ind How to Obtain Them. f3\ the proper placement (Di
pn3trapher can create and tontrol shadows and highlights ,)n his subject,*

Or subdue porn ns r eawresot the subject. There are two general
!--pes I ignting equipment. , Alights ,nd spotlights.

F1,:o,lhghts, as tneir name implles, flood the sublect with a broad,
en :1_1z. T!,e ire :Aso: to & .ibilsh the illunuriati,m cl, and the IA erall lighting

. Light is c'lltr,11e0 b the use of 'barn doors" tpanels placed to the
,t.the .Lnd Figure 21.

so

1
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.2. 17uudlight set

SkidolVS. Pigut'e 3. )
the subject .ithl bac-1%g rotthrl. Th(y givc p.ithei. harsh, light, ,ihd

SI)oL ighIS dt'e t/Sed to create highlights ,thq .sh,t(lott s,

4.

FiglIre 3. Spotlight Types.
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-(3) Reflectors are alsoUsed in lighting. They provide studio

photograph. with the equivalent to bounce light in photoflash. Reflectors provide
a soft, weak light, and are used almost exclusively for full light.

I I) To photograph small objects, the main light is most often a
spotlight,' with floodlights used for/fills.

Photographing Rectangular Objects. There are three steps in
ft.:hung a re( tangular subject (see Figures 4 and 3).

I I) The fir-t i to place, the main light. It should be behind and to
the side of the -.Ale( t, the light should strike its surface at an angle-of about
40 to Go degrees. This main light illuminates the top of the subject and provides

deep, donunant -hado%k . In almost every instance this light will be a spotlight.

(2i The second step is to place a fill light on the same side as the
c.-:un light. This light is to lighten\the shadow on that side of the subject. It

should be table height so it does not cast a second shadow.

(31 The final step is the addition of a third light-ilso at table height,
lignten the -hadow detail in front of the subject. The fill lights should be 1/3 to
t is bright as the main light, to give a lighting ratio of 3 or 4 to_.1.

step I
iht

Step 2
side Light

FiL;tire t. ight Control.

'Step 3
Front Fill
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Figure 5. 3-Light Set-Up for Rectangular Sublects

Photographing Soherical Objects ((e Figures 0 and 71. Basic
lighting for a spherical object utilizes four lights. Three:spotlights give the object
roundness, and a Neak floodlight is used as a fill.

di The main tight is placed high to tICrear and(left ot the sub!ect,
at an angle of about 60 degrees. This illuminates the top and lefi portion of le
isubiect.

(21 l'he second spot is placed to the nght rearof the subject at table
height. This illuminates the right side and a portion'of the bottom of the subject.

4-
,31 The third spot is placed low and to the-left rear (it the subiect.

It illuminates the bottom left side, and gives d highlight in th'e...trea iRuminated
the main light. This 2,1 es the subject the appearanceof roundness.

The floodlight is pla,ced in front; hear .the camera, .to soften the
shadow on the front of the subject.

4-12 I: --10
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Step 1
Main Light

Step 3
Left fill (Backlight)

\,.

Figure 7.

I

Step f
Right fill (Backlight)

A.

Step 4
Front fill (Weak floodlight)

Figure 6. Light Control
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4-Light Set-Up for.Spheric jects
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e. Photographing Shiny Oblects. One of the problems involved in small
object photography is the elimination of undesirable reflection when photographingan olowet with a highly-polished surface. This is often solved by the use of a tent.The subject is placed on a suitable stand which is covered with a material contrasting
in color to the object. It is surrounded by a four-sided screen that has neither topnor botom, and made, generally, of white paper. The lights are arranged outsidethe tent. The light reaching'the subject is softly diffut.7ed, and reflections areeliminated. The'highlights are subdued, and shadows soitened. Normally a flood-light it. used. Exposure is ni:ide through a small ho t in the screen.

44110.
I. Preservation ,)! T.,tixture Fhe texture of r. object is ofttr pi impertan:ein itz, r,,,.1..;,tion. Rough teSti..res, suca as sinapaper or coarse materica!s, oan beeirphai., ed by adding a spotlight, toward to one side. Th.s is usually in addition tothe n_rmal lighting arrangement. The closer the texture light is to being parallel tothe sur!ace of the objectZethe mare the te-:ture is emphasized. Smooth surface

ects tire enhanced 1.)%, adding highlights along the edges cf the obVct, and on anyseparate planes of the abject.
'- 4

a. The Camera. If possible, You should select a large format (press arsnidio I:* camera, using a 1...r9,e size filth (4 x ö, 8 x 10). The camera should nave
und aLts focusing a long a,i.ustable beliov:s extension, and be rigidly mounted.r)nt and focusing is also desirable.

wt:

/
n ihe Technique of Small Oblects Photography.

(0 Select a suitable camera, having all the extra adtuStments that>sslry to ep n,ost small objects.

di Select the film to be used. Most panchromatic and color films aresuitable. A aood exposure meter, wcll also be a great aid in arriving at the basice\posure.

Position the camera. Perspective is ery important, as it candestroy the whole sense of reality and be very misleading. Too high :1 camera anglEmay cause a "Keystoning" effect. Observe your subicct ver carefully in the ground

(4) Lighting Can.greativ influence t:ie final result. A full range oftones and distinct separatiqn ot the plan, is essential. Tlie set should be illuminatedflat lighting to eliminate hard::-.'hadows, but not so-flat as to "kill" the shapesof the subject. Some side lightingVay be required to give:form and shape to theobject. In other words, the lighting,should be controlled tO produce dark or light

4-121:
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arca:, m re(uIred. In order to obtain maximum depth of field, a small aperture
-hould be used. The proper use of light is the key to making effective photographs

of small objects. It creates_ shadows, highlights, Mood, and shows the shape,

texture, and color of the object in question.

Focus the camera very carefidly. Working very close to the
subject yequires critical focusing: When bhotographing at near or same.size.
focusing cannot be done by moving the camera lens. The camera back, the whole
camera, or the subiect must be moved.

(6) Determine the basic exposure and multiply it by the b-ellows
extension factor and the. filter factor, it one is to .be utilized. Developing a trial
negative, it time permits, is the best method of obtaining correct exposure.

4. PHOTOGRAPHING FINGERPiiINTS. The subject that is probably most ,

often photographed h an inestigator is a fingerprint. In many instances, the finger-
print is the most con\ incing evidence establishing the fact thaIthe subject was at the
scene. Without photography much of t'he vaiue of fingerprints would be lost. Some

fingerprints are on opiects which are fixed and cannot be taken to court; others are
too faint to be seen clearly by the naked eye. They can be easily destroyed by weather
and careless handling. These difficulties are easily overcome by photography Since

fingerprints ore ,:,o dClieate, the.: Should be photographed 'as soon as they ar ound.

The procedures discusSed here are equally applicable to palm prikits, footprints,
and fabric prints or-impressions.

a. are three tpes ot fingerprints, classified according to their
isibility.

Visible.: Prints. Clearl),,isible phnts are usually found on hard,
,

=,moothsurfaced materials, such as glass,.or metals, and can be'photographed
s.ithout special preparation of the print. This class also includes prints found in
-oft ,substances such as putty or wax.

(1!) Faint, Prints., These prints can be seen by the naked eye, but

ht e indistinct 1jatt(.4"4:1-. They must*be spectall prepared (usually with fingerprint
ii(mdert so that the pattern is clear and has enough contrast to aDow photographing.

(.1t MmDst Inisible prints. These are prints found in dust, or on
materials xhieh (to not allcm deVeluiiii-tetit with fingerprint powder. Sometimes they
can be broui;ht out IA crosslighting, or b treatment by.iodine fumes or chernicals.
once treated, these prints fade quitkly.

12



b. E1,1tupfnent and Mate.risls. The esuipment used For phorographing
fingerprint will depend on the c.ondirions under which the print is tound.

(1) The K E- 12(2) (Speo:i Graphic) (See Lesso'n with double heIlo
e\tensyn S prete'rable for tingerprint photography. rile double bellows provides
tor 1:1 irrage size in the negative. For a 1:1 photograph the distance from the film to
the center of.tbe ledS must,be twice the focai length of the lens Used, and the distAnce
from the center of the lens to the print muz.: also be two local lengths. Or, in other
words, the distxice trom tll o the print will o toil:: times the focal length ,9,.p
the lens positioned midwAy bewe.cn. bo" should be marked, at this
showing the proper position ine f,rpnt ,ta.ndald :s .;.e:r)!, at donie
has oeen indicated, a 1:1 ratio, or larger, re'.iuires a o bie s exter:sion.

Clow s cor pasating f;acz,r IA F. zr al tip!k f.ictor, .nust oe aen
:he exposure settings. A rellows reduLcs the light inte,nsit,

strikin..; the film plane by 1/4 the intensity oh thc ligat passing through th

F 113e1:ovs Extension B21)
Focal Length 1FL)

isee paragraph 3b(2)!C+ in this leSson.)
a

.C2 ) Filters, Color filters may be used to control cOntrast when the
- prin.tS are found on colored bacgrouncs, r.)r when Lolored tingefprInt po.wders are

used. To select the proper filter, examine the subject through t!le tliter. If the
contrast is improved, .then that filter can oe used.

(31 Fingerpfint Powders. Dusting the fingerprint with a powder is
the most universally-used means of kle\ eloping a print. The color of the powder
used is determined b the color of the material on which the print is tound. The
powder should cmtrasc4ith the background; those most often used are black, white
Dr gray, brown or red, and flaorescent. If the fingerprint covers 'an area containing
sever'al colors, and contrast cannot be obtained with ordinary powders, use a
fluorescent type itowder, and photograph the print with ultra7violet light.. Aluminum
powder can be used on glass or shiny metal because of its exceptional clinging

la) Black Fingerprints on Light Surfaces. Whesalaek * dark
powder is used to develop a fingerprint alight surface few problems are,
presented, since this is the same as photographing line (copy. Care should be taken
that hot spots are not created by your lighting.

a), 'Light Fingerprints on a Dark Background. - This type of print
creates i special_problem. The imageproduced.in thefinal. print is reversed. That
is, the ridges, of the print, are shown 'is White rather than black. To change the print
back into Its proper relationshipin intermediary netzative is made. Arrange the

4-12 mL.14
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neff,ative and a sheet of unexposed`film so that the notches correspond, blace
the negatie tm.1 film sheet on a contact printer, emulsion side down, with the
negative on the.bottom. With a 107watt lamp, the exposure will be approximately
one second. The resulting negative is called a transparency or re,krsal negative,
and will produce a pbotographic print of. black fingerprints-oh a white surface.'

.f,t.prprihm on, G InsA. Either of tw viethodsmay be
ittlapptogr*thg:fiNeTprInts on glass. If dark p wder is used, Place'.
.. ,

the glass, on i 1iht, non-reflective, paPer baelgrotindl,_ The e procedure
is the same aS other photography. If a light powder, is used, place- th glass on a
piece of black velvet, and photograph it in the normal manner. If the print is on a
bottle, a paper background can be milled up and inserted into the bottle, or the,
bottle may be filled with a dark,liquid, such:as ink.',Be sure the contents of the
bottle has no material %;-alue as evidence. . Bottles, and Other glass objects with
eurxed surfaces, are sometimes difficult to light since tlxey are highly -reflective.
In some cases, the light' may be reflected onto' the bottl&kirface by white paper
4.Vr cardboard, rather than directing the lamp direCtly ontOthe Lbject. If the

s is tyanslucent, rather thaktransparent, it may be pnssible to photograph
the fingerprint by placing the light behind the glass, and photographing the .
print by transmitted light.

, "- ,. .---, <,

I. .
,

7, r. Photographing Fingerprints' at
.

.n Crime Scene: When IingerprintsNs" .
ire found at the scene of a crime, they should be photographed as soon as possible.

t The object eJntairung'ine print shouldibe photographed front Medium disrance, show-
ing, the entire object and some 9f the surroundinOrea. This enables ,lator identifi-
cation of the object id the overall vi.6%% of the crimCscene. Idthosecrarc instanceii
',1 hen fingerprints are to be lifted by tape, they,shduld^be photcdraphed before the
tape is placed oyerlhe y'rint. If photographs are, made o,f the firit4erprint on the
1ifung tape, the, negative should be placed in the'printer upside.cloWn. The irn.age
ha z. been reversed from left to right on.thé tape, i.i\nclit must be returned tO its
p.roper relationship so it can be classified.

5. DOCL-MENT PHOTOGRAPHY. Document photogaphy em*ploys the same
bicoequipment and set-up as copy photographin. n addthon ultraviolet and
inirared're used as well. 'The main diffeyence:ip document photography and copy
photograph% is aka cowing therel<- reproducets the .subject as seen, . while document
photograph% relates to an, effort'to detect or clarif writing or maridngS on'paper
that it- no longer visible due to arze, exposure to ,%eather, fire or water, or aitcrition.
Document photograph is divided intotwo general classes: .documeht8 that have' '
ob%iousl been altered b erasure or other visible alterat,ion; and those that ai5pear..,
nftrinal hut which are :xuspected of being altered, bUt in which the alteration is nbt. ......,
\ isible to the naked ee.

"4.
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a. Flint Selection. Correct film se1ectio4is the key to successful
document photography. The contrast of the It riling or marks on the document
determine the film to he used. Faint details require the-use of a high-contrast
film. If detail is required in both the paper and ink, a moderate film is required,
since a high-contrast film mould block out the detail on one or the other. It is
often necessary to experiment with several films before the covect selection is
fotmd. 'The choice of paper is also made on the same basis as the film selection.
The film must be properly exposed. In some instances, several photographs
may be required of one document, as in the case of a document that has printed
matter and signatures in everal colors of ink and pencil. More than one _e-x-
posure would be needed to bring everything out clearly. 0

o. Mechanical Eras.,iiles.. These are the easiest to detect, but present
some of the most difficult problems: If the writing appears to have been com-
pletely removed, there is little possibility of restoring it. It should be examined
wader a magnifying glass, using a concentrated beam of light. /3S. moving the
lamp at various angles, it ina be possible to detect some trace of writing. If
so, place the document in tlse copy e el, and arrange your light at the same
angle as the original examination light. Usually, a high-contrast ram is re-
quired, which will exaggerate the traces so they are readable_ Side-lighting is
most often the best arrangement, since it reveals the texture of the erased
area. If no detail is revealed by reflected light, place the document overr
light and examine it by transmitted light. Examine both sides in this manner.
Examination through filters is also sometimes helpful. If visible light examina-
tion reveals no traces, examine the document by ultra-violet radiation. Traces
of the ink or pencil may be detected, or the traces rnay.not be sympathetic to
the radiation and will be seen against the fluorescence of the paper. If ulera-
violet reveals nahing, photograph the document with infrare* It may reveal
traces that do not react to ultra-violet.

. c. Chemical Erasures. The examination of these documents is,
basically the same with chemical erasures as fior mechanical erasures, but-more
often than not ultra-violet is the best method. Most papers have a natural
fluorescence that is easily disturbed by chemicals. The effect is quite notice-
able under ultra-violet radiation. In other instances the ink may Zuoresce to-
a greater degree than the paper, or it may not fluoresce at all. In either instanc,e,
the effect can be photographed. Sometimes reflected ultra-violet will reveal
alteraton not shown by fluorescence. The exposures by ultra-violet Ve i 11 be in
minutes rather than seconds, as would.be the case with ordinary light.

.... rTh
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l. Obhterateil Writing. 11 the w riting in question has been obliterated

.,verwriting, or scratched out, it is sometimes possible to restore the original
writing. If the over-marks are made in a different color than theoriginal writing,

hlter ot the same color s the overwriting may absorb the color and reveal the
underwriting. View the obii.teration through the-filter and examine the effect. A

medium contra. stti1 shuuld be used. If heavy pressure was used in the original
N i lung, it may be po sible to photograph the mde .t itions which .^(zmain obliterated.
Cruss-lighting is us alit used, and a medium contrast film. If these methods fail,
trt infrared. T ink may be transparent to thfrared and allow the underwriting to
be photographed. ome instances, ultra violet may be used as there rhay be a
difference in the inteasity or color of the fluorescence. If the obliteration is made
by pasting paper over the writing, as, for example two papers that were stuck
together accidentalb, , and pulled loll, leating part of the paper stuck to the w rating,
wetting the paper mat reveal the writing. Apply a chemical such as benzine, or
lighter fluid, to the area on the reverse side. The writing will appear for a few
secunds and then disappear as the fluid eaporates. Be prepared to photograph as soon
as the writing appears. .

Maskirw. Masking is a photographic process which often permits
separating the indit idual information from obliterated areas. If a negative, and a
positi,.e made from the negatite are superimposed, all the information i1l dis-
appear. How eter,4if the positive is made from a second negative which differ in
some respect from the first, then some information can be made ,to disappear
selectit el% hile other information is retained.

(2) It is necessary to make two negatives at the slme magnification
and that thesenegati es (Idler asinuch as possible in the ratio 61 image strength ,

.ett een the w riting to be deciphered and that which is causing confusion. A film
,,Dsitive is made 1.)y cpritact from the negative containing'the weaker image of the
v.inted intormation i)r the- stronger image of the wit\ anted aluel and_processed so
:11.,t the supermpoz.ition with the -)ther negative will obliterate the unwanted infor-

tion. A print oande hy e\posing thr,-,ugh the superimposed films will produce a
gralf darified picture ot the informatio esired.

. PhotoYraphing Impressions. :h impressions left upon a pad ot paper
`.% ..itur, Oh an upper sheet which has been ren ved will sometimes provide a

ip-ible copy ot the rne;:sztge written on the luissing page. Bt directing a beam of
(r.)ti. the side tahuost parallel to the plane of the paper), the indentations can

bi AiLllit into relief at' the writtng revealed. No special treatment of the paper is
nviessan. This shouki De done. in .1 darkened room S=o that only the grazing light
iI1Laninates the paper. Handle the pad ,ery caretullt before photographing
Nve put the sitspeLt paper under ant pressure, .is this would tend to smooth out
the indentation's and make it more difficult to photograph.

i-12 I; -1
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f. Charred Coournents. The writing on charred documents can often
be deciphered and photographed 5.rsing infrared Natairally the degree of
"restoration" depends on the degree of.eharring. Thos papers that have been
completely burned cannot be photographed successful::.. .1 some instances,
charred documents are photographed by placing the super under a large. sheet
of glass, and arranging one light at an angle cJf to one ride, so that the ink residue
reflects the light.' Both met!-Ic.,:..3 o he tr:ed. Infraren may also be useful In
photographinharred fabrics --..- 1.fatner, tc: s 71..,rev ')ags, rumes irlseribed: on
wallets, etc. Since these :e :no fragcl?, tn:
must be handled with etr Lire.



EXERCISES

The following exercises are multiple choice. There are four alternatives to each

exercise. You are to select the one alternative that is correct and indicate your

choice by circling the correct response directly on the exercise booklet.

1. The type of light generally used to separate the subject from its background

would be a

h. floodlight,

b. spotlight.

c. reflecto r.

d. floodlight with barn doors.

2, In figuring exposures, when the original to lens distance is less than 10 .

times the focal length of the lens, you must

a. . add the basic exposure number to the bellows extension factor.

b. multiply the basic exposure r) the bellows extension factor.

c. divide the.basic exposure 1).. the bellows extension factor.

d. multiply the exposure by the distance of the films focal plane.

3. When mountin ori al on a copyboara, all of the following steps

oUld be taken EXCEPT.

a. the origmal should be parallel to the film plane.

b. the original should be pertectiv flat on the cop board.

c. the origina: should be centered w ith the optical axis ot the lens.

a. the original should be mo nted right side up on the cops board.

I -12 I; 8-19
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l. Glare is general]; eliminated when photographing a very shiny surface

by the use of

a. a tent.

b. reflectors.

c. barn doors.

d. bounce light.

i-

5. An investigator might find it necetssary, prior to phctogranMng a finger-
print, to use iodine fumes to bring out

,
a. visible prints.

b. faint prints.

c. almost-invisible prints.

d. latent prints. ..211b

r
...

6. For a 1:1 photograpn, the di-itance from the film to the center of,the lens
must be

n the same as tile focal length of the lens.

b. one lial f the focal length of the 4ens.

'c.. twice the focal length of the lens.

d, four times 'the focal length of the lens.

,

.....0"
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13. Of the following, which item is not preferable in a copy camera?

a. Close focusing capability.

b. Small film size.

c. Rigidly mounted.

d. Ground glass focusing.

14. Writing on charred documents can often,be deciphered and phctographed

/. using filters.

b. the masking technique.

c. using infrared light.

d. treatment with benzine or lighter fluid, which will bring the writing
out for a short time.

15. Normally, in photographing srnall\objects, the main light is

a. a_floodlight,_wiespotlights to bring out details.

b. a spotlight with qoodlights useel-fT fill lighting.

C. spotlights, with reflectors, used if there is excessive glaxe.

d. two floodlight's, with barn doors attached to direct the light.

4-12 1; 8-23



16. To photograph rectangular obiee,ts, the main'tight should be placed

a. directly to the front of the subject.

h. to the front right of the subject.

c. above and to the rear of the S'ubject.

d. behind and to the side of the subject.

17. An 8 x 10 origina( produces a copy orint that .s 2 x 2-1/2_ v,hen the
scale is

a. 4:1.

b. 1:4.

C. 2:1.

d., 1:2.

/
#s

t

/
.18. To bring out faint detail, on a document that is being photographed, you

would generally use ,:"1%,

a. a high-contrast film.

d). agmedium-contrast film plus a high shutter speed.

c. a lOw-contrast film.

d. any type ot film because a red filter u ill provide the needed contrast.
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19. Gene.rall'y, the best' method for examining ehenneal erasures is

a. inf-rare.d light.

b. ultra-violet light.

treatment with iodine.

d. oblique lighting.

2.0. To thu-ken an area, which is to be copied

a. use a filter of 'the same: color.

b.

c. use i filter of the complementar color.

increase your aperture setting by four stops.

d. decrease your shutter speed to 1/25 of a second.

-20u-
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LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET

SUBCOURSE NO, 4-12 I Investigative Photography.

LESSON 9 Ckme Scene Photography.

1

CREDIT HOURS 4.

TEXT ASSIGNMENT Attached Memorandum.

MATERIALS REQUIRED None.

LESSON OBJECTIVE To provide you with the information
needed to enable you to photograph
specific crimes at their scene.

SUGGESTIONS None.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

This attached memorandum includes information extracted from resident
instructional material of the United States Army Military Police School. In
case of conflict between fhe attached memorandum and other publications, the
material contained in the attached memorandum will apply.to this lesson
assignment.

1. INTRODUCTION. Photography is an essential tool for the law
enforcement Investigator'. ---A-s-a-Vo-ol-,-i-t-enalales-him to record the visible, and,
in many cases, the invisible evidence of a crime. The photographic evidence
can then be stored indefinitely and retrieved when needed. In short, there is
no other process which can ferret, record, remember, and recall criminal
evidence as well as photography.. This lesson is designed to give you general
information to enable you to photograph specific crimes at their scene.

2. CRIME-SCENE PHOTOGRAPHY. The basic function of a crime scene
photograph is to provide the investigator with information that will assist him in
solving the crime? _In cases involving violence, the location of objects in the .

scene may be vital in establishing exactl, what took place. A permanent record
of such a crime scene is considered indispensable to a successful presentation
of the case in court. The photographs must be taken before the scene is
disturbed, and articles of evidence removed. The photographer's aim should
he to record a maximum of useful information in a series of photographs which
will enable the viewer to understand where and how the crime was committed.

4-12 I; 9-1 March 1975
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The term "crime scene" refers not only to the immediate locality in which
the crime took place, but also to adjacent area's where inlportant acts took
place immediAtely before or after the commission of the crime. The photo-
graphs, along with establishing points of proof, may prove useful later in
interrogating suspects and interviewing witnesses. They also will provide
the court with a graphic illustration of the scgne, enabling it to better
evaluate evidence.

a. Photogrzphing the Scene. Tc oornpleve photogaphio
coverage of the crime scene, a pattern sIlculd establi.,'hed :or chotographin;
the area. This pattern should be orked clockwise in a spiral, staring at a
point at the perimeter of the scene, and world,rx toward the cenwr. Usually,
the first photograph is of the entrance into the area. The second photograph
should include a portion of. the area taken in the drst photograph. Because
of this overlapping coverage, the scene can be viewed with the assurance that
ao portion of the area has been excluded, and the relationship of objects in
each photograph is established. The overall crime scene photographs will be
long shots, in most cases. When items cf importance are discovered they
should be photographed from a distance close enough to identify the olject,
but still show enough Of the surrotmdings to esblish irs location in Se overall
crime scene photographs. It can be later photographed, at close range, to
reveal identifying marks, or other evidence, such as blood stains, fmgerprints,
or hair or fibers. The number of photographs required to provide complete
coverage of the Scene will be determined by the nature of the crime and the
location. However, no less than four photographs are necessary to adequately

show the interior of a room. If there is doubt as to whether a photograph should
be taken, it is best to take it. It is far better to have too many photographs than
too few.

b. Lighting. The type of lighting necessary for crime scene photo-
graphy will be determined by the scene itself, so no specific rules can be made,
other than following the lighting techniques found ifi other lessons. Also, there
are several genefalizations that apply to crime scene photography. The scene
should be well lighted, revealing all the detail of the object or area. Dramatic
lighting with deep shadows is not desirable, unless the shadows play a role in
the crime. When photoflash is used, care should be taken not to place the
flashlamp too close to the subject, since this will "burn" the subjeci with too
much light, and the detail will be lost.

c. Perspective. An evidence photograph shduld appear natural to
the observer, with sizes, distances, and relskonships appearing in their proper
perspective. ThiS perspective is determined bfthe position of the camera
when the photograph was taken. As a rule of thumb, it can be said that the

4-12 I; 9-2
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camera should be at a witness eye level, or about 5 fpet from the floor.
.Other positions will be used from time to,time, but the general scenes and
medium-distance photographs should be from that height. The camera should
-be placed to show a natural line of vision, such as an observer would see,
avoiding trick shots, and placed so that objects in theseene dp not appear
distorted or unnatural 133 being too close to the lens.

d. Verification of Photographs. In addition to identifying a photo-
graph for the court, it is xlso_necessary to verify the materiality and truth-
fulness of the subject or scene portrayed. If the perspective is distorted because
of the nature of the crime scene's shape or physical limitations, or by wide
angle ortelephoto lenses, the distortion must be explained. If a filter is used
to create contrast ors,reveal evidence, it must be explained, the camera position
must be given, and the other technical information regarding that individual
photogt'aph. This it- especially true when using,infrared or ultraviolet. This
is best accomplished with a mimeographed form that is pasted on the back of
the print. This is called a data card, and should be made for each negative
and print, and should contain a complete technical history of each negative and
print (e.g., f/stop, film, developing time, etC.). The information on the data
card must be verified as well as, the printself. Care must be taken not to
express any opinion in this form, such as the nature of the,offense, since this
may affect its adrnissibilit), in court. The'same information should be filed with
each negative.

e. Marking the Photopfge. This subject is divided into two date-
gories. in the first category', matrks may be used to identify a photograph, or
objects depicted in the photograph.. These marks will probably have to be ex-
plained to the satisfaction of the court before the print will be accepted. The
Qecond category is marks or objects placed in the scene and)photographed as part
of the seene. These marks or objects must be verified as to theii praPer
positioning, and rritit be necessary in the identification of some object.

(1) Markings on a Photograph. It is permissible to place a mark
on a photograph to identify the print before it is 'submitted in evidence. After itst A/

accepted, it will be marked as an exhibit by the court. The technical infor-
mation shown on the reverse of the print must be verified at this time. It is
permissible to place marks on the face of a print to identif certain objects,
it necessary, 'and explainable.

(21 Markings Pled, in the Crime Scene. In some instances it is
permissible to place an identifying marker in the crime scene. These markers
hould be used with discretion and restraint. Care must be taken not to obscure
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important evidence by the marker, and the marker mu:st be clearly .visible awl
,

identifiable. An examPle of this type marldng fs a stake_showjng the locatip
of an item of evidence that is too,smalf*td be seen in an overall ,view of the,scene4
If a marker is used to,indicate or establish size, a ruler calibratgediii inch,es or
millimeters should be used. The rulershOuld bear the-photographer's initials
so it can be identifiedif it is required to be presetd cotirt for,verification.

,
,

1...4 Marking the Negative. The ()rib rnaAting permissible on a ..
negative isign identification ,number. This, norrtiail.,e, -would consist of the
case number and the number of the negative. Negative numYerS run! in
sequence in the order iii which the !. were taken. This 'numbcr 1 piaced on the
border.ot the negative. Yothing should be placedin the image area of the
_negative.' The negative, after exposure, is handled in-the same manner as' any
other item of evidence, and the chain of Custody is the same,. When motion-picture
film or color film i commercially processed, a staternent called a processor's
affidavit should be obtained. This states that the film was normally processed,
and returned to the sender neither altered nor edited. The chain of-custody,
is maintained by trans.mitting the film throngh registered Mail, with return ,
receipts requested. It is suggested that the processor be listed as a witness ,

in the case report. ,
,

k
,

g. Data Board. Occasionally,,a photograph will be takenqf a scene
in Which nothing, appears that will indicate left and right in the negative. To
prevent.;the accidental reverSe printing of the negative, a data board is included
in the. scene when 'it is phqographed. The data board can be a black board, or
even a simple 3 x 5 card, with the time, date., location, and photograPher's
initials written on it. Thedata board assists in identifying and verifying the
photograph. It is important that no opinion be,expressed on the data board, for
example, the word Murder, o Since the factS of the case are not'
estAblished,at the-time the sc is photographed, opinion,woUld indicate that
the investigatorhad already farmed conclusions. This coUld render the photo-.

graphs inadmissible as evidence, .

h. Presentation of Prints. A photograph to be used as evidenCe in
court may be made?) suit one of two purposes. If a print is for distributiori
to the various".members of the court, 8 x'10,inches is a convenient size. It is
large enough to slim details oft he subject, and not:so large to be difftcult to
handle, If the print is td- be used as a diplay exhibit, it-'shouldbe larger in
size, 16" X 20" being a .commonly used size. ,pisplay eihibits Are used to
illustrate points, or explain the scene depicted. _DisplaY prints should-be ,

mounted on stiff oardboard. 1;C'hen an enlargement is made of a portion of a
negative, a'contact print should be submitted with it, to show the relationship
of the enlarged area to the entire scene shown in the negative.
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3. PutiTOG111!11iING SPFCIllg CriIMFS.; Given below are suggestions

tor photographIrq.. (11( more- common tpes of crime. The:- 7e are by no means
comprehensive. Each crime will have indlYtidual teatures which should be
t,hotographed. Keep in tnind the nature ot the offense and-try to show clearly
those features which aid in establishing the elements of the offense.

a. Burglar r d Vandalisp. From .1 photographic vt..wpoint,
burg1ar3 and vandalism can be treated alike. The following are examples
ot scb,ect matter. in recommended order, to photograph in a typical burglary
or vandalism.

.11 General iews of the exterior of the building in which the
crime has taken place.

.2.) The point ot break or entr . These should be photographed
in such a manner tnat marks of force will be shown clearh.

butts.

131 Point of exit.

(4) Conditions of rooms.

"(5, .Articles(kft at the scene (e.g., burglar's tools).

(6) Trace evidence, such as burned matches and cigarette

.7) foot.marks and impressions of shoes or t res.

,- Fir_gerprints and footprints as well as articles on which these
prints inaN be found.

,9 The area from which valtfable articles were removed such
frbrn a safe, desk. etc. .

s' ,1(.1 It is recoi.imended'-tha; investigatorse particularly careful
ieavingartiLles "1.1(.1../17Zcigareue butt- or matche s. at the scene, since they

cc.nfused trace evidence left h% the intruder.,

b. r)hotograph,r,g Deceased Victims..-in man, instances, thctim's
h informauon as the crime scene. The photographs of the

'in .111 d Ifer xith (..1(..h case. but there are certain factors that are peculiar
( rain ott(n-t Fh. photographing ot the victim is done in two phases:

C

2')5
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Those taken at the scene, and those taken at the morgue. The presence of
the Investigator during the eimination-of the victim, and -in some instances
the autopsy, is vital, if the evidence is to be preserved. Due to the large
number of possible offenses and wide variety of evidence that may be found,
only a general outline of the more common incidents will be given. These
basic photographs are a guide, and can be expanded or altered to match the
situation.

(I) Homicide. Homicide photographs should set the scene,
and provide information concerning the marmer of death. The crime, scene
should be photographed from every direction %,,ith plenty of closeups to aid
in reconstructing the crin-le.

(a) In an indoor scene, these pictures might include:

1. The room or area in which the body was found.
41r,

2. The adjoining rooms, exterior of the house or
surrounding area, visibile at various points, footprints, or impressions of
tire prints.

3. Evidence of struggle, such as overturned furriture,
bloodstains, etc.

4. Signs of activity prior to the occurrence, such as
the telephone receiver off the hook or wires cut, TV and lights turned on,
drinking glasses or liquor bottles, etc. In general, articles apparently in use
immediately prior to cOlrrmission of crime or which apPear to have been dis-
turbed from their customary position, should be photographed.

5. Unusual signs, such as marks of conflict on a suspect's
person or clothing; trails of bloodstains, footprints on paper or in blo =az:Kilter-
chiefs or garments bearing laundry marks and other potential clue ma

(b) In an outdoor scene, look for such items as shoe or tire
impressions, discarded cigarettes, burned matches, broken branches or
shrubbery, signs of objects being dragged; and photograph them immediately
lest they be disturbed..

(c) To locate the body, in the scene and its position in
relation to other articles in the room, take at least two photographi of the body
at right angles to each other. Point the camera down from the normal position
of a standing observer. Other pictures might include closeups of wounds, the
location of the instrument of death, and other special aspects or conditions of
the body.
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.\dditionaf photographs of the body may later be takEln
thc morgue under th( direct"on of the autopsy surgeon. These may include

teeth marks on the hps and the tongue, bruises or scratches on the body, post-
Hit% marks, and marks on the legs or arms indicating that the victim had
t a bound. \\hik nian ot these ma be observed at the scene, they are more

ea:.ik photographed at the morgue. In addition to the body, the victim's
(lothm should also be exa.mnea.

12i Hangings. In many cases of hanging, doubt exists as to whether

it is murder, suicide, or accidental. The original position of the body, is,
therefore, of import:nee. Often the body is cut down or moved in an effort to

render first aid. This means that the photographs will be somewhat different
min those taken when the body is undisturbed. These two circumstances will
be discussed sewately.

(a) Undisturbed Scenes. 'Views of the overall scene are
taken first. Overall views of the body should be taken from torso height, and
should include the rope. Closeup photographs are taken of the head and neck
showing how and %there the end of the rope is secured. Since most suicides do
not have their feet clear of the floor (many are found sitting or in a semi-prone
position) any space between the victim's feet and the floor should be photographed.
Any object which appears to have been kicked from under the victim's feet should
also be photographed. 411

tb) Disturbed Scenes. When the body has been removed from
its original position little can be done to photograph the scene. Overall views of

the room are made. If the rope is still securea, the method of securing it should
be photographed, as should an3 signs of disturbance. Closeup photographs of the
depth .1nd location of the groove, made by the rope, should be taken, including
black or blue marks or scratches. Color film is well suited for these photographs,
especially when the LIce is discolored. Black and white photos should also be
taken, as color may be ruled inflammatory and not admissible. But color will
best preserve evidence of discoloration of the body.

(3) DrowningS. In drowning cases, the bot- is usually the sole
object of interest. The scene is of little importance since the body will not nor-
rnall be found in the same area where the death took place. The main question
is, did the deceased acivally die of drowning or was heahrown into the water
,ifter dying tron: some other cause The photographic operation should be
directed toward those facts which will help to resolve this question and the
victim's both will most likely provide the answers. Color film iS extremely
useful here since mom of the significant clues may be matters of discoloration.
Photograph the whole body, both from the position of a standing observer and
from the gi-ound iccl. The latter view will show any distention of the body.
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Closeuli should include Jny foam about the mouil; the position of the mouth,
whether open or closed; wounds, peculiar markings, bruises, or unusual
discolorations; articles grasped in the hand; and any rope or vlre bindings.
Many of these shots can be made at the morgue before autopsy.

(4) Accideintal Electrocution or Lightning Deaths. in
addition to the usual photos, special attention should oe given to those
aspects of the scene which show how the electriAcor.tact :IA made.
Examples are the accessibility of lighting fixtures; V:ires !:..Ing in water;
electrical hazards, sueh as frayed insula.ion o po3ed wires,

c. Explosion,. Explosions may be accic:ental or im..e.ntional -; if
the latter, it is the job of the investigator to ieterra:ae if it were directed
toward a person or property. The investigor must be very careful bcc:.use
the key evidence may be as subtle as a small piece of string. Usually such
offenses are committed indoors. The following items are potential objects to
be Photographed:

(1) Nature of Explosive Devce. The detonator of a home-
made bomb may leave items strewn about the scene, such as: parts of the
container, fragments of a box, p:eces of string or paper; metal parts such
as pieces of pipe, tape, wire, batteries, and parts of clock mechanisms.

42) Undetonated Portions of Explosives. These ;nay be found
at a considerable distance from the_point_oi explosion.

_

(3) Traces of Lis:mid Exolosives. Stains or splashes on clothing,
draperies, or walls; particles of wax or paraffin.

(4) Point of Oria-in. The exact spot at which the bomb exploided
is important. Also the Irindow or other opening through which the bomb'\may
have been thrown.

(5) Condition of Utilities Equipment. If it appeers that the source
of power for the detonation was derived from a doorbell, telephone, or gas equip-
ment, photographs shou!d be made of such items, also of household appliances and
similar pieces of equipment. Also photograph such items if in places where they,
would not normally be placed. Faulty gas lines, open gas valves, and ruptured
pipes or fittings should also be photographed.

(6) Evidence from SuspeCt. Indications of the use of explosives
may be found on the person of a suspect or in his lodgings or vehicle. Thus,
photographs should be made ef acid burns, discolorations, or injuries on a
suspect's person and of explosive components, binding materials, insulation
materials, etc.
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d. -Arson. rson is one of the more difficult offenses to prove, since
:nuch ot the eviclence is consumed by fire. Photography is one of the major
seientlfic aids used in investigations of this type. It is a lengthy operation,
starting with the investigator's arrival at the scene and continuing, oe-haps,
for several daAs after the fire. This is a tpc of investigation that is well
suited to the use of motion pictures, as well as Oil] photograph. The .

pnotoc,raphing of a lire is (Iivided into three phases: photographing the fire in
progress.; immediately after the fire; and atter action when damage photographs
are taken.

(1) During the Fire. Photographs of the fire while it is in
progress are valuable for a number of purposes. They should,include the
following:

a The area of origin.

(b) The speed, direction, and manner of the spreading of the
fire.

(c) Progressive stages.of the fire from various angles, as
significant changes take place.

id) The-arrangement of wholows and doors.

Ie Photogrziphs of spectators should he taken every 15 min-
utes or so, since the arsonitj- will otten return to the scene of the fire. Look
:or individuals who appear in-more than one photograph.

This phase of Ulf", photogra* is be-;t accomplished
a motion picture ,ar-:era. The color of the smoke and steam, location, size
and color of the fl.,me's as well as their intensit\ , arc all valuable in determining
th( use of an accelerant. A time log should he maintained, recording the time
eacil -,quence was taken. Naturalk , color film is the preterred film since it
provides better identitic:s!ion of color-. The photographs of the spectators ma'

lead, especially if there has heen a series o hres in the Nicinit.
Locat clvi han tireiren av ! arson investigators hnu1d be invited to view these

s since the.y ':ray he fan.iliar ith po-sible -wspe, t-. II t is-possible. photo-
ihould be taken inside the structure during the h re. l'hese should include

`.1 5 and doors. closets and file cabinets wlu re la cord< are stored. Incendian
devices snould be photographed carefully, should Am item that could be used
in ring the fire. items relate to the most (111(u-tilt eleinent of proof,
totem (ans containers. nape! . rags, (-ombustible
candles matches, ttc.. should all he.s. a re_lul ph)tographed. Photographs
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should also be taken of prospective devices that have been tampered with, such
as sprinkler systems that have been turned off, open gas jets or pipes, or
electrical systems that have been altered to create a danger. If.the fire is
uncontrollable, this evidence may be consumed and lost for the-investigator's
evaluation. 1i

_ (2) After the Fire. When it is safe to enter the building, it
should be photographed completely. The same attention should be given to
the details considered in photographing the interior during the fire. in additio3-..

4. the area that was burning can now be entered and pho:cgraphed. It is'impo-..z- at
that this be accomplished before the firemen enter the area, since they may
collapse dangerous walls or chimneys to protect the public. This, cf course,
destroys any evidence that is there. Special attention should be given to arrange-
ments ot the items in various rooms. Arson is often used to conceal another
crime. Particular attention should be given to documents and records that
are purposely exposed, doors, windows, transoms, and ventilators that are
open and provide cross-drafts. Electric clocks should be photographed to shotv
the time of power failure. Views of burned areas should be taken with special
attention to their probable points of origin. The firemen are a good source of
information to determine these areas. The path of a fire can sometimes be
traced by the effects of the fire. The alligator pattern of charring caused by the
fire often can be used to trace the fire to its origin. The deep charring of the
wood, and the small checks of the pattern, should be photographed. Cross- or
side-lighting is best to reveal the detail of the charring. The exposure should
be increased by one or two fstops since the "charred wood absorbs a great amount
of light. The pattern at the point of origin is smaller and deeper than the rest of
the area. The pattern is also smaller and deeper at points where flammable
liquids were used.

- (3) After2Action Photographs. After-action photographs include
complete exterior coverage of the structure and the surrouncling area. They also
include any evidence that may be-uncovered during cleanup operations. These
require cbordination with the fire department and the personnel employed in the
..4eaning detail. They should be briefed as to what ma be of interest to you.
If evidence is located, they should be instructed not to move it until you have
arrived to photograph it. In addition to the photographii of the structure and
such evidence as may be foundi photographic cop of the blueprints of the
structure is also valuable in reconstructing the scene. in eoniunction with the
blueprint, overall photographs of the interior can be used to indicate the location
oi vairious rooms inside the building, by marking their location on the print with
a grease pencil.
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e. Sex Offenses. This type of crirrphotographed in three phases:
the victim; the victim's clothing; and the scene of theassault. The offense of
rape will be used as an example of this type crime. This is one of the more
difficult crimes to prove, thus, photographs are of prime importance. Since
resistance to the act is important, bruises and discolorations on the body of
the victim are vital evidence. In addition to these marks, the condition of

spePifically-affected pi.rts, and the presence of foreign hairs, fibers, and
b\iological stains all add to the evidence that the act did in fact take place.
Foreign matter adhering to the victim's clothing may, through laboratory analysis,
verif3:- the victim's identification of the scene. This type photography lends itself
well to the use of color film. Permission should be obtained in writing fr om the
victim, or her parents or guardian in the case of a minor, before the photographs
are ta en. It is recommended that the victim's physician be present when the
photogr s are made.
-

'1 (1) Photographing the Scene. The scene of the crime should be
\photographed to show its relationship to neighboring roads or houses, to show
that the victim's cries could not be heard, or that the scene would not normally
be. one used for a social meeting. A closeup of the scene should show disturbances
in the ground, or in shrubbery or foliage; items of clothing or personal items such
as a purse, comb, lipstick, buttons, as well as footprints or tiretracks are other
items to photograph. Indoor scenes may have.broken or disarranged furniture
or other signs of a struggle, and there may be signs of forcerentry, such as a
cut window screen, a broken window, or tool marks on a door.

(2) Photographing the Suspect. An examina of the suspect
-') a phsician and the investigator may reveal evidence linking the suspect with
the scene or the act. These items should be photographed. They are basically
the zarne items that would be.noted on the victim: bruises, scratches, foreign
matter in the clothing, semen stains, _etc.

*-7 f. Crimes Involving Firearms. Firearms as a weapon, having
the advantage of thstance, ,can make the work of the photographers very difficult.
The photographer should work with a firearms expert and the photographs should
le made to conform with his views on hOw the evidence should be shown. It will
t)e a definite aid if the trajectory of a bullet can be shown. One technique for
-ivId13, showing the path of a bullet is to stretch a white cord from the bo of the
%.ictim to the apparent point of the discharge of the weapon. The scene should be
photographed both with and without the cord, so that an overlay can be ade, if
it is desirable to show in the picture the path of the bullet.
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(1) Indoor Scenes. Marks made by bullets on impact with a wall
or other solid object should be photographed from the assumed point of fire, as
well as closeup.

-(2) Outdoor Scenes. If the crime took place outdoors, the
possibility of long trajectories or ricochet of bullets exists. Since the position
of the person discharging the weapcji is often unknown and difficult to determine,
photographs taken from the tody position along the estimated direction, ;Ire
become very important.

g. Accidental 1.-eaths. accide:ca! de1 ctap7:::C1. LI the
same mann.ar as a homicide. ;Mobgraphs shoud o take-a of :12/7.h:-.4 thf.t 'ends
to prove or illustrate how and th,? accideat oerr. Sr.....ecial care shoult1
be taken to include photographs,of any safety devices which were used, properly
or improperly, or not used at all. Many times these photographs can be used
as the basis for prevention programs.

h. Surveillance Photography. The purpose of a surveillance is to .
provide the investigator with information or evidence. One of the best methods
of recording this information Or evidence is a photograph. Surveillance photo-
graphy is the same as ordiaary photography except that the phptcgrapner must
maintain secrecy. Th:s means that the photographs must be taken f:orn a dis-
tance with a telephoto lens, or with a concealed camera. The -.pplication of
photography during a surveillance will depend on the nature of the surveillance
ahd the purpose. Some of the more common applications are outlined in the
following examples. W

(1) Camera Position. On a fixed surveillance, or when the
camera is positioned at a suspected meeting pl ace of the suspect. the prime
considerations are concealment and the field of view. The camera must be
positioned where it cannot be observed but still have a clear view of the area.
It is.best to take first an overall view of the scene to establish the location, and
then use a lens of long enough focal length to make recognizable photographs of
the suspect(s). If motion pictures are used the first few feet of film should be
taken of the data board, and if a clock is located in the scene's area the clock
should be photographed at the beginning and end of each scene. This establishes
the time the photographs were made. The data board is photographed on each
roll of film. Notes should be maintained on the exposure, film type, etc. , and
the names, time of arrival or departure of the persons of interest who are photo-
graphed. Vehicles or other objects of interest should also be recorded if photo-
gr^phed. Cases p which this type surveillance photography th used are narcotics
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purchases, blackmarket operations, /thefts from parked automobiles, or
when the meeting of to-or more persons must be proven to establish their
presence at a certain area or that they are acquainted.

,

(2) Moving Surveillance. A moving surveillance provides the
greatest problems in photography, since the investigator is often in the open,
and mi.st take the photographs with a minimum of concealment. h is best to
operate in teams, one man driving and the other, acting as his assistant, taking
the photographs and operating the radio, taking notes, etc. If a foot surveillance
is required, the problem is increased since two men together are more obvious
than one. If the suspect's destination is known, it is best to set up a pre-selected

,sD position and take the pictures when the suspect arrives.

(3) Surveillance Leading to Apprehension. In some types of
offenses the surveillance leads to an immediate apprehension, such as a narcotics ,
.sale. In cases of this nature the photographer must not only photograph the
purchase, but the apprehension as well. When the investigator makes the appre-
hension he will grasp the suspect's hands to prevent hini from dropping or throwing
the narcotic away -Trii action must be photographed, as well as the evidence still
in the suspect' and if ossible. The evidence taken from the suspect's person,
should also be jhotographd, such as syringes, hypodermic needles, etc. In
this type offense, .if an ap rehpension is made after a forced entry and surprising
The suspects while they are using narcotics, the first photographs are taken as
soon as entry is gained. This is to record the suspect's positions and actioris.
An} evidence revealed during the search of the suspects and the room they are
in must also be photographed, as and where it is found, and later af the photo
lab for identification azyLrecord.

i. Disorders. Although not usually the responsibility of criminal
investigators, disorders and riots may be of some interest from a criminal
standpoint if they occur on a military reservation, or involve a military opera-
tion. Motion pictures taken of the participants allow identification of persons
involved, and study of the actions of various groups w,ithin the mob. If criminal
actions are observed the motion picture film is excellent evidence. Intelligence
personnel may also have an interest or respo4ibi1ity in the case, and should be
invited to view the films.

4. ARTICLES 0F EVIDENCE. In addition to appearing in the overall
crime scene photograph to establish their location, all portable items of
evidence should be taken to the laboratory where they can be photographed under
the most favorable circumstances (see Lesson 8, Copy and Small Object Photo-
graphy). Closeup photographs of perishable items, such as footprints, and
evidence that will oxidize and cliange color, such as bloodstains, must be made at
the scene of the crime as, quickly as possible.

:.
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a. It is very important for the investigator to label, in some

manne'r, every item of evidence he ciceepts, not only to prevent a possible
mix-up of evidence but tor his own persona! protection. All small items should
be placed in containers and the containers labeled with a case number. It is
also recommended that the photographer givse a signed receipt containing a
description of all items passed on to him, arid to demand a similar receipt When
,he passes an item on to another party. Thus, the continuity of handling can be
preserved. It is advisable to observe some characteriltic peculiar to the
particular. piece of evidence so that he can positively identify it later as the
material he received and photographed.

i b. Important items of evidence, such as tools, weapons, and
contraband, and items which may deteriorate or change with time should be
photographed individually. Some objects may require more than one photograi-h in
order to show trace evidence on all'surfaces. This provides a permanent record
of the original appearance$f the object, provides a supplement for the case report,
and protects the valuable evidence from unnecessary handling.

c. Photography of Blood. Blood oxidizes and turns brown.
Frequently the crime laboratory will remove the blood from a weapon to analyze
it, and there have been cases where a defense attorney has objected to a weapon
being offered in evidence after it has been'cleaned. Thus the p'hotographer must
work fast when photographifig any evidence containingblood.

N.\ (1) Blood; per se, is easy to photograph. Color film should be
used, especially with old, dried blood which may not record satisfactorily in'
black and white photography. Bloodstains areNrequently found where the
background of similar color makes it more difficult to photograph. There are
several methods which can be used.

(2) The object in photographing blood is to capture as much
contrast between the bloodstain and its surroundings as pOssible. A .red filter
may lighten the blood more than its surroundings, and a blue filter may darken
the blood more than its background. A liery low grazing light, especially-mhen
dealing with fabrics, w1l sometimes record bloodstains because of the difference
in reflectivity between the blood and the nap of the fabric. Also, fresh blood, and
sometimes oxidized blood, will fluoresce when illuminated with ultraviolet light.

d. Footprints and Tire Impressions. Imprints of shoes and tires
are often found at a crime scene. Although these are usually reproduced by
plaster casting, they should be photographed first. Place the camera on a
tripod with the film plane parallel to the ground. In the case of footprints,
include a ruler beside the print and adjust the camera to obtain as large an image
as possible. In the case of tire prints, select a length of track for best tread
pattern, especially areas which reveal defects, such as cuts, which may help
identify an individual tire.
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e. Dusty Shoe Prints. Occasionally, dusty shoe prints are found on
newk waxed tloor or on paper strewn on the floor. These may be visible

to the naked eye by use of crosslighting. Another method is to use 'a sticky
material to which the dust will adhere,and which will lift the print from the
floor.

5. PHOTot;RA MIX FVIDENCE. WhHe most of the rules pertaining
to photographic evidence ari. based on ci\ilian c:,ourt decis,ions, the apply to
military courts and boards ;is well. They deal with the adinission of the
photograph as evidence, and the weight to he given various types of evidence
di.Ticted in individual photographs. The photograph offered in evidence
should be a faithful representation of the subiect matter. It should not mislead
the viewer in any important aspect. It should be free of distortion, in lines or
shapes, and tone relationships should be ;iccurate. Important subject ma'tter
should be in sharp focus. There are two t,\ pes of evidence photographs; those
which represent objects of evidence, or a scene, and serve in place of the
oblect, or a verbal description ot it; and those which actuall prove a point in
issue, such as bullet comparisons, document alterations or fingerprints. To
be admissible in evidence, the object portraed must itself be admissible.
The admissibility of photographs which prove a point in issue is decided by the
court, based on the point in question, and the degree of effectiveness with which
the photograph accomplishes this purpose.

=7,±.

a-. - The use of photographic evidence is mentioned in several portions
of the Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1969 (Revised), as follows:

(I) Para 13c. Real Evidence. Ph\ sical objects such as
clothing, jeweln, , weapons, and marks on wounds on a person's body, ma.:\ be
received or exhibited it the\ are relevant to an 'issue in the case. Evidence
of this kind is called real evidence. If an item of real evidence which has been
introduCed in the case is not to be attached to the record of trial because of the
impossibility or i'mpracticality ot doing so or tor some other reason, the item
should be clearly and accuratel\ described for the record b\ testimon , photo-
graphs, or other means so that it may be considered properl upon review of the
case.

(2', Para 54 . . . . When a document, such as an original
record, which must. or s oc, returned to the source trom which it was
obtained, is received in evidence or marked for identificaLion, a suitable copy
o'r extract cop\ thereof,w i11 }At, substituted for the document and it will then be
returned. Similar action rna be taken to substitute an accurate description or
photograph for an item of real evidence which must be returned to its source
or is too bulk', for-inclusion in the record of trial.

'at
4-12 1; 9-15
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(3) Para 144e. Maps kind PhotoKraphs.' Maly:, thotographs,
I

X-rayS, sketches and similur projections of localities, objects, persons, and
other matter are admissible when verified by any person, whether 'or not he
made or toOk them, who is personally acquainted with the locality, object,
person, or other thing thereby represented or pictured and is able from his ,

own personal knowledge or observation to state that they actually represent
the appearance of the subjeet matter in question. S,Ich writings are also admis.-7
sible when they co ithin either the offiCial recerd or business entry excep-
tion to the hearsa .

b. These pc,rtions of the manu'il outime, the basic prerequisites fo-
evidence photographs n ,-.11!.tary courts. Essentiail,, the photcg-aph trust
be clear, sharp, free c, diz,tertion, identifiable, anu mate..'ill a releI,ant to
the issue(s) of the case..

4-12
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EXERCISES

EQVIR F;1ENT. The tolliming exercise:- are multiple choice. There are
tour alternatives to each exercise.. lou are to select the one alternative that
I:- correct and indicate \ our choice by circling the correct response directly
on the exercise booklet.

1. Which of the tollowing is NOT a prime function of Investigative
Photography?

a. Provides a perrnanent record.

b. Determines guilt or innocence.

c. Assists in the solving of crimes.

d. Provides a graphic illustration of the scene.

2. The information on a data card should include

a. location, time/date, and initials.

b. location, timei,date, offense, and initials.

J

c. location, case nu$t, tiA,e/date, offense, and initials.

d. case number, offense, and initials.

3. Which of the following is NOT a factor in initiaH photographing
a crime scene?

a. Items photographed should show enough of the surroundings to
establish location.

h. At least four photographs of the overall scene should be taken.

c. The first photograph is usuall of the entrnce to the area.

d. The overall photographs will generall be eloseups.

4-12 I; 9-17
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4. .To ensurt comPlete coverage of a scene, a pattern should be
established. This patternshduld start at a peint on the perimeter and
move

a. clockwise in a spiral.

b. counterclockwise in a sPiral.

c. from the interior to the exterior of the scene.
401

d. from right tà left getting each corner.

5. 4ifter a fire, in which arson is suspected, you may be able to trace
the fire to its'origin because

a. the alligator pattern of charring is not as-light absorbent as the
surrounding areas.

b. the checks of the charring pattern Will be larger than the stir-
rounding areas.

c. -the pattern of.charring at the point of'origin is &mailer and
deeper than the rest of the are4.

d. the point of origirl'will be blacker than the rest of the Area.

6. Propei perspectiVe means that the camera should be

as dose to the object, as possible to get as close to actual.size
as possible.

b. st, a witness' eye level:.

c. parallel to the floor.

^
d. aboia feet froM the floor.

,
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7. To best show the alligator pattern of charred Wood you would use

a. flat lighting.

b. diffused lighting.

e. one to two btOOPlessiefpost:re.

d. one to twcfstops more exposure.

All of the" following are TRUE statement's concerning photographs
which are usea as evidence 'EXCEPT

a. negatives should.be handled as an other piece of evidence and

:he chain of custod is the same.

-*
report.

b. the processor of the film should be listed as a witness in,the case

c. negatives used as evidence cannot be altired or retouched in any
way, except for an identification number.

'd. prints-used in a criminal case cannot be enlarged or changed
tr. aa way.

rape victim has been huspitaiized. You have been directed to take
.--normz phs f her tniurte-. for ..tnieh he will have to be photographed in the
mak,. taking the photogniphs oi., should obtain written permission from

x. the victim's husoand. -

b. the attending pk sician.

c. the victin-, or parent, or guardian in the case of a minor.

d. the Staff .ludge Advocate

4-12 I; 9-19
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10. Which of the following is a TRUE statement concerning objects
or ma kers p d in and photographed as part o a crime scene?

a. It will Take the photograph inadniissible as.evidence.

b. All objects must be"...leded on a Chain-of-Custody form,
DA 19-31. C

c. They must be necessary for the identifIca:ion ef .some object.

d. They need not be veri:ied as tc their nrccer

a fixed survel..-In. me prime

a. the types of lenses used.,

b. concealment and f! le field of view.

c. concealment and the exposure factors.

d. exposure factors and film typel

When an enlargement is made of a portion of a negative, for coart use,

a. -it must be supported by.teAmony to be entered as evidence.

b. a contact print should be submitted with it.

41* c. it must be 16 x 20 inches in size.

d. it may, be submitted without any additional support or explanation.

4-12 I; 9-20
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1.1. In narcotics investigations, ar* evidence revealed during a search ot

a person, or room

a. can be photographed onlx after the susprct has been advised
of his rights.

b. must be photographed when and where it was found.

c. can only be photographed, and wed as evidence, after itIrs
been determined to actually be contraband.

d. should only be photographed in the photo lab under ideal
conditibns, as a statement from the investigator will verify when and where
it was found. .

14. Upon arriving at the scene of a burglar, the first photographs
you would normally take would be of .

traces.

a. the exterior of the building or site.

b. marks left by tools.

- .

c. trace evidence, since the investigators might leave their own

d. articles left at rhe scene.
r-

1=,

Ile15. Color photographs of a victim of hanging should taxen, since color
t

a. presents a more vivid portrayal than black and whi e ncreasing
chances for a conviction of the suspect.

h. provides a better record of both discolorations than black
white, and is better evidence in court.

c. show:- more detail than Wadh and white photos, adding to their
value as evidence in colirt, and allows the p:11ho1ogist to add testi:nor* not
included in his report.

d. provides proof of the pathologist's autopsy findings and demon -
strates tissue damage.

4-12..1; 9-21
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1 . A data card is

a. placed in the scene to identif eavh individual photograph.

b. a complete teclmical history of a print or negative.

c. used to verify the materiality d el vanc of each photograph.

d. used to identify the photogra hs arid tne location

17. .7.1otegraphs v-,crn should be taeen

a. only at the morgue, since a doctor must be present.

b. only at the scene, since any photographs taken after the body
is moved would not be valid.

c. at both the scene and the morgue.

d. only after the victim is officially declared dead.

18. When photographing a homicide victim, to locate the 1-:ody in the
scene and its position in relation to other articles, ou shoula

another.
4

example.

a. include a ruler in the photograph.

b. photograph the body from all four sides.

c. take at least two photographs of the body at right angles to one

d. get as far above the body as is possible l)v using a chair, for

4-112 1; 9-22



DUring pretrial investigation ol a homicide, oil are asked
how photographs of the scene made b, azother photographer, Who has been

ansterred, can be identified. You wouir reply that

a. the data card on each print can identify that particular photo-

b. a deposition left by the actual photographer must be used in the
pretrial investigation.

c. an one familiar with the .tcene can identify them.

d. identification is required, and the photographer must be recalled.

20. h-Nhe first photograph of an undisturbed victim of hanging would be

of the overall scene, including the body.

of the rope marks on the victim's neck.

c. under clinical conditions at the morgue, with a doctor to supervise.

d. of the body, with some e standing next to it to show perspective.

21. of the four choices given elow, the most important element of photo-
graphing the scene of sex crimes, is the photographing of the

a. victim at the scene while the details are still vivid.

b. victim's clothing with infrared to detect semen stains.

c. victim's injuries as soon as medical personnel allow.

d. scene of the crime showing terrain, bushes, buildings, etc.

4-12 I; 9-23
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Photoeraphs '12e tdn o ini of dro,An.:ng. Foul play is
suspected. The items of primary interest .Yould

a. the scene %,here the body was located, showing it :-.)eing zerno,eci
water.

p. the tyre terlr tne 3odv w:..s found.

c. the conie::.; fte v.,:tim'c

. anc

of the following statements are TRUE concernfng ind:vidual peto-
graah' of imps rt.a.nt items of evidence, EXCEPT

they are admissible only if t:le original item is unavailable.

b. they provide a permanent...record f t's.e. ap1(,;arar.

c. thzev prov:de supp:ements tor the case repor..

d. the- prett?:. valuable ?vi,-lence from un_necessary handling.

24. When pnciographing during a fire, in which arson is suspected, yca
would tr to photograph,

any iterns which could have been used in startift the fire.
U. protective devices wItr...11 may have been tampered w;th.

spectators.
IV. the ?rr.:_rigernent of doors tind vindows.

a. V only.

,1). I and II.

e. anC IV.

d. all of the above.

29
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25. You want to photograph bloodstains on a pair of pants. One method
of accomplishing this would be to

a. use iodine fumes to bring the stain out.

b. use a low grazing light.

c. use the n..aximum aperture your camera will allow.

d. place lights at a 45° angle to bring out th _stain.

4

4-12 I; 9-25
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LESSON SOLUTION SHEET

ARMY CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF
THE US ARMY MILITARY POLICE SCHOOL

SUBCOURSE NO. 4-12 I Investigative Photography .

SOLUTIONS
(All references, enclosed in parentheses, are to the attached memorandum.)

LESFC:: 1 LESSON 3
1. c (para 3a) 1. c (para 3a)
2. b (para 3c) 2. a (para 4a(1))
3. a (para 4a) 3. d (para 4c)
4. a (para 4b) 4. c (para 4d)
5. d (para 5b) S. c (para 4d(3))
6. (para 6a) 6. b (para 5)
7. d, (para 6c) 7. b (para 6)
S. b (para 7a) 8. d (para 7a)
9. a (para 7b) 9. b (para 7b(1))

10. c ,(para 8b) 10. d (para 7b(2))

LEAON 2 LESSON 4

1. d ,1-)ara 3a) 1. c (para 3a)
2. b Opara 3b, 4c) 2. d (para 3a(3))
3. d (para 4) 3. a (paraia(4))
4. a (para 4d(1)) 4. c (para 3b(1))
5. b (para 5) 5. b (para 3b(1))
6. c (pa,ra 5a) 6. b (para 3b(1)(a))

b (paa 5c) 7. c (para 3b(1)(b))
8. a (pa/a7 5d(1)) 8. a (para 3b(1)(c))
9. a (para 5d(1)) 9. c (para 3b(2))

10. c para\5d(3)) / 10. d (para 3b(3))
11. d (pal-a\ 6c) 11. c (para 3b(6))
12. 'b (parOd(1)) 12. a (para 3b(6)(a))
13. d (para JOb(1)(a)) 13. d tpara 3b(6)(c))
14. d (para 1.0b(2)) 14. d (para 4b(2))
15. b (pars Ob(1)) 15. d (para 5a)

16. b (para 5.10.71

17. c (Figure 3)
18. d -(para 0)
19. b (Figure 5)
20. d (para 6d(1))
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, LESSON*

,

k

LESSON 6
a Ipara 3a)

2. d (para 3b(1))
3. b .(para 3b(2))
4. a (para 3b(2)(b))
5. b fFigUte 3)
6, a (para 3d(1))
7.1 e (para 3d(3))
8.\ c (para
9. c (para 4a)

10. d (para 5b)
11. a (para 5c)
12. a (para 5d)
13. b (para 5d(2))
14. d (para 6a)
15. b (para 6g(1))
16, a (para 7a)
17. b (para 7b)
18. c (para 8b11))
19. b (para,8d(3))
20. c (para 8e(1))
21. d (para 9b(1))
22. c (para 10b)
23. a (para 10c)
24. d (para 11a)
25. d (para 12a)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

,8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

'I.

22.

23.

24.

5.

c

a

d

c

b

d

d

a

b
c

a

b
b

d

a

c

c

d

b

a

d

c

b
c

a

(para 2)

(para 2b(3)-(5))
(para 2c),

(para 2c(1), (2))
(para 2d(5))
(para 2d(8))
(Figure 1)
(para 3d)

(Figure 2, ara 3e)
A(para 3e(6 ))

(para 5b(1)(j))
(para 5b(2)(a))
(para 6b)

(para 6d)
(para 7)

(para 8)

(para WO)
(para 8b(1))

(para 8c(2))
(para I0a)

(para 10d)
(para 10e)

(para 11b)
(4ara Ilb)
(para 11c)

LESSON 7
1. b* (para 30,
2. a (para.))
3. c (para 3)
4. d (para 5)
S. a (para 7c(3))
6. b (para 4b)
7. d (para,8a(1)(e))
8. b (para 8a(3))
9. a-' (para 8b)

10. c (para 8a(1)(d)

LESSON 8
1. b (para b(2))
2. b (para 2c(2).(b))
3. d (para 2b(6))
4. a (para 3e)
S. t (para 4a(3))
6. c (para 4b(1))
7. c (para 2b(7))
8. a. (para 4b(3))
9. d (para 4b(3) (b))

10. a (para 2e(1))
11.. c (para 3a)

$01)
12.

13.

d

b
(para

(para
2c(2) (a))

2b(1)) .

144 c (para Sf)
13\ b (para 3b(4))
16. d (para 3c(1))
17. a (para 2b(5))
18. a (para 5a)
19. b (para 5c)

c (para 2b(3)(a))

4-12 I; S-2
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LESSON 9
1.
2.
3.-
4.

b
a
d
a

(para
(para
(para
(para

2)
2d)
2a)
2a)

5 c (para 3d(2))
6. b (para '2c)
7. d (para 3d(2))
8. d (para 2f)
9. c (para 3e)

10. c (para 2e(2))
11. b (para 3h(1))
12. b (para 2h)
13. b (para 3h(3))
14. a (para 4a)
15. b (para 3b(2) (b))
16. b (para 2d)
17.' c (para 3b)
18. c (para 3b(1) (c))
19. c (para Sa())
20. a (para
21. d (para 3e(1))
22. d (para 3b(3))
23. a (para 4a)
24. d (para 3d(1) (a)-(f))
25. b (para 4c(2))
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ARMY CORRESPONDENCE COURSE OF
THE U. S. ARMY MILITARY POLICE SCHOOL

SUBCOURSE NO. 4-12 I

CREDIT HOURS

TEXT ASSIGNMENT

MATERIALS REQUIRED

EXAMINATION OBJECTIVE

SUGGES'IONS

/-

:
EXAMINATION

4-12 1; E-1

Investigative Photography.

2.

All texts and references previously
used.

None.

To test your knowledge of material
covered in the previous lessons.

Review text assignments and solutions
to previous lessons before answering
questions. Use answer sheet provided.

,

-.
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EXERCISES

REQUIREMENT. The following exercise are ru1tip1e choice. There are
four alternatives to each exercise. You are to' efect the one alternative that
is correct and indicate your choice by placing a ross oci in the space provided
on the answer sheet.

1: When' an enlargement is made ofla portion of a negative, for court
use, you should also submit

a. a contact print.

b. the chain of c.ustody statement.

c. ui expliAnaton of the scene.

d. all available technical information about the negative?

2. An accelerator increases the rate of oxidation of the

a. solvent.

b. reducer.

c. fixer.

d. restrainer.

3. To best show the alligator pattern of charred wood at the point !

origin 01 a fire, you would most likely use

a. flat lighting.

b. 2 f/stops overexposure.

c. flood lights placed at 45°.

d. diffused or refracted lighting.

2,3j
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4. The reflection of light from

8. spe;.olar.

refra-tive.

c. diffuse.

d. dem-e.

,200
t %%mild pt-,a,,: .it .as.sed

5. .All of the foilowi% afe eharacreristics of a film emulsion EXCEM

a. contrast

b. grain.

c. acutance.

d. halation.

3. The trajector .44i a Lh.1it 1:,1 he shcmn 1:);% :-trett htro hit( c(rd
from point of impact to th, Nip trent point of discharge and photographing it.
You would also

a. record th e. azimuth and distance factors.

b. pose someone, With a weapon, at the point of dischdrge:

L. take a close-up of th e. cord s46 that it may ititer be reathry !dent:tied.

d. photograph seene.without the cord.

.4%
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7. In
to the print be

1:1 image size reqinre,; that the'distanee fr'vn the ;;,.1`
416

a. the same as the focal length ot the lens used.

I'D. twice the focal length of the lens used.'

c. four times ihe focal length of the fens used.

d. eight times the focal length of the lens used.

8. If development time is extended, in the diffusion reversal sy:.;teln,

a. contrast is increased.

b. the' print will be blur4d.

c. contrast is decreased.

d. the final print will not bé any good.

9. Positive lenses are thicker at the center than at the edges and eau.-;e
light rays to

a. disperse.

b. converge.

c. divide.

d. coincide.

T
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10. You are photographing a homicide. Your method of photographing..

the scene would most likely be
I

a. to photograph the body first, since an autopsy must be quickly
performed, then the scene and evidence.

. b. to start at the entrance to the scene, work in a special, clock-
wise manner, taking overlapping shots, and photographing the victim last.

c. to photograph fragile evidence first, then the victim, then'the
overall shots of the entire scene; each shot overlapping the others.

d.. to photograph as soon as the cene itseifs processed, and
-A, make the hotographs in an overlapping, circular manner.

`t.
.,

fr

, 11. A s ecial pr blern is created when photogrklung light fingerprints
on a dark background. The problem is that

14,...

use:

, a. light powder's will not cling to light fingerprints.

b. the image produced in the nal print is reversed.
,

c. you must use filters to elimingto-glare, caused by your lights.

d. a reversal film, rather than a regular process film, must be

12. When a distance scale is engraved directly on a lens mount, as on
moSt 35mm cameras, there is usually, also, an adjoining .

\
a. speed scale. -

b. bellows distance scale.

c. Vernier scale.

d. depth of field scale.

v

..)

"Pvt.

c.
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13. The shutter fast speed control on ,the KS-15(1) controls speed from

a. 1 to 4/25 of a second.

b. 1/50 to 1/500 of a second.

c. 1/100 to 1/500 gf a seeond.

d. 1/25 to 1/1000 of a second.

14.. The difference in the density of metallic silver in a film emulsion
is known as'

a. shadow.

b. brightness.

c. contrast.

d. highlight.

15. You are using a filter whose factor is 2, on a range finder camera.
You mtist

a. decrease the original exposure by 2.

b. decrease_the aperture by 1 f/stop.

c. increase the original exposure by 2.

d. increase the aperture by 1 f/stop.

4-12 1;-E-41
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16: A negative should only be marked with

a. photographer's initials and identification number.

b. time 'date taken and photographer's initials.

c. identification number.

d. a grease pencil to identify items of inter t in the image area.

17. The correct order for the steps in the development process is

a. fixing, ,development, washing, rinsing, and drying.

b. development, rinsing, fixing, washing, and drytr4.

c. development; washing, rinsing, pxing, and drying.

d. development, ftxing, washing, rinsing, drying.

18. The photographing of objects which are too small for a conventional
lens and too large for a microscope is called

a. macrophotography.

b. microphotography.

c. close-up photography.

d. telephoto photography.

St
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19. You find a document at the scene of a crime on which, you feel,
.chemical erasures may have been made. The best method for examining
this document would be

'a. treatment with infrared light.

b. oblique or flat lighting.

c. to use ultra-violet light.

d. treatment with iodine or benzine.

20. To prevent interaction between the preservative and the hardener,
in the development process, you would add

a.J soluble silver halides.

b. potassium alum.

c. Sodium sulfate.

d. acetic acid.

24. Depth of field is the distance between the nearest point of acceptable
sharp focus and

a. infinity.

b. the film plane.

c. the farthest point of shrp focus.

d. the l/yperfocal distance.

4-12 1; E-8
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For general copy work, of non-textured surfaces, the illumination
-used is usuall 4.0o lighting. This calls for

a. two spotlights, with barn doors, on both sides of the camera.

J b. *.wo flood lamps, in reflectors, on both side:, of the camera.

e. oncaspotlignt at a 450 angle to the main surface of the object
being copied.

d. one ,flood lamp raid two reflectors placed at 450 angles.

23. Black and white films reproduce colors as shades of gray. Sensitivity
to colors otlier than blue, violet, and ultra-violet, is obtained by the

a. addition of pulverized silver to the emulsion.

b. staining dyes incorporated into the film base.

c. addition of various dyes to the emulsion during manufacture.

d. addition of a filter layer in ceTtain film emulsions.

24. If an aperture is increased by one fistop, twice as much light is
admitted as before. If shutter speed is increased by one speed

a. one-half as much light is admitted.

b. twice as much light is admitted.

c. the aperture must also be increased by one f/stop.

d. there will be no change

4-12 1; -.E-9



25. Film emulsions which are sensitive to all colors are termed

a. monochromatic:

b. orthochromatic.

panchromatic.

d. rnonchromatic.

26. On the KS-15(1) camera, the amount of light which reaches the
film is determined by the

a. interval between the two lens curtains.

b. focal plane/camera lens distance.

c. optical diaphragm.

d. lens--fal length.

27. In small object photography, to obtain maximum depth of field,
you would use

a.. the bellows extension factor to compute your settings.

b. 45° flat lighting, wherever practicable.

c. the smallest practicable lens aperture.

d. the camera at as high an angle position as possible.

4-12 I; E-10



Nit Since the light intensity of a hazy sun is less than that of bright
sun, the lens aperture setting for hazy suiwhould be

.a. one stop smaller than the setting for"bright sun.

b. one stop larger than the setting fo? bright sun.

c. two stops smaller than the setting for bright sun.

d. two stops larger than the setting for bright sun.

29. When light is passed through a prism and separated into its color
components it is

a. dispersed.

b: disintegrated.

,C.---separated.

d. refracted.

30. A lenses "speed" is the ratio of the diameter-of die lens to its

a. focal plane.

b. aperrare.

c, image size.

d. focal length.
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31. Yon are called toi the scene of a fire in which arson is suspected.
When you arrive, .the fire has reached its peak of intensity. The first
pictures you take would be \

a. overall views to show the condition of the structure.

b. in sequence to show the path of the lire throtigh the building.

with infrared to penetrate the -smoke and steam.

d. color motion pictUres to shov, color of the smoke and flame.

32. On the KE-12(2) camera, there is a mounting bracket attached to
the upper right portion of the outer side of the camera body. This bracket is
for mounting the

a. polaroid adapter.

b. filmholder.

S, c4 optical view finder.

d. flashgun.

33. When photographing rectangular small 'objects, the fill lights should be

a. 1/3 to 1/4 as bright as the main light.

b., 1 to 1/2 as bi:ight as the rnain light.

c. the same brightness as the ain light.

d. twice as bright as the main kht.

9



34. In processing film, the type of film used and the type of developer
ustid will usually determine

a. development time.

b. exposure time.

c. developer life.

d. chemical decomposition.

35. The differ nee in the angle of view between what the camera lens
transmits to the film . d what the photographer sees through the view finder
is known as

a. flare.

b. parallax.

c. astigmatism.

correction.

36. At a distance of 22 feet, light frorn a point source, according to
the IAN erse Square Law, the area over which the light would sprea:d would be

a. 11 square feet.

b. 22 square yards.

C .
4

222 square feet.

d. 4'.;4 square feet.
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37. Light is generally controlled, in lenses, by an aperture. As the
size of the aperture is succeedingly diminished, the amount of light passing

_through the lens is

a. one-half as much for each succeeding stop.

b. one-quarter as much for each succeeding stop.

c. doubled for each succeeding stop.

d. four times as much for each succeeding stop. ,

38. The main criteria for placing objects or marks in a crime scene
and photographing them is that

a. they must be included on DA 91-60, Chain of Evidence Form.

b. they should not be too visible as this would detract from the
object in question.

the scene.
c. you must obtain permission from the ranking individual at

. it must be necessary in the identification of some object.

39. Foca1 length determines the

a. size of the image at the focal plane.

b. amount of light which reaches the focal point.

C. maxinmAceffective aperture of the lens.

d. distance to the hyperfocal point.
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40. Floodlighting usually, requires. an increase in the size of the
lens aperture because

el,

a. it compensates for the brightened bluishness of the light.
'

b. it is usually below sunlight in intensity.

C. artificial lighting changes the film peed.

d. floodlighting causes more shadows.
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